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Abstract

Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) is a major threat to global public health. A leading cause

behind the acceleration of AMR is the inappropriate and unnecessary use of antibiotics. To

enable informed prescribing behaviours and to preserve the efficacy of existing antibiotics,

better diagnostic technology is required that enables analysis of bacterial susceptibility,

at the time of prescription. One of the most common forms of resistance is to β-lactam

antibiotics such as penicillins. This resistance is primarily caused by β-lactamase en-

zymes, which catalytically hydrolyse β-lactam drugs, rendering them ineffective. Current

methods for point-of-care detection of these enzymes often use pH-sensitive dyes to detect

solution acidification caused by β-lactam hydrolysis. However, these assays are typically

qualitative and have been shown to be ambiguous for cases of low-level enzyme expres-

sion. This work describes the development and testing of an extended-gate ion-sensitive

field-effect transistor (EGFET) as the transduction element of an acidimetric β-lactamase

assay. The EGFET uses a discrete, commercial metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect

transistor (MOSFET) coupled to a IrOx electrode which is capable of producing high pH

sensitivities above 60 mV/pH with a less than two second time-response. This device

was used to perform quantitative measurements of β-lactamase activity. Measurements

were demonstrated for a β-lactamase blend containing as low as 0.4-0.7 IU β-lactamase I

and 0.06-0.1 IU β-lactamase II. Additionally, this work demonstrates the use of a surface-

bindable β-lactam antibiotic which reacts in the presence of β-lactamase enzymes in both

buffer and physiological media (undiluted urine). By localising the hydrolysis reaction to

the sensor surface, it is anticipated that the combination of the surface-tethered antibiotic

and EGFET will increase the sensitivity of the assay. Such high-sensitivity, quantitative

measurements of β-lactamase activity in a miniaturised device, could ultimately provide

an unambiguous assay for point-of-care detection of β-lactam resistance.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter introduces the motivation for this work, namely the need for better technolo-

gies for rapidly determining the presence of antimicrobial resistance in clinical infections.

The chapter concludes with a discussion of the aims of this work and an outline of the

thesis structure.

1.1 Antimicrobial Resistance: What needs to be done?

Antimicrobial Resistance (AMR) is the ability for microbes to grow in the presence of

antimicrobial compounds, such as antibiotics [1]. Although the term AMR relates to all

microbial species such as viruses, fungi and parasites, one of the largest areas of concern is

the rising rate of antibiotic resistant bacterial infections. While the evolution of resistance

is a natural, evolutionary process, the overuse of antibiotics has been shown to directly

correlate to the number of resistant infections [2–4]. In the past, these infections were

limited to hospitals, where antibiotics are commonly used. However, bacterial infections

are increasingly requiring treatment with second- and third-line antibiotics, not only in

hospitals, but in the wider community [5]. Antibiotic-resistant infections are now a global

issue. It is estimated that these resistant infections claim 700,000 lives per year worldwide,

with nearly 50,000 in the EU and US alone [6, 7]. At the current rate of increase, the

total deaths per year are set to rise to 10 million by the year 2050 [5], while the increase

in healthcare needs caused by these infections may end up costing a global $100 trillion,

equating to an extra $10,000 per person [5]. Although these numbers remain a source of

debate [8], there is no doubt of the increasing burden associated with AMR.

With increased resistance, everyday infections become more dangerous and difficult

to treat. However, this issue does not just include death caused by the inability to treat

standard infections. Antibiotics are used routinely throughout medicine to prevent infec-

tions during many medical procedures, such as surgery and chemotherapy. In these cases,

it is possible for the immune system to be suppressed and, without the ability to prevent

infection with antibiotics, these procedures become impractical and risky.

The O’Neil report was a two-year study of the economic and societal impact AMR

will have in the near future [5]. It discussed several points for improvement that must be

put into place to prevent the further development of AMR, such as the societal changes

and research needs. One key aspect discussed for preventing the further development

and acceleration of AMR is public awareness. A number of campaigns have been set up

with the aim to discourage over-prescription and reduce the overall use of antibiotics [9–

11]. These campaigns have been shown to be effective as a low-cost method for increasing

public commitment to reducing AMR [12]. However, in cases where antibiotics are thought
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to be required, there is still an issue with the prescription of ineffective and unnecessary

antibiotics. A study investigating prescribing behaviours for respiratory problems in the

US found that, of 40 million prescribed antibiotics, 27 million were thought to be given

questionably [13]. Incorrect and unnecessary prescriptions are one of the principal areas

which needs to be addressed to slow the progression of AMR. The O’Neil report stated

that by 2020 it should be mandatory that antibiotic prescriptions are informed by data

[5], however, this is still not the case in 2021 [14]. Conventional methods used to identify

antibiotic susceptibility, such as growth assays, can take days to complete and often require

isolation of the pathogenic bacteria [15, 16], thus, for patient safety and satisfaction,

antibiotics are often prescribed without prior knowledge of the infections susceptibility to

the drug or even whether the infection is bacterial.

To enable informed prescribing behaviours, better diagnostic technology must exist

which allows the analysis of a patient’s infection, at the time of prescription. For this to

be feasible, the technology has to be usable in a point-of-care setting and produce fast

results. Furthermore, the current technology available for detecting resistance is low-cost

and simple to use, therefore, for a new technology to be readily adopted, it must also meet

these criteria.

1.2 Goals of this Thesis

Given the need for new diagnostic technology which is applicable at the point-of-care, this

thesis describes the development towards a diagnostic assay for the detection of the most

common form of resistance, β-lactam resistance. By determining the presence of resistance

denoting enzymes, known as β-lactamases, the assay should be able to determine the

suitability of prescribing this class of antibiotics. The assay utilises a discrete, extended-

gate ion-sensitive field-effect transistor (EGFET) to detect the acidification of a solution

due to the β-lactam-β-lactamase reaction. The EGFET device was developed such that

it could be fabricated using low-cost methods and could be easily incorporated into an

automated diagnostic system. Additionally, this thesis demonstrates the use of a surface-

bindable β-lactam probe which responds to the presence of β-lactamase enzymes which

could be incorporated into the discrete EGFET device as well as a number of alternative

surface-sensitive biosensor technologies.

Investigate a low-cost, high-sensitivity, and fast pH sensing device to quantifi-

ably detect β-lactam acidification due to β-lactamase hydrolysis

It is well established that hydrolysis of β-lactam antibiotics by β-lactamase enzymes leads

to acidification of the bulk solvent. Thus, by developing a low-cost pH sensing device

which was sensitive and fast enough to detect this acidification reaction, it could be used

as the transducing element for a quantifiable point-of-care assay. Previous qualitative

acidimetric assays have demonstrated pH changes of more than 1 pH unit from β-lactam-

β-lactamase hydrolysis in as little as 1 min [17, 18], thus the device should exhibit a limit

of detection of less than 1 pH level and have a time-response of less than 0.01 pH per
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second to quantifiably detect this change over time.

Determine a quantifiable metric which can be used to determine β-lactamase

activity in an acidimetric assay

The purpose of this work is to develop a point-of-care device which allows for the quan-

tifiable measurements of β-lactamase activity. Therefore, it is necessary to find a quantity

which could easily be measured using electronic hardware and is directly related to the

concentration, and thus the activity, of β-lactamase.

Investigate the use of a surface-bound β-lactam antibiotic which is capable of

enabling β-lactamase catalysed hydrolysis at a sensor surface

Previous work has demonstrated that a higher signal-to-noise ratio can be achieved by

bringing the target reaction of the acidimetric assay to the sensor surface [19]. Therefore,

the investigation of a surface-bindable β-lactam which is still capable of being hydrolysed

by β-lactamase enzymes once bound may allow for an improvement in device sensitivity.

1.3 Outline of this thesis

This thesis is comprised of seven chapters. The contents of each chapter are as follows:

Chapter 1: Introduction

This chapter introduces the motivation of this work and describes the thesis goals and

content.

Chapter 2: Background and Theory

This chapter discusses the issue of antimicrobial resistance and gives an introduction to β-

lactam antibiotics and associated resistance mechanisms. It also covers the theory needed

to understand the proposed β-lactamase assay and the EGFET device. Finally, it discusses

some of the current and emerging techniques for β-lactamase detection as well as giving

an overview of developments in Ion-Sensitive Field Effect Transistor (ISFET) technology.

Chapter 3: Fabrication, Equipment and Experimental Techniques

This chapter describes the fabrication methods used to build the discrete component

Extended-Gate Ion-Sensitive FET (EGFET) devices. It also discusses the equipment

utilised for both measurements and fabrication, as well as the fundamental theory behind

the techniques used to characterise EGFET devices.

Chapter 4: Development of an Iridium Oxide Extended-Gate ISFET

This chapter presents the iridium oxide EGFET device used throughout this project. It

discusses the characterisation of the device’s pH sensing properties and limit of detection.
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Following this, it presents an investigation into the effect of electrode parameters on the

pH sensing properties of the device. Finally, the chapter concludes with an investigation

into the physical properties of the iridium oxide film.

Chapter 5: EGFET-based detection of β-lactamase Activity

This chapter demonstrates the use of the developed EGFET device for detection of β-

lactamase activity. The chapter begins with a discussion on the theory surrounding β-

lactam acidification, investigating the mechanism through which this effect occurs. Follow-

ing this, the chapter discusses the development of the analyte used for the assay, discussing

the effect that the various parameters have on the buffer capacity and the observed pH

change. Finally, the chapter explores the use of the developed EGFET device in conjunc-

tion with an optimised acidimetric β-lactamase assay, demonstrating its ability to quantify

β-lactamase activity.

Chapter 6: Immobilisation of a tethered β-lactam for β-lactamase Detection

This chapter discusses the development of a surface-bindable antibiotic probe which is able

to react to the presence of β-lactamases. The chapter begins by discussing the methods

used to ensure the antibiotic did not degrade once bound to a surface. Following this, the

antibiotic functionalised surface was analysed to determine its suitability for β-lactamase

detection. Finally, the chapter concludes with a demonstration of the surface-bindable

antibiotic use in undiluted urine.

Chapter 7: Conclusions and Outlook

This chapter summarises the work presented in this thesis and discusses potential areas for

further development, both in terms of short-term optimisation of the EGFET technology

and long-term translation of the technology into a clinical application.
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Chapter 2

Background and Theory

This chapter will discuss the challenge of antimicrobial resistance with a particular focus

on β-lactam antibiotics and the associated resistance mechanisms. It also covers the

theory that underpins the proposed β-lactamase assay and the EGFET device. Finally, it

discusses some of the current and promising techniques that have been demonstrated for

β-lactamase detection as well as giving an overview of ISFET technology developments.

2.1 Antimicrobials and Antimicrobial Resistance

Antimicrobials are any substances that inhibit the growth of, or kill, microorganisms such

as bacteria, fungi, and viruses [20]. These range from disinfectants, to specific forms of an-

tiviral treatments [21]. Antimicrobials are essential for modern medicine. Without them,

many common surgical procedures and treatments would carry an increased risk of infec-

tion, leading to severe mortality rates. Many antimicrobials are non-selectively harmful

to all macro- and microorganisms, thus, to control infectious disease within a patient,

non-toxic antimicrobials, which are effective only against the infecting microbe, must be

used. The most commonly used non-toxic antimicrobials for treating bacterial infections

are antibiotics; chemical compounds which specifically inhibit bacterial processes. Kick-

started by the discovery of penicillin in 1928 [22], over one hundred different antibiotics

have been developed over the years [23]. Despite this large number of antibiotics, most

fall into specific categories, depending on the mechanism of action with which they inhibit

bacterial reproduction. Table 2.1 shows the various antibiotic categories and their mode

of action.

Many antibiotics are not as effective at treating infections as they once were, due to

increasing levels of antibiotic resistance. Antibiotic resistance is the ability for bacteria to

survive in the presence of antibiotics that would otherwise kill or inhibit them [1]. The

development of resistance is a natural, evolutionary process. When bacteria are subject

to antibiotics, in order for them to survive and thrive, they can occasionally develop mu-

tations which allow them to grow in the presence of the, originally harmful, antibiotic. In

cases where antibiotics are at sub-lethal levels for most bacteria in a community, resistance

has been shown to spread rapidly [26][27]. Although we are only beginning to see the major

impact that antibiotic resistance will have on society, the development of resistance itself

is not a new phenomenon. In his 1945 Nobel lecture, Alexander Fleming described, “It

is not difficult to make microbes resistant to penicillin by exposing them to concentrations

not sufficient to kill them” [22]. The “sufficient concentration” that Fleming was referring

to is defined as either the Minimum Inhibitory Concentration (MIC), the concentration

of antimicrobial at which no growth is seen after incubation, or the Minimum Bacterici-
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Target Examples Mechanism of Action

Cell Wall Synthesis

Penicillins Binds to transpeptidase, the
protein responsible for
cross-linking peptides in cell wall.

Cephalasporins

Carbapenems

Vancomycin Binds to the two D-ala molecules
on the end of the peptide chains,
preventing cross-linking.

Protein synthesis (30S)

Tetracyclines Prevents binding of aminoacyl-
tRNA to the 30s subunit of the ri-
bosome.

Kanamycin Binds to the 30s subunit, causing
mistranslation of mRNA

Protein synthesis (50S)
Macrolides Binds to the 50S subunit of the

ribosome, preventing peptidyl
transferase activity.Chloramphenicol

RNA Synthesis
Rifampin Prevents RNA transcription by

binding to RNA polymerase.Actinomycin

DNA Synthesis

Fluoroquinolones Interfere with DNA gyrase, pre-
venting super-coiling of DNA.

Metronidazole Disrupts nuclead acid production
through the use of its biproduct.

Folic Acid Metabolism
Trimethoprim Replaces para-aminobenzoic acid,

which the cell needs to produce
folic acid.Sulfanomides

Mycolic Acid Metabolism Isoniazid Interferes with mycolic acid forma-
tion in mycobacteria, preventing
cell wall synthesis.

Table 2.1: Table showing the various classes of antibiotics that are currently available with
examples of each, and a description of their mechanism of action. Adapted from:[20, 24, 25]

dal Concentration (MBC), the concentration at which the antimicrobial will prevent any

further growth when the bacteria are introduced into fresh, antimicrobial free, media [28].

Bacteria are capable of passing on resistance genes through a number of mechanisms,

using one of two pathways. The primary pathway is vertical gene transfer, through re-

production, where cells divide and pass the genome to their offspring. The other pathway

is known as horizontal gene transfer. This occurs when cells pass their genetic code to

unrelated members of the community. For bacteria, this can occur through one of three

methods, transformation, transduction, or conjugation [20]. Transformation occurs when

bacteria release fragments of DNA into the environment, allowing other cells to uptake and

incorporate them into their own genome. Transduction happens when genes are passed

through bacteriophage. Bacteriophage reproduce by replicating inside bacterial cells; how-
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Figure 2.1: Diagram demonstrating the mechanism through which polyclonal infections can
develop larger populations of antimicrobial-resistant bacteria. Adapted from [29] under the Open
Government License.

ever, it is possible for the replicating bacteriophage to gain bacterial DNA instead. If this

happens, the DNA can be transferred to an unrelated bacteria as the bacteriophage at-

tempts to replicate. Both transformation and transduction do not require the cells to be

in close proximity. In contrast, conjugation is a horizontal mechanism in which bacteria

can produce an extruding structure from their membrane, known as a pilus, to transfer

DNA to other cells. All three mechanisms allow transfer of DNA to other members of a

community, enabling them to alter their phenotype and develop resistance.

The numerate ways in which bacteria can pass on their resistance leads to increasingly

high populations of resistant bacteria when resistant strains are not treated with an ef-

fective antibiotic. As mentioned previously, sub-MIC or -MBC concentrations can cause

resistance to develop rapidly; however, another issue arises when treating patients with

polyclonal infections, meaning there are multiple strains or species of microbes. In these

cases, susceptible strains can be killed easily, leaving behind only the resistant strains, as

shown in figure 2.1. These strains now have little competition for nutrients and are able to

reproduce until the majority of the population is resistant. The accelerated development

of resistance following exposure to ineffective antimicrobials further demonstrates the need

for better susceptibility testing. By rapidly determining an effective antimicrobial against

an infection, the risk of resistance development and spread is reduced.

Given there are multiple ways in which antibiotics can kill bacteria, it is perhaps not

surprising that there are also many ways in which bacteria can convey resistance. Bacteria

have evolved resistance to antibiotics in three main ways [30]. The first, is by chemically

modifying and inhibiting the antibiotic, usually carried out through the use of an enzyme.

For example, β-lactam antibiotic resistance is often developed through the production of

β-lactamase enzymes [31–33]. These enzymes hydrolyse sections of the antibiotic, ren-

dering them unable to bind to their targets. The second form of resistance is achieved

by preventing the antibiotic from reaching the target site in the first place. This form of

resistance occurs when a bacterium has either a decreased permeability or developed a

membrane modification known as an efflux pump, capable of actively removing the antibi-

otic from the cell [20]. The final form of resistance is caused by the bacterium modifying

the binding site of the antibiotic target. This is the case for vancomycin resistance, where

the amino-acid structure of the bacterium’s cell wall is modified [34]. Many of the afore-
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Figure 2.2: Timeline showing the year in which antibiotics were introduced into the market in
comparison to the discovery of their related resistances. Image adapted from [25] based on data
from [36] and [39].

mentioned resistances to antibiotics are formed through selective pressure; however, some

antibiotics inherently won’t work on certain species of bacteria, as the target mechanisms

which the drug inhibits are not easily accessible, or simply not present [35]. Knowing

which antibiotics will be effective at treating an infection is imperative to prevent further

development of resistance. Furthermore, knowing the variety of resistance mechanisms

can be useful when designing and testing susceptibility tests, as this can change the way

results are perceived and inform the development of new methods for detecting resistance.

For every currently available antibiotic, there is an opposing form of resistance that

has been identified [36]. Figure 2.2 shows the timeline of antibiotic development relative

to the observation of associated resistance [25]. This illustrates how rapidly resistance can

develop and highlights the struggle we face with treating bacterial infections. For example,

urinary tract infections (UTIs) were previously a simple infection to treat using ampicillin,

however, they often now require second- and third-line antibiotics such as trimethoprim

and nitrofurantoin [37]. Prescribing the wrong antibiotic can lead to recurring infections

and further medical complications. Primarily, antimicrobial resistance cases originate

from hospitals, where antibiotics are used frequently; however, there have been increasing

reports of resistance occurring outside the clinic [5]. With the development of new classes

of drugs slowing [38, 39], antimicrobial stewardship and smarter prescriptions have never

been more crucial. In order for greater stewardship to be possible however, diagnostic

tests which determine antimicrobial susceptibility to specific drugs must be used.

2.1.1 Current Techniques for Antimicrobial Resistance Detection

Antimicrobial Susceptibility Tests (ASTs) are used routinely to properly diagnose bacterial

infections and to identify the most appropriate treatment. ASTs are typically phenotypic

assays which measure the efficacy of antibiotics on the growth of bacteria [40]. Given the

innumerate mechanisms through which bacteria can convey resistance to drugs, the best

indicator of the efficacy of an antibiotic is bacterial growth; however, tests which rely on

this metric typically require several overnight steps. Nevertheless, these tests are crucial
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Figure 2.3: (a) - Diagram demonstrating the results of a disk diffusion assay to various an-
tibiotics. The larger the zone of bacterial inhibition, the more effective the antibiotic is. (b) -
Diagram showing a 96-well plate used for broth dilution assays. A change in the colour of the
indicator indicates the presence of growing bacterial cultures. The well-plate contains decreasing
concentrations of antibiotic across its rows, allowing the MIC to be determined.

as they allow the correct antibiotic to be given.

Disk diffusion assays are the predominant susceptibility tests and have been used for

over 50 years [16]. In these tests, bacterial isolates are mixed with agar and left to

incubate in Petri dishes containing antimicrobial-soaked disks, as shown in figure 2.3a.

After a 24 hour period of incubation, the bacteria will have grown throughout the agar.

Where the bacterial isolate is sensitive to the antibiotics contained in the pads, there will

be a zone of inhibited growth around the disk. This particular method does have certain

drawbacks however, such as its susceptibility to human error, as is the case with all manual

tests. Secondly, the MIC or MBC cannot be quantified reliably; although, similar diffusion

assays, such as the e-test, allow for more quantitative information to be acquired [41]. In

spite of their shortcomings, the low cost and ease-of-operation of these methods are what

has made them so widely used.

In broth dilution susceptibility tests, varying concentrations of antimicrobials are added

to separate samples of bacterial growth media, often containing a reporter molecule, such

as resazurin which changes colour depending on the amount of growth [15, 42] (Figure

2.3b). Similar to the disk diffusion method, these samples are incubated overnight to

determine whether the bacteria will grow. By measuring the turbidity of the various sam-

ples, the efficacy of the measured antimicrobial-bacteria combination can be determined.

While broth dilution assays are more time consuming and laborious than disk diffusion

methods, the MIC and MBC can be accurately quantified. Many companies are begin-

ning to manufacture systems to automate the dilution assay [43–47], however these are

currently expensive to run.

Despite their limitations, susceptibility tests based on bacterial growth are a necessity

and should be utilised as much as possible, as they allow for increased antimicrobial

stewardship. It should be noted that for certain infections such as septicaemia, there

is not usually time for isolation, growth, and susceptibility testing using the previously
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described techniques. Therefore, antibiotics are often given precautionarily to prevent

further damage [48]. In such cases, Gram stain testing is carried out as an initial test,

allowing the clinician to identify whether bacteria are present, but this does not determine

susceptibility. Cases like this further demonstrate the need for new tests that provide the

speed and simplicity required to prescribe the right antibiotic at the right time.

Currently, there is no known ‘universal indicator’, such as a single protein or small

molecule to rapidly determine which antimicrobials will work. One approach to determine

resistance quickly and without the need for overnight growth, is to detect specific resistance

mechanisms. Currently, resistance mechanisms are typically detected through genotypic

or proteomic methods, such as Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) or Matrix Assisted

Laser Desorption/Ionization - Time of flight - Mass Spectroscopy (MALDI-TOF-MS) [49,

50]. These techniques look for DNA sequences or specific proteins that confer resistance.

There is also some promise that these techniques can be used directly on clinical samples

without the need for bacterial isolation [51]. Genotyping techniques excel when there is a

known resistance gene, as is the case for outbreaks of Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus

aureus (MRSA) and Vancomycin-resistant Enterococci (VRE), where these techniques are

often used [52–54]. Topically, PCR techniques are essential for detecting infections where

growth techniques are not suitable, such as those caused by viruses. If the viral strain is

known, PCR can be used to diagnose and realise the best form of treatment.

Although there are many benefits of molecular genotyping techniques, there are also

reasons why it has not been as widely adopted as bacterial growth techniques. In com-

parison with their phenotypic alternatives, genotypic tests typically require expensive

machines, increased labour costs, and costly reagents. It is also possible for genotypic

techniques to miss certain forms of mutation if their structure or sequence is significantly

different, or in the case where the resistance gene is not known [55]. Finally, it has been

shown that the genotype of a bacterium does not necessarily equate to the phenotype [56].

In certain cases, a bacterium could contain the presence of resistance genes, but never

express them. In these instances, higher line antibiotics may be being given when not

required. This is not to say that these techniques do not have their place in clinics, as

they can rapidly determine resistant infections in much shorter periods of time; however,

when possible, they should be used in conjunction with phenotypic techniques.

In conclusion, with the wide variety in the ways that antimicrobials act, the numerous

forms antimicrobial resistance can take, and the lack of a single rapid ‘resistance indicator’,

a rapid, all-encompassing test for antimicrobial resistance is far from a reality. Many

antibiotics are no longer used to treat certain infections, due to high recorded levels of

resistance. For example, ampicillin and trimethoprim were once commonly used antibiotics

for treating urinary tract infections [57, 58]. However, the percentage of infections which

are resistant towards these antibiotics has increased beyond the point where they can be

considered effective [59]. This means these drugs are often not prescribed and are often

not tested against. By targeting specific, common forms of resistance for rapid testing, we

can continue to use first- and second-line drugs on those cases where they remain effective,

minimising the use of higher line drugs and slowing the progression of resistance.
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Figure 2.4: Diagram showing the various types of β-lactam antibiotics. The β-lactam ring is
highlighted in blue on each of the four classes.

2.2 β-lactam Antibiotics

β-lactam antibiotics are the most commonly prescribed class of antibiotics [60, 61]. Per-

haps the most well-known β-lactam antibiotic, is penicillin. In 1928, Alexander Fleming

discovered a mould growing in one of his cultures of Staphylococcus aureus. Surround-

ing this mould, there were no signs of bacterial growth, as cells appeared to lyse when

close to it. This mould was extracted and named Penicillium notatum (later found to

be Penicillium rubens [62, 63]). This extract was found to inhibit the growth of many

species of bacteria and was later used as an experimental treatment on animal tissues and

human wounds. However, it was a number of years after the Nobel prize was awarded for

Sulfa drugs [64], that interest in discovering new antibiotic compounds became of great

interest. Nearly twelve years after the initial discovery of penicillin, Howard Florey began

to investigate antibacterial substances found in moulds, focussing on Penicillium notatum.

By 1941, the group had reported successful purification of penicillin and demonstrated its

clinical use in both animals and patients [65]. The next step was a large clinical trial,

however this required much more penicillin than could be made in the lab. With this in

mind, Florey successfully produced larger quantities using fermentation processes. Fol-

lowing successful clinical trials, companies began to show interest allowing the drug to be

one of the first antibiotics to be produced on a wide scale. Finally, in 1946, Fleming, along

with Florey and Chain, were presented with the Nobel prize for medicine [66].

Since the development and commercialisation of penicillin in the 1940s, there have

been over 30 different β-lactam antibiotics developed from the penicillin structure [67].

These iterations of the penicillin structure are all designed to help increase stability and

combat resistance to the drug. The β-lactam family of antibiotics are typically grouped

into four main categories: penicillins, monobactams, cephalosporins, and carbapenems

(Figure 2.4). Although their surrounding structures vary significantly, they all feature one
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similar chemical component, the β-lactam ring; a highly reactive 3 carbon and 1 nitrogen

ring structure, as shown in figure 2.4. This β-lactam ring is the active chemical centre of

the drug and is responsible for the antibiotic property of the drugs.

Figure 2.5: Diagram illustrating the process through which transpeptidase cross-links the pep-
tidoglycan layers in a gram-negative bacteria, as well as the effect of β-lactam inhibition. The
transpeptidase reacts a D-ala with an m-DAP moiety, forming a covalent bond between them and
removing an adjoined D-ala group. If the transpeptidase is inhibited by a β-lactam, this process
is not possible. Image adapted from [68] under the Creative Commons License.

When bacterial cells undergo reproduction through binary fission, weak sections of cell

wall could cause both cells to lyse. In order to overcome these issues, bacteria have evolved

a rigid layer within their cell wall known as peptidoglycan. This rigid layer is a product of

polysaccharide layers, comprised of N-acetylglucosamine (NAG) and acetylmuramic acid

(NAM) with additional amino acids, shown in figure 2.5 [20]. To increase the strength of

these polysaccharide layers, bacteria produce enzymes with the ability to cross-link the

additional peptide and glycan groups between the layers. These proteins are often char-

acteristically referred to as penicillin binding proteins (PBPs), as this class of proteins

is the pharmaceutical target of β-lactam drugs. Most penicillin binding proteins contain

domains known as transpeptidase domains [69]. These enzymatic sections are responsible

for transpeptidation, a reaction in which a D-alanine (D-ala) amino acid is cross-linked

with either a Diaminopimelic acid (DAP) molecule (gram negative bacteria) or a L-lysine

(gram positive)[69][20] (Figure 2.5). In both cases, the original residue before reacting is a

D-ala, D-ala moiety. Structurally, this is very similar to the beta lactam molecules. Orig-

inally discovered by Tipper and Strominger [70], this similarity, shown in figure 2.6, leads

to the transpeptidase domain binding favourably to the β-lactamase molecule, instead of

performing the transpeptidase reaction. The binding of β-lactam antibiotics in compar-

ison to the D-ala-D-ala structure is also much more stable, causing the transpeptidase

domain to become inactive and unable to cross-link the peptidoglycan layer (Figure 2.5).

After inactivation of the enzyme, the cell continues to produce peptidoglycan. However,
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Figure 2.6: Diagram demonstrating the similarity of D-ala moiety to the β-lactam ring. The
β-lactam ring is highlighted in blue on the penicillin.

it is much weaker, given the lack of cross-linking, thus causing the cell to lyse under its

own osmotic pressure.

2.2.1 β-lactam Resistance

Given that β-lactam antibiotics are the most used class of antibiotic, it is no surprise

that one of the most prevalent forms of antibiotic resistance is to these drugs. There are

multiple mechanisms through which bacteria have evolved resistance to these drugs such

as: having a lower permeability in their outer membrane or having efflux pumps capable

of removing the drug from the cell, both resulting in fewer molecules being present in the

periplasm [71, 72]; having modified penicillin-binding proteins, which show lower affinity

to the β-lactam antibiotics [73]; through the production of enzymes, capable of changing

the structure of the β-lactam molecule [33]. The most common form, and the target of

this thesis, is through production of enzymes, known as β-lactamase. β-lactamase enzymes

are a class of enzymes which bacteria produce in order to hydrolyse β-lactam antibiotics,

before they are able to bind to PBPs.

β-lactamases existed long before β lactam antibiotics were widely available on the

market [33] and provided a defence against naturally occurring penicillins. There are over

7000 different β lactamase enzymes currently known, compiled in a database known as

the β-lactamase database (BLDB) [74]. β-lactamases have been categorised using many

different methods over the years [75]; however, they are most commonly categorised into

four main types, based on their amino acid sequence, known as the Ambler classification

[76]. These categories are A B C and D. Classes A (e.g. TEM, SHV, CTX-M and KPC),

C (e.g. CMY and ADC), and D (e.g. OXA) all operate through a similar mechanism,

relying on a serine residue present in their structure to hydrolyse β-lactams. Class B

enzymes (e.g. NDM and VIM) are metallo-enzymes that use metal ions, often zinc ions,

to hydrolyse the drug. There is also a push towards a different method of classification

proposed by Bush and Jacoby which looks to classify these enzymes based on efficacy

against particular antibiotics, a more clinically relevant metric than the amino sequence

[77]. Here, β-lactamases will be referred to under the Ambler classification, as this is

currently the most commonly used classification.

The mechanism of action of category A, C and D β-lactamases is shown in figure 2.7

[78]. A base amino acid group donates an electron to the serine group present within the
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Figure 2.7: Schematic showing the serine reaction for β-lactamase. Adapted from [79] under the
Creative Commons License.

Figure 2.8: Schematic showing the hydrolysis reaction for metallo-β-lactamase. Adapted from
[79] and [80] under the Creative Commons License.

enzyme, allowing the serine group to perform a nucleophilic attack on the β-lactam ring.

This process is known as acylation, due to the formation of the covalent acyl-enzyme bond,

and can be seen in step two in figure 2.7. The covalent bond is broken after another base

amino acid within the enzyme is able to activate a water molecule for another nucleophilic

attack. The activated water molecule replaces the serine group, detaching the enzyme and

freeing it for further reactions (Figure 2.7 step three). The product that is left behind no

longer includes the reactive β-lactam ring and is thus no longer able to bind to PBP.

Class B β-lactamases rely on a different hydrolysis mechanism, based on associated

zinc ions. The mechanisms of these enzymes are less understood, due to the complexity

and variety of metallo-β-lactamases [80]. It is thought that these metallo-enzymes are

much more efficient at hydrolysing β-lactams as they directly activate nearby water, as

shown in figure 2.8, although the mechanism through which this happens is debated [81,

82]. Something that should be noted is the wide variety of β-lactam antibiotics that

these enzymes can hydrolyse [83]. Their unique mechanism also means that there are no

currently available inhibitors for these enzymes, making them one of the most concerning

classes of β-lactamases.
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Figure 2.9: Diagram showing a typical PCR process. A solution containing a target sequence of
DNA along with polymerase enzymes, specific DNA primers designed for the target sequence, and
free nucleotides is heated to ≈ 96 ◦C to denature and split the target sequence. The solution is
then cooled to ≈ 68 ◦C to allow the DNA primers to bind to the target sequence. The solution
is then re-heated to ≈ 72 ◦C to allow the polymerase to bind the free nucleotides to the primed
sequences, creating copies of the original target sequence. This thermal cycle is then repeated
multiple times to allow further amplification of the target sequence. Adapted from [88] under the
Creative Commons License.

2.2.2 Detection of β-lactam Resistance

Given the widespread use of β-lactam antibiotics [60, 61], detection of resistance towards

them is key to ensuring good prescribing practice. The focus of this project was to develop

a low-cost, miniaturised test for detecting β-lactamase activity, indicating resistance to

β-lactam antibiotics, at the point-of-care. Although resistance to β-lactam antibiotics is

not limited to enzyme-mediated resistance[71–73], the most prominent form of resistance

is through the production of β-lactamase enzymes [84]. This section will explore the

techniques which are used to detect this form of resistance, with a focus on technologies

which allow rapid and potentially point-of-care applications. Adaptations of growth-based

assays exist for detection of specific β-lactamases [85], however, these tests take several

days to produce results and are not suitable for point-of-care susceptibility testing, thus

they will not be discussed further in this work.

Genomic Detection

Genomic techniques are becoming increasingly common for detecting β-lactam resistance

in clinical settings [86]. As they do not rely on several overnight stages of bacterial growth,

they are able to improve the time-to-result of β-lactam resistance detection significantly

when compared to phenotypic growth assays. The most common method for genomic

detection utilises the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR), a commonly used method for

DNA amplification [87]. Figure 2.9 describes the thermal cycling method used for typical

DNA amplification by PCR. Quantification of the amplified DNA is possible using a

variety of techniques such as UV spectroscopy or gel electrophoresis, with the time-to-

result being typically only a few hours. However, although efforts have been made to

perform this process directly on clinical samples [51], it is typically performed on clinical

isolates, requiring overnight growth.
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In its simplest forms, PCR is only capable of amplifying single sequences of resistance-

denoting DNA. This is useful for cases of outbreaks, where the target resistances are often

known and a simple binary answer will suffice [52–54, 89]. However, the specific resistance

gene is not always known a priori and could be one of a number of genes relating to different

β-lactamase enzymes. A technique which looks to resolve this issue is multiplex PCR, a

variant of PCR which allows the amplification of multiple target DNA strands at the same

time [90]. This technique requires careful calibration of amplification conditions, as well

as precise design of DNA primers, in order to prevent poor sensitivity, poor specificity, or

preferential amplification of specific targets [91, 92]. There is a lot of work being done to

develop protocols that utilise multiplex PCR for detection of β-lactamase enzymes [93–97],

with some techniques reporting 100% in both specificity and sensitivity [98]. With the

vast number of different β-lactamase enzymes that exist [74], each causing varying levels

of β-lactam resistance, multiplex PCR look to allow for a drastic decrease in the time

taken to determine a suitable treatment.

Quantification of the amplified strands is often achieved using UV absorption or gel

electrophoresis techniques. However, this process can be laborious and time-consuming.

Advancements in PCR have allowed for simultaneous amplification of DNA strands along-

side quantification of the amplified strands. Known as Real-Time PCR or quantita-

tive PCR (qPCR) [99–101], this technique utilises fluorescence resonance energy transfer

(FRET) pairs which are cleaved apart as the DNA is amplified, giving a measurable fluo-

rescence signal which increases with respect to the number of DNA copies [102]. Several

reports have demonstrated this process for the detection and quantification of both specific

β-lactamase enzyme genes [103], as well as multiplexed approaches, allowing detection of

several classes of β-lactamase enzyme genes at once [104–111]. These techniques remove

the need for post-amplification processing in order to quantify the DNA sequences present,

thus, reducing the time-to-result significantly.

Although PCR methods offer a rapid time-to-result, they often still require samples to

be sent to central laboratories with specialist equipment to perform the thermal cycling

required for amplification. A promising technique which does not require thermal cycling is

Loop-mediated Isothermal Amplification (LAMP) [112]. LAMP uses specifically designed

primers and DNA polymerases which remove the need for denaturation and hybridisation,

allowing the DNA to be elongated at a constant temperature. Without the need for

thermal cycling, the systems which perform this technique can be miniaturised simply,

making it a promising method for point-of-care diagnosis of antibiotic resistance [100].

Several works have shown LAMP-based amplification of β-lactamase genes [113–116] and

commercial LAMP systems have been reported with a time-to-result of< 1 hr and excellent

sensitivity [117, 118]. However, their use in clinical settings appears to be limited as of

yet, potentially due to expensive reagents and more complex design of the DNA primers

compared to traditional PCR.

Arguably the biggest limitation of genomic techniques is the requirement that the

DNA sequence of the resistance gene is already known, restricting their use to known

sequences for β-lactamase variants. Furthermore, it has been shown that the genotype
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of certain microbes does not always equate to its phenotype [119]. Therefore, performing

these measurements as the only method for detecting β-lactam resistance could lead to

incorrect prescription. Finally, their operation often requires expensive and specialist

equipment. For these reasons, phenotypic assays are still recommended as the primary

method for β-lactamase detection in clinical settings [85].

Colorimetric Assays

Both phenotypic growth assays and genotypic assays are suitable for diagnosing almost

all forms of antibiotic resistance. However, this universality means they are often not

suitable for point-of-care analysis, as the techniques require either bacterial growth, taking

manycarb days to complete, or expensive, bulky, systems to analyse the samples making

them unsuitable for a point-of-care setting. Given the prevalence of β-lactam resistance,

there have been many tests developed which utilise direct detection of β-lactamase activity

alongside a colorimetric readout, making them miniaturisable and simple to interpret. This

section will focus on the recent advancements and clinically used colorimetric tests which

are used to directly detect β-lactamase activity in a sample.

Figure 2.10: Schematic of nitrocefin before and after hydrolysis. After hydrolysis nitrocefin turns
from a clear yellow-ish colour to red.

One of the oldest and widely used colorimetric compounds for β-lactamase detection

is nitrocefin (Figure 2.10). Nitrocefin is a chromogenic cephalosporin-based compound

which, once hydrolysed, moves from an ultraviolet absorption (≈ 380 nm), giving a yel-

lowy colour, to a visible light absorption of ≈ 500 nm, giving a red colour [120]. Many

commercially available colorimetric β-lactamase assays utilise nitrocefin as the colorimet-

ric compound [121–125]. These assays offer a fast time-to-result, claiming results in < 1 hr

from complex samples such as saliva, urine or serum. They are capable of producing quan-

tifiable information on β-lactamase activity, however, this requires a spectrophotometer to

measure the change in optical density at 490 nm over time. A drawback of β-lactam based

colorimetric compounds is due to the difference in affinity between different β-lactamases

[126]. As the compound is based on a cephalosporin β-lactam, certain β-lactamase en-
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zymes will not hydrolyse nitrocefin as readily, leading to a minimal change in colour. These

differences can result in false-negatives, thus, it is important to understand the differences

in substrate affinity when performing these tests [121]. In certain cases, this selectivity

can be beneficial. A test which utilises this difference in enzyme affinity is the β-Lacta

test (Bio-Rad) that uses a different chromogenic cephalosporin which has been designed

to not respond to penicillinases and only respond to extended-spectrum, AmpC, and car-

bapenemase β-lactamases [127]. By using a compound which is selectively hydrolysed, the

test can quickly determine the level of β-lactam resistance within an infection with a high

sensitivity and specificity [128, 129].

A colourimetric test which does not utilise chromogenic β-lactam molecules is the

Extended-Spectrum β-Lactamase (ESBL) NDP test named after its creators (P. Nord-

mann, L. Dortet, and L. Poirel) [17]. In this work, a colorimetric β-lactamase test was

developed based on the acidification of cefotaxime molecules after they are hydrolysed. To

detect this pH change, a pH indicator, phenol red, was used. The initial report of this test

showed its efficacy on 255 different bacterial strains, showing a sensitivity and specificity

of 92.6% and 100%, respectively, which was later confirmed in other reports [130]. The

test was also shown to work on both spiked blood cultures and centrifuged urine samples

[131–133], which could allow for shorter time-to-result. Results from this test took ≈ 2

hr, however, this did not include the initial 24 h growth of samples. Compared to the β-

Lacta test, a reported benefit of the ESBL NDP test comes from its specificity to ESBLs

and carbapenemases, and not AmpC β-lactamases. By specifically detecting the enzyme’s

response to a particular antibiotic, there is less ambiguity in the treatment that should

be applied. Further work by Nordmann et al. also looked to develop a test that was

specific to carbapenemases using the same phenol red acidification technique [18]. This

assay specifically detects the presence of carbapenemases through the use of imipenem, a

carbapenem β-lactam antibiotic. However, although this test shows a 100 % specificity to

negative cultures, it has been reported to show a low sensitivity of 72.5 % due to the low

carbapenemase activity of certain strains [134].

The use of pH indicators, particularly phenol red, for the detection of β-lactamase

activity is not unique to this work. Reports have shown its use in penicillinase detection

as early as 1976 [135]. Although these assays use specific β-lactams as their β-lactamase

substrates, this assay could easily be adapted to determine resistance to different levels

of β-lactam antibiotics. Most β-lactam antibiotics hydrolyse in a similar way, producing

an extra carboxylic acid group within their structure, leading to a pH change. Thus, by

multiplexing different β-lactam antibiotics as the substrate in the reaction, specific resis-

tances could easily be discerned. Furthermore, many of the reported losses in sensitivity

are thought to be due to low levels of enzyme expression, leading to ambiguous results.

This is a common issue with colorimetric assays that are analysed by eye, as the associated

colour change can be subjective. Thus, by using methods which produce a quantifiable

readout of the solution, such as a pH measurement, these false-negative results could

potentially be avoided.

Another method for detecting low levels of β-lactamase expression is proposed by T.
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R. deBoer et al. [136]. Termed DETECT, this assay uses a modified β-lactam structure

tagged with a thiophenol structure and a secondary caged enzyme. After the hydrolysis of

the β-lactam molecule, the thiophenol moiety is released, uncaging the secondary enzyme

which then hydrolyses Nα-benzoyl-l-arginine-p-nitroaniline (BAPA) molecules, producing

a colorimetric output. By using this secondary enzyme, the signal from the hydrolysis

of the β-lactam is greatly amplified. In their work, they claim detection limits of 100

fM TEM-1 within a spiked buffer sample, several orders of magnitude lower than the

equivalent test performed using nitrocefin. Furthermore, the assay claims to work directly

on clinical samples of urine within 30 min, detecting β-lactamase resistance in samples as

low as 104 CFU/mL. However, tests performed directly on urine samples showed only

73% sensitivity across 11 samples, which was claimed to be due to the samples containing

concentrations of bacteria lower than the detection limit of the system. Furthermore, the

system appears to show no selectivity for different β-lactamase classes due to the bespoke

β-lactam used. Due to the high-prevalence of β-lactam resistance, this test may be more

suited to determining samples which are β-lactamase negative, allowing prescription of

lower-line β-lactam antibiotics. However, the proposed system shows detection limits far

below other colorimetric assays and appears to work directly on clinical samples, furthering

its suitability for a binary answer at the point-of-care.

Conclusions

This section has discussed a number of currently-used and emerging techniques for de-

termining β-lactam resistance and the presence of β-lactamase enzymes. Currently, phe-

notypic assays such as disk-based growth methods are the recommended techniques for

β-lactamase detection [85] due to their ease of operation, low-cost, and accuracy. However,

these techniques can take days for results to be obtained. Therefore, as techniques such

as PCR and LAMP become more affordable and widely available, it is possible to see that

they will become more prominent for detection of resistance. Finally, colorimetric tests

for β-lactamase detection look to play a larger role in the future of diagnostics, especially

with the increasing number of carbapenemase producing infections [137]. Although these

tests often only target a single form of resistance, the nature of these tests allows for re-

sults in under and hour, potentially direct from minimally processed patient samples. For

cases such as carbapenem resistance, results need to be obtained quickly, making these

tests ideal. However, the ambiguity of their readout can lead to false-negative results.

By developing a method which could quantifiably measure the solution in a point-of-care

situation, this ambiguity could be removed.

2.3 pH and pH Measurements

Many of the aforementioned β-lactamase detection methods rely on the innate acidification

of β-lactam molecules after they are hydrolysed by β-lactamase enzymes. In order to

explain this phenomenon, the nature of pH must first be explored. This section will

discuss the origin of pH in a solution and how β-lactam hydrolysis can lead to shifts in
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bulk pH. Finally, it will discuss some of the methods used to detect and quantify the

resulting change in solution pH.

2.3.1 pH

The pH of an aqueous solution is related directly to the activity of positively charged

hydrogen ions (protons). This relationship is described as [138]:

pH = − log10
(
[H+]

)
(2.1)

where [H+ ] is the activity of hydrogen ions in an aqueous solution. However, for low

concentrations (approximately below 0.1 M), the activity is simply equivalent to the con-

centration of hydrogen ions. Hydrogen ions exist in aqueous solutions due to the natural

ionic dissociation of water and are present as hydronium ions (H3O
+):

2 H2O −−⇀↽−− H3O
+ + OH− (2.2)

Or more commonly written as:

H2O −−⇀↽−− H+ + OH− (2.3)

These ions are usually at a low concentration (below 0.1 M), but both are always present

in aqueous solutions. Assuming a constant temperature, the product of H+ and OH−

concentration is always constant, making the pH and pOH (the equivalent of pH for

hydroxide ions) inversely proportional to one another. In pure water, at 25◦C, their

concentrations are equal and approximately 10−7 M, hence the familiar value of water’s

pH being 7 and ‘neutral’ due to the balance of both ions. The lower the pH value, the

more acidic the solution. Inversely, the higher the pH the more basic a solution is, meaning

there are higher concentrations of hydroxide (OH−) ions, shown in figure 2.11.

Figure 2.11: Diagram showing the pH scale as decreasing and increasing concentrations of H+

and OH−, respectively.

Many molecules can become a source of H+ ions when introduced into an aqueous

solution. As shown for water in equations 2.2 and 2.3, H+ ions will often dissociate from
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a molecule. This dissociation can be expressed as:

HA −−⇀↽−− H+ + A− (2.4)

where HA is the chemical species and A− is the conjugate base for that species. Depending

on the molecule, dissociation of H+ will happen to varying degrees, determined by the acid

dissociation constant Ka, defined as:

Ka =

(
[H+][A−]

[HA]

)
(2.5)

However, given the magnitude of this number and its relation to pH, the dissociation

constant is often referred to in the inverse logarithmic form pKa:

pKa = − log10

(
[H+][A−]

[HA]

)
= − log10 (Ka) (2.6)

The lower the pKa value, the stronger the acid and the more H+ ions the molecule will do-

nate. For strong acids such as HCl (Hydrochloric acid), with a pKa of -6.3, approximately

all of the H+ ions will be dissociated. For most concentrations of HCl, the concentration

of H+ is thus equivalent to the concentration of HCl and thus the pH of solutions where

strong acids are added can be calculated easily.

From equation 2.6, it can be shown that the pKa of a molecule is the pH at which

half of the H+ ions have dissociated. This means that for weaker acids and bases, it is

more common for some H+ ions to still be associated with the molecule and therefore not

contribute to the pH. Calculating the pH for weaker acids and bases requires calculating

the ratio of dissociation from the pKa. By manipulating equation 2.6, it can be shown:

pH = pKa + log10

(
[A−]

[HA]

)
(2.7)

This equation is more commonly known as the Henderson-Hasselbach [138] and is used

routinely when calculating pH changes.

2.3.2 Acidification Through β-lactam Hydrolysis

It is well established that hydrolysis of β-lactam antibiotics leads to acidification of the

surrounding solution [17, 18, 135]. This is often simply reported as [139–141]:

β-lactam + H2O
β−lactamase−−−−−−−−→ β-lactam acid + H+ (2.8)

However, this reaction is not strictly correct. As shown in section 2.2.1, when β-lactam

antibiotics are hydrolysed, the pharmaceutical core of the antibiotic, the β-lactam ring,

is opened. This results in the molecule having an extra carboxylic acid group present, as

shown in figure 5.2. However, there is also formation of an additional secondary amine

group (NH), meaning that, for equation 2.8 to be true, an additional H+ ion should be

formed, which is not the case (Figure 2.12).
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Figure 2.12: Schematic diagram showing both an intact penicillin β-lactam antibiotic (left) and
its hydrolysed form (right). The β-lactam ring is highlighted in blue on the intact penicillin. Fol-
lowing hydrolysis, an additional carboxylic acid (highlighted in red) and amine group (highlighted
in blue) are present within the drug’s structure.

Instead, by introducing these additional groups into the structure, the overall pKa of

the molecule is reduced, meaning it is more likely to donate H+ ions from its acidic groups

[17]. Assuming the surrounding solution is not able to buffer the additional protons,

the solution will also become more acidic, which can be detected through a number of

methods. However, this will not be a 1:1 relationship of H+ ions to hydrolysed β-lactams,

as indicated by equation 2.8. The expected ratio of this reaction will be explored in more

detail in chapter 5, where the detection of this β-lactam acidification is discussed.

2.3.3 Measuring pH

There are several ways in which the pH of a solution can be measured, each with varying

levels of accuracy, precision, and use-cases. Perhaps the most commonly known are those

that use pH-sensitive indicator dyes. Many substances have varying absorption spectra

depending on their pH (e.g. litmus, which turns red in acidic conditions and blue in basic.).

This change in spectra is a result of protonation and deprotonation of amphoteric groups,

moieties which are able to both accept and donate H+ ions depending on the surrounding

H+ concentration, as shown in figure 2.13. However, this change of structure occurs over

a finite pH range, depending on the pKa of the molecule, making their use-cases limited.

These dyes are often used to measure specific pH changes of acid-base titrations when

calculating the strength of an unknown acid or base, as their colour change is usually

easily detectable by eye and their use is relatively simple.

Although these dyes only work within a specific pH range, a ‘universal indicator’ can be

made by combining dyes which have overlapping limits throughout the pH scale, resulting

in a pH sensitive solution that can be used for a much wider pH range. These universal

indicators can be used to give a quick indication of a solution’s pH, but they are not useful

for accurately determining a pH level. It is possible to more accurately determine pH with

these dyes with a spectrophotometer, but this requires precise concentrations of dye and

assumes the solution has little or no background absorption. For these reasons, these dyes

are rarely used for diagnostic purposes where quantifiable answers are required. However,

as described in section 2.2.2, there are a number of qualitative β-lactamase detection
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Figure 2.13: Diagram exampling an anthocyanin pH sensitive dye’s response to changes in pH.
As the pH changes, the oxide groups within the molecule protonate or deprotonate accordingly,
changing the molecule’s absorption properties [142].

Figure 2.14: Diagram showing the component parts of a glass electrode pH meter. By measuring
the potential difference between the two electrodes, the solution pH can be determined.

techniques which utilise these dyes because of their ease of use and the lack of specialist

equipment required, making them suitable for quick, disposable tests which do not require

quantification.

For cases where a more accurate measurement is needed, electrochemical pH meters

are more commonly used. One of the most common electrochemical pH meters is the

glass electrode. This device often consists of two electrodes, a pH-sensitive measurement

electrode and a reference electrode, usually enclosed in a single body, as shown in figure

2.14. The reference electrode is an electrochemical electrode which remains at a fixed and

known potential, regardless of the surrounding solution; these electrodes are discussed in

further detail in section 3.2.1 of chapter 3.

The pH sensitive probe is a thin, bulb-like glass structure, filled with a solution of

known pH. Once submerged into a solution, the outer layer of this bulb hydrates, allowing
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the diffusion of H+ ions, leading to a build-up of charge. This charge build-up is highly

dependent on the concentration of H+ ions, and thus the pH. As the inside of the bulb

is also hydrated with a solution of known pH, and there is no current flow between the

inner and outer membranes, a separation of charge occurs across the glass membrane,

resulting in an electric potential. By measuring the potential across this glass membrane

with respect to the reference electrode, the pH of a solution can be determined. The

potential caused by the electrode submerged in a solution is determined by the Nernst

equation [143]:

E = E0 +
RT

F
lnQ (2.9)

which describes the electrochemical potential of any cell. Where E is the measured poten-

tial; E0 is the standard electrode potential, the potential that would exist for the reaction

under standard conditions (1 M concentration, 1 atmosphere pressure, 25 ◦C tempera-

ture); R is the gas constant, T is the temperature in Kelvin; F is the Faraday constant;

and Q is the reaction quotient, the concentration ratio of the potential-forming reactants.

For pH electrodes, the reactants are the H+ ions inside the electrode, and the H+ ions

from the measured solution. At room temperature this can be simplified to:

E = E0 + 0.0592 log

(
[H+

Inside]

[H+
Outside]

)
(2.10)

E = E0 + 0.0592
(
log [H+

Inside]− log [H+
Outside]

)
(2.11)

Since the potential inside the electrode, due to [H+
inside] should remain constant due to the

known pH of the solution, this can be included as part of the standard potential, leaving:

E = E′0 − 0.0592(pHOutside) (2.12)

This leaves a simple potential which is determined by the pH of the measured solution.

Glass electrodes are a staple for many chemistry laboratories for a number of reasons.

Their ability to easily quantify pH values to an accurate and precise level is something

that is often required for many biochemical applications. Glass electrodes have a wide

response range across the pH scale, making them suitable for almost all static pH mea-

surements. Finally, these electrodes can be reused for thousands of measurements, making

them suitable for routine laboratory work.

There are however some disadvantages to glass electrodes. The need for a large glass

bulb make glass electrodes bulky and fragile and thus unsuitable for many biomedical

applications. Although their sensitivity is suitable for most applications, it is limited by

physical laws. It can be shown from equation 2.12 that the sensitivity of these electrodes

has a maximum value of approximately 59.2 mV/pH. This value is often referred to as

the Nernstian limit and is considered to be a limiting factor to the detection limit of

electrochemical pH electrodes. The response time of these electrodes is also a limiting

factor as it is heavily dependent on the diffusion of ions in and out of the glass membrane

and can sometimes take tens of seconds to equilibrate.

There have been many efforts to try and create electrochemical pH electrodes which
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overcome these disadvantages [144]. One of the most popular alternatives is the Ion-

Sensitive Field-Effect Transistor (ISFET), which promises miniaturisation, durability, and

a fast response time. For rapid, quantifiable, detection of β-lactamase activity in a small

hand-held device, all of these factors are important. Therefore, ISFETs were chosen as

the tool to use for development of this test.

2.4 ISFETs in Theory

Ion-Sensitive Field-Effect Transistors (ISFETs) are pH sensitive semiconductor devices

based on Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistors (MOSFETs). Therefore, in

order to fully describe the nature of ISFETs, MOSFETs will first be explained.

2.4.1 MOSFETs

MOSFETs are three-electrode devices, where the voltage on one electrode (called the gate)

determines the conductivity between the remaining two electrodes (the source and drain).

MOSFETs often have a fourth electrode known as the body or base, which is usually

connected to the source electrode. These devices are essential for the modern world as

they make up the backbone of almost all digital electronic devices.

Figure 2.15: Diagram showing a typical MOSFET structure.

A MOSFET is shown in figure 2.15. The MOSFET contains two heavily doped regions

(either P or N, depending on the device type) implanted into a semiconductor substrate

of the opposing doping type. An oxide layer is deposited on the surface between these

two regions, on top of which a further layer of metal is added (Hence the name Metal-

Oxide-Semiconductor). Other MOSFET structures do exist, such as those that utilise

electrodes of larger doping densities, rather than opposing doping types; However, as

their operation remains nominally the same, for the ease of explanation, the traditional

MOSFET structures will be described.

The operation of a MOSFET relies on the Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (MOS) layer,

which behaves like a capacitor. By applying a voltage to the metal layer of the MOS
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Figure 2.16: Diagram showing the charges and band structure within three metal-oxide-
semiconductor structure for the three main operating conditions: accumulation, depletion, and
inversion [145].

section, the semiconductor’s electrical properties can be modified in one of three ways:

Accumulation of charge, depletion of charge, or inversion of charge, as shown in figure 2.16.

Accumulation occurs when the voltage applied to the metal is of the opposing sign of the

charge carriers in the semiconductor, causing them to accumulate at the semiconductor-

oxide interface. Conversely, depletion occurs when the voltage applied is of the same sign

as the charge carriers, causing them to deplete from the semiconductor-oxide interface.

Inversion occurs when the voltage applied to deplete the region of the dominant charge

carrier in the semiconductor, is large enough to attract charge carriers of the opposing type.

This is termed ‘inversion’ due to the semiconducting material at the interface behaving as

if it were inverted to the opposing doping type.

These three modes can be applied to create, or deplete charge carriers in the semicon-

ductor layer, leading to a change in conductivity between source and drain contacts. As

shown in figure 2.15, the MOS section of the MOSFET sits between two heavily doped

regions, meaning that when a voltage is applied to the MOS section, it is possible to

change the conductivity between the heavily doped regions. There are four main types

of MOSFET: N-channel enhancement, N-channel depletion, P-channel enhancement, and

P-channel depletion (shown in figure 2.17). Enhancement-mode MOSFETs rely on in-

version of the channel between the two doped regions, allowing current to flow between

them, this makes them ‘always off’ switches as they require a voltage to turn them on.

Depletion-mode MOSFETs already have a channel which allows current to flow with zero

gate voltage; however, by applying a voltage which depletes the carriers from this channel,

the resistance can be increased. Depletion mode devices are known as ‘always on’, as

they require a voltage to prevent current flow. The difference between N- and P-channel

MOSFETs is simply the channel doping type, and thus the voltage that is required to

manipulate the conductivity. In N-type, the carriers are negatively charged electrons and

in P-type, the carriers are positively charged holes.

The current that is drawn through an N-channel enhancement-mode MOSFET with a
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Figure 2.17: Diagram showing the four main operation modes for MOSFET devices: N-Channel
enhancement, N-Channel Depletion, P-Channel enhancement, and P-Channel Depletion [146].

potential difference between drain and source is described by the following:

IDS =


0, for [VGS ≤ VTh]

µnCox
W
L

[
(VGS − VTh)VDS − VDS

2

2

]
, for [VGS > VTh, VDS ≤ VGS − VTh]

µnCox

2
W
L [VGS − VTh]2 , for [VGS > VTh, VDS > VGS − VTh]

(2.13)

Where: IDS is the current between the drain and source; VGS is the voltage at the gate

compared to the source; VTh is the threshold voltage, i.e. the voltage at which inversion

is observed in the channel; VDS is the voltage between the drain and source; µn is the

carrier mobility in the channel; Cox is the capacitance per unit area of the oxide in the

MOS structure; W is the width of the channel; and L is the channel length. µnCox
W
L is

a constant dependent on the device parameters and is often referred to as K for many

applications [147]. This equation describes the I-V characteristics of an N-channel device,

however P-channel devices have very similar I-V characteristics, but with their voltages

inverted. Depletion-mode MOSFETs are also similar, although their VTh is replaced with

a cut-off voltage, VCUTOFF . The three equations above describe the three modes of a

MOSFET operation: sub-threshold or weak inversion, where the gate voltage is below the

threshold and the device does not allow current to flow (although, in this mode, small

numbers of charge carriers may pass through the channel due to thermal energy, leading

to a leakage current); Triode or linear region, where the device current increases linearly

with increasing drain-source voltage; and the saturation region, where the device current is

no longer dependent on the drain-source voltage, due to the saturation of current density

within the channel region. An example of the current in these triode and linear regions

is shown in figure 2.18. The key point for building electrochemical sensors using these

devices is that, for all MOSFET types and operation modes, the current flow through the

drain-source channel is always dependent on the voltage at the gate.
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Figure 2.18: Typical source-drain current output for a MOSFET device in relation to its source-
drain voltage [146]. Below the threshold, where VGS > VTh, VDS ≤ VGS − VTh, the current
through the transistor is linearly related to the voltage across it. After the threshold, where
VGS > VTh, VDS > VGS−VTh, the current no longer increases with increasing VDS . The saturation
current increases with increasing VGS .

2.4.2 ISFETs: The Electrochemical Double Layer and The Site-Binding

Model

The Ion-Sensitive Field-Effect-Transistor (ISFET) was chosen as the pH sensing device

for this project for a number of reasons; the design allows for ease of integration with

both electronics and fluidics in a small package, essential for devices which are intended

to be hand-held; the fast response time associated with ISFETs allows changes in pH to

be measured almost instantaneously; and finally, simple modifications to the traditional

ISFET design allows for low-cost sensors to be manufactured, essential for widespread and

frequent use of any diagnostic technology.

Traditional ISFETs are very similar in design to MOSFETs, however, the metal gate is

removed and replaced with an ion-sensitive layer, an electrolyte, and a reference electrode,

as shown in figure 2.19 [148]. The operation of the ISFET is also similar in nature to

that of the MOSFET, however, rather than the source-drain current being modified by a

voltage applied to the gate electrode, the source-drain current is altered by changes in pH

at the ion-sensitive layer interface. This section will discuss the mechanism through which

this is possible and summarise the work that has previously been performed to develop

and utilise these devices.

The Electrochemical Double Layer Model

To fully describe the response of an ISFET sensor to changes in pH, we must first investi-

gate the nature of the interface which occurs whenever a surface comes into contact with a

solution. Due to the excess of charge carriers within conducting or semiconducting materi-

als, such as those used for ISFET gates, an innate electrical charge exists at their surface.

When this surface comes into contact with a solution containing charged ions, the ions
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Figure 2.19: Diagram of typical MOSFET and ISFET structures. The ISFET structure is similar
to the MOSFET, however the metal gate is removed, and the gate oxide is often encapsulated to
allow a solution connection to an external reference electrode.

begin to migrate towards to surface, in order to neutralise this surface charge. This ag-

gregation of charges at the electrode-solution interface is described as the electrochemical

double-layer.

The electrochemical double layer was first described by H. Helmholtz in 1853 [149].

This model, termed the Helmholtz layer model, describes the interface as a charged layer

within the surface of the material completely coated in a second layer of solvated counter-

ions. The solvation of these counter-ions leads to two oppositely charged layers separated

by a distance, causing this interface to behave as a charged capacitor. The Helmholtz

model is however incomplete, as it assumes that ions at the interface are all of opposite

charge to the electrode, completely solvated, and immobile [143]. As a result of thermal

energy, we see that the ions are not immobile and restricted to the electrode surface, but

instead populate a diffuse cloud surrounding the electrode, with higher concentrations of

opposingly charged counter-ions nearer to the surface. This was the model proposed by

both L. Guoy and L. Chapman in the early 1910’s [150, 151]. A more accurate model

is a combination of the two theories, as described by O. Stern in 1924 [152]. Stern’s

theory of the electrochemical double layer took into account both the Helmoholtz and

Guoy-Chapman models and also considered the effect of parameters such as the finite size

of ions and ability to lose their solvation shell. If an ion of any charge loses its solvation

shell, it is possible for it to adsorb onto the electrode surface, either through van der

Waals or Coulombic interactions [143]. This charged layer of unsolvated, adsorbed ions is

known as the Inner-Helmholtz plane. However, ions which maintain their solvation shell

are unable to adsorb as closely, leading to a second charged layer known as the outer-

Helmholtz plane. The region between these two layers is referred to as the Stern layer.

Extending away from these two charged planes is a layer of diffuse ions, similar to that

described by Guoy and Chapman. The distribution of charge throughout these layers

leads to a potential difference between the electrode and the bulk solution. Figure 2.20

shows a schematic representation of this electrochemical double layer model.
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Figure 2.20: Schematic showing the Guoy-Chapman-Stern model of the electrochemical double
layer. The model consists of three main layers: The inner Helmholtz plane (IHP), the central
distribution of adsorbed charges without their solvation shell; the outer Helmholtz plane (OHP),
the central plane of the adsorbed counter-ions with solvation shells; and the diffuse layer, the outer
layer of diffuse ions containing the majority of the opposing charge to neutralise the charge at the
electrode surface. Adapted from [153] under the Creative Commons License.

The electrochemical double layer has a large impact on the efficacy of electrochemical

biosensors, such as ISFETs. The distribution of charge throughout this layer acts with a

charge screening effect, preventing any detection of charge within the bulk solution. The

length of this screening effect typically ranges between 0.1-10 nm and is characterised by

the Debye length, the length of a charge carrier’s electrostatic effect within a solution.

The Debye length is defined by the equation [154]:

λD =

√
ε0εrKBT

2NAe2I
(2.14)

where: ε0 is the permittivity of free space; εr is the dielectric constant of the electrode;

KB is the Boltzmann constant; T is temperature; NA is the Avagradro constant; e is

the elementary charge constant; and I is the ionic strength of the electrolyte. For ISFET

devices detecting changes in pH, this screening effect is minimal, as the surface charge with

respect to the pH is determined by short amphoteric groups at the electrode surface which

sit far below the Debye length. However, for cases where the electrode is functionalised to

detect other biomolecules, such as proteins, this screening effect has to be considered.
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The Electrochemical Double Layer Capacitance

As described previously, the build-up of separated charges at the electrode-solution in-

terface behaves as a capacitor with a capacitance of CDL. Since the capacitance of this

double-layer is a function of the potential at the electrode surface, it can be described by

[148]:

CDL,i =
σ0
ψ0

= −σdl
ψ0

(2.15)

where: CDL,i is the average double-layer capacitance; σ0 is the charge density of the

electrode surface; σdl is the charge density at the edge of the neutralising diffuse layer;

and ψ0 is the potential across the double-layer. The capacitance across this layer affects

how the ISFET will respond to pH and ion concentration, as the more charge that is able

to be stored within this layer, the larger the electric field at the gate.

As shown in figure 2.20, the electrochemical double layer has two major components,

the Stern layer, and the diffuse layer (sometimes referred to as the Guoy-Chapman layer).

Both of these layers contain some capacitance per area, which will contribute to the overall

capacitance and potential across the double-layer. As these capacitances behave as if they

were in series [155][148], the total average capacitance per area can be determined by:

1

CDL,i
=

1

CStern,i
+

1

CDiff,i
(2.16)

Where CStern is the Stern layer capacitance and CDiff is the diffuse layer capacitance.

The Stern layer capacitance is the capacitance between the surface and point xH , the

charge plane of the OHP, and can therefore be described as:

CStern,i =
σ0

ψ0 − ψH
=
εr,sε0
xH

(2.17)

where ψH is the potential at the point xH ; εr,s is the relative permittivity of the Stern

layer; and ε0 is the vacuum permittivity. For most cases, the Stern capacitance is assumed

to be 20µF/cm2 as εr,s ≈ 11 and xH ≈ 5 Å[148].

By manipulating equations 2.15, 2.16 and 2.17, the diffuse layer capacitance can be

described as:

CDiff,i = − σdl
ψH

(2.18)

The charge stored within the diffuse layer is more complex, as the charges are mobile,

and the capacitance is not constant throughout the layer. In order to calculate the charge

density at the Stern-diffuse-layer interface, some assumptions have to be made. First, it

is assumed that the ions in this diffuse layer only exist outside of the Stern layer and

cannot approach any further than a minimum distance xH , defined by the OHP. Secondly,

the diffuse layer should contain an equal and opposite amount of charge as the electrode

surface, as the layer between the IHP and OHP should, by its nature, contains zero charge

density. Assuming these conditions, the σdl can be given by [156]:

σdl = −
(
8kTεr,dε0n

0
) 1

2 sinh

(
zqψH
2kT

)
(2.19)
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where: k is the Boltzmann constant; T is temperature; εr,d is the relative permittivity of

the diffuse layer; n0 is the number of ions per unit volume; z is the valence of the ions (i.e.

the ionic charge); and q is the elementary charge of the proton or electron. This equation

is derived from the Poisson-Boltzmann equation [157], which describes the distribution of

ionic charge in relation to the electrostatic potential. From this, an average capacitance

of the double layer can be given as a rather complex function of ion concentration and

potential [156]:

1

CDL,i
=

xH
εr,sε0

+

(
ψ0 − σ0xH

εr,sε0

)
(8kTεr,dε0n0)

1
2 sinh

(
zqψH
2kT

) (2.20)

Equation 2.20 describes an average capacitance of the layer between the zero-potential

of the surface (the point at which there is an average-zero surface charge) and the potential

ψ0 [143]. This factor is known as the integral capacitance, CDL,i. Due to the variable na-

ture of the diffuse layer capacitance to surface charge and ion concentration, a more useful

quantity, when discussing electrochemical sensors, is the differential capacitance, CDL,d,

which describes the ability of the double-layer to store charge with small perturbations in

surface potential [157], given by:

CDL,d =
∂σ0
∂ψ0

= −∂σdl
∂ψ0

(2.21)

By combining equations 2.20 and 2.21, the differential capacitance of the double-layer can

be described [156]:

1

CDL,d
=

xH
εr,sε0

+
1(

2εr,dε0z2q2n0

kT

) 1
2

cosh
(
zqψH
2kT

) (2.22)

This shows that the differential capacitance, and thus the electric field generated at the

ISFET gate, is dependent on changes in the surface potential, as well as ion concentration.

The Site-binding Model

To explain the pH sensing operation of the ISFET, the pH sensitive layer must be consid-

ered. Due to compatibility with traditional CMOS manufacturing, this layer has tradition-

ally been either silicon dioxide or silicon nitride. The pH sensitivity of these layers comes

from their amphoteric nature, meaning they are able to both donate and accept protons

(H+ ions) from solution. This property arises from exposed oxide or nitride groups at the

surface and can bind to free H+ ions in the solution. Depending on the concentration of

H+ ions and thus pH of a solution, these oxide and nitride groups exist in one of three

forms [158] neutral, acceptor (negatively charged), donor (positively charged), as shown

in figure 2.21. For an oxide surface, the higher the concentration of H+ ions in solution

(lower pH), the more likely that the oxide will exist as an acceptor due to the diffusion of

H+ ions towards the surface. The opposite is true of solutions of high pH containing low

concentrations of H+ ions, in this case, the sites have a higher probability of being in their

donor state. This binding and donation of H+ ions from the surface is often termed the
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Figure 2.21: Diagram demonstrating an oxide surface’s response to changes in solution pH
according to the site-binding theory model. As the solution pH becomes more acidic, the surface
groups begin to protonate. As the solution pH becomes more basic, these groups deprotonate.

site-binding model, and is used when describing the electrochemical potential that exists

at the ISFET sensor surface.

For example, considering the oxide groups on the surface of SiOH, two reactions can

occur [148, 158]. Protonation:

SiOH+
2
−−⇀↽−− SiOH + HS

+ (2.23)

or deprotonation:

SiOH −−⇀↽−− SiO− + HS
+ (2.24)

where HS
+ is a hydrogen ion at the surface. As described in section 2.3.1, the likelihood

that the SiOH+
2 will act as an acid and donate its H+ ion is determined by its acid

dissociation constant Ka, given by:

Ka =

(
[H+][SiOH]

[SiOH+
2 ]

)
(2.25)

and the likelihood that SiO− will act as a base and accept an H+ ion is determined by the

base constant Kb

Kb =

(
[H+][SiO−]

[SiOH]

)
(2.26)

Each of these protonated/deprotonated sites contributes to the overall charge at the sensor

surface. In order to calculate the total expected charge at the surface, and thus the

potential, for a given pH, a relationship between surface charge and H+ ion must be

determined.

The total charge residing at the surface is a combination of the SiO− and SiOH+
2

groups, as the SiOH groups are of neutral charge. Therefore, the total surface charge can
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be considered to be:

σ0 = q
(
[SiOH+

2 ]− [SiO−]
)

(2.27)

the difference in the number of the two oppositely charged groups. The surface of a

material will have a discrete number of amphoteric sites available, Ns, meaning that the

total of the three forms of SiOH must be constant and equal to Ns. With this, the surface

charge due to H+ ions can be given in the form[148]:

σ0 = qNs

(
[H+

S ]2 −KaKb

KaKb +Ka[H
+
S ] + [H+

S ]2

)
(2.28)

As H+ ions are small enough to penetrate through the double layer, the surface concentra-

tion is directly related to the bulk concentration, and thus the pH of the solution. Due to

the electric field generated at the surface and the double layer, this relationship is defined

by the Boltzmann equation [148]:

[H+
S ] = [H+

B] exp

(
−qψ0

kT

)
(2.29)

or more usefully:

pHS = pHB +

(
−qψ0

kT

)
(2.30)

which can be substituted into equation 2.28 to give the surface charge in relation to the

bulk pH of the solution. Finally, the surface potential ψ0 can be given as a self-referencing

function of ψ0 and bulk solution pHB, which can be used to simulate the response of

ISFET surfaces to pH [159]:

ψ0 =
σ0

CDL,i
=
qNsf(ψ0, pHB)

CDL,i
(2.31)

where f(ψ0, pHB) is:
(

[H+
B] exp

(
−qψ0

kT

))2
−KaKb

KaKb +Ka

(
[H+

B] exp
(
−qψ0

kT

))
+
(

[H+
B] exp

(
−qψ0

kT

))2
 (2.32)

Sensitivity of ISFETs

The pH sensitivity of an ISFET is important as it determines the magnitude of the response

to changes in solution pH. Inherently, the sensitivity is determined by the ability of the

surface to buffer the solution pH by protonating or deprotonating. This ability is referred

to as the intrinsic buffer capacity, βint, which represents the change in the number of H+

accepting groups at the surface with respect to small changes in surface pH [148]:

∂B

∂pHS
= βint (2.33)
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and is thus related to the surface charge by:

∂σ0
∂pHS

= −q ∂B

∂pHS
= −qβint (2.34)

From this definition of surface charge change with respect to surface pH, it can be shown

that small change in surface pH has an effect on the surface potential defined by:

∂ψ0

∂pHS
=
∂ψ0

∂σ0

∂σ0
∂pHs

=
−qβint
CDL,d

(2.35)

by evaluating this, we can get an expression for the general sensitivity of ISFET devices.

∂ψ0

∂pHB
= −2.3

kT

q
α (2.36)

where α is a sensitivity constant between 0-1 defined by:

α =
1

2.3kTCDL,d

q2βint
+ 1

(2.37)

Assuming a perfect system where α = 1, the maximum sensitivity of a traditional ISFET

sensor is 59.2 mV/pH at room temperature, recognisable as the Nernstian limit for pH

sensitivity. The example used here was for SiO2, which has a rather low intrinsic buffer

capacity; however, different amphoteric oxides have different values for Ka, Kb, and βint;

which can make them more suitable for ISFET devices. The material choice not only

affects the sensitivity of the ISFET, but also its operating range. Materials such as SiO2

have a low operating range, losing sensitivity at higher concentrations of H+, whereas SiN

has a much larger βint meaning it is able to maintain sensitivity across a wider pH range

[159].

2.5 ISFETs in Literature

Following the discussion of the theory surrounding ISFET devices, this section will review

the historic development of ISFETs. Given the vast number of publications appearing

every year using ISFET-based devices, it is not possible to cover all aspects of ISFET

research. Instead, this section will discuss the key works in the area, with a focus on the

use of ISFETs for biological measurements.

2.5.1 Origin of the ISFET pH Sensor

Originally described in a short communication paper by Piet Bergveld in 1970, ISFETs

were initially designed to replace the two electrode system used for the measurement of

neurophysiological activity [160]. Traditionally, biophysical measurements of neurophysi-

ology would use a two-electrode system which was able to measure spikes in ionic activity

due to the altering double layer potentials between the electrodes, however, this set-up

meant that any spikes between the electrodes would affect the measurement and activity
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close to the electrodes would dominate. Bergveld described a system based on a MOS-

FET device which would rectify this issue by measuring the surface-charge density, rather

than the potential across the double layer. By doing this, local ion activity could be

measured without being affected by the surrounding solution effects. The initial design

was based on the combination of a glass pH electrode and a MOSFET in which the metal

layer on the gate electrode was removed to expose the SiO gate dielectric. In this work,

Bergveld demonstrated the application of this device for the measurement of NaCl concen-

tration, showing a correlation between the source-drain current and the concentration of

ions in the solution in contact with the exposed gate dielectric. Two years later, in 1972,

Bergveld published a follow-up article describing the principles of ISFET device operation

and demonstrating their use for measuring a variety of ionic solutions such as KCl, MgCl2,

and CaCl2 [161]. This work also described the pH dependent behaviour of ISFET devices.

Although not the initial intention for these devices, the comparison between these SiO

ISFETs and the glass pH electrode led the discussion towards using ISFET devices for pH

measurements where glass electrodes would not be suited such as measuring small volumes

and measuring fast changes in pH [162].

2.5.2 CMOS ISFETs

The miniaturisation of ISFET devices allows for devices to be built within the same

order of magnitude as biological cells, allowing for measurements of single cell activity

which were not possible with standard glass pH electrodes [163]. As well as being able to

measure small volumes, the miniaturisation of ISFET devices allows for sensor arrays to be

fabricated, allowing two-dimensional mapping of pH gradients [164–166]. The first example

of a large-scale ISFET array was produced by T.C.W. Yeow et al. in 1997 [167]. This

work demonstrated an addressable SiN-based 15×16 sensor array chip, with each device

showing a sensitivity of ≈ 40 mV/pH. Although the work used primarily CMOS processes

for fabrication of the underlying FET structure, the gate oxidation and formation of the

ion-sensitive layer were performed using non-CMOS-standard growth methods, meaning

additional steps were required alongside the typical CMOS fabrication methods. To allow

large-scale and commercial fabrication of ISFET devices, they should ideally be fabricated

entirely using CMOS processes, as this allows existing facilities to fabricate devices. The

first example of an entirely CMOS processed ISFET was performed by J. Bausells et al.

[168]. By retaining the metal gate layer of the MOSFET structure, typically not included

in traditional ISFET structures, no additional etching was needed. Furthermore, a CMOS-

compatible, silicon oxynitride layer was used as the pH-sensitive gate material. By making

these changes, J. Bausells et al. were able to fabricate ISFET devices with sensitivities of

≈ 47 mV/pH, using only CMOS processes. Recently, CMOS-based ISFETs have typically

employed a silicon nitride layer, rather than oxynitride, as this is a standard material in

microelectronics fabrication and allows for a better pH response [155, 169].

CMOS fabrication allows for the simple production of ISFET sensor arrays, however,

the interface between the SiN and metal gate layer can lead to parasitic capacitances [170,

171] as well as trapped charges within the ion-sensitive layer itself [172]. These parasitic
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effects can lead to large variations of the threshold voltages across ISFET devices on a

single sensor array. However, in work by Hu et al., it was shown that these parasitic

effects can compensated for using additional control circuitry which allowed for both an

automatic variable gain compensation and removal of trapped charge, for each ISFET

within a 32×32 array [173].

Although CMOS-based devices suffer from parasitic affects within the structure, the

development of CMOS-compatible processes for fabricating ISFET devices was a signifi-

cant step for the fabrication of large-scale ISFET array devices [155]. This development

has also led to devices which are able to contain on-chip control circuitry, allowing for

integration of elements such as low-power readout circuitry [174], temperature compen-

sation [175], and automatic device variation compensation [173]. Furthermore, by using

arrays of micron-scale ISFET devices, spatial information can be gained about a number

of biological processes which would normally be lost when using more traditional pH elec-

trodes [163, 176]. For more information on CMOS-based ISFET technology, the reader is

referred to a recent, in-depth review article [177].

2.5.3 Extended-Gate ISFETs

Traditionally, ISFETs are similar in structure to that of MOSFET devices, although, the

metal gate is removed, and the gate oxide is encapsulated to allow for solution to be in

contact with the exposed surface without interfering with the source-drain electrodes. De-

spite significant research effort, encapsulation of these devices remains challenging [162,

178, 179]. One method which allows for simple isolation of the ion-sensitive electrode and

the adjoining FET device is the Extended-Gate ISFET. First demonstrated by J. Van

der Spiegel et al. in 1983 [180], EGFET devices consist of a traditional MOSFET struc-

ture with a signal line connecting the metal gate to an ion-sensitive electrode, separate

from the FET structure, as shown in figure 2.22. In their work, J. Van der Spiegel et al.

demonstrated the development of a multi-species EGFET-based sensor which was capable

of sensing three different ionic species (H+, Cl−, and F−). As the sensing electrode is

separate from the MOSFET electrodes, their design allows for the simple deposition and

patterning of a wide range of ion-sensing materials, as well as the simple encapsulation

of both the MOSFET structure and sensing electrode. However, due to the high-input

impedance of the MOSFET gate, the signal line can act as an antenna, introducing addi-

tional noise into the system if not properly shielded, for example, via a coaxial grounding

layer fabricated over the signal line to minimise external noise.

Due to the lack of encapsulation and surface modification of the MOSFET gate in

EGFET devices, EGFETs also allow for sensors to be built with varying MOSFET channel

dimensions, which have varying effects on the device sensitivity and noise. As shown in

equation 2.38, the current through a MOSFET channel is related to the aspect ratio of

the device channel W/L [179].

IDS = µnCox
W

L

[
(VGS − VTh)VDS −

VDS
2

2

]
(2.38)
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Figure 2.22: Diagram of a typical EGFET structure.

Thus, it is expected that a larger current signal will be observed for high aspect ratio

devices. However, as noted in the work by N. Rajan et al., the noise of a MOSFET

device is also related to its channel dimensions and linearly correlated to the
√
WL [181].

Thus, careful design has to be taken to ensure the sensitivity of the device is not affected

by the device dimensions. However, the flexibility of the MOSFET device structure in

EGFETs allows for simpler implementation of low-power, low-noise, and fast time-response

devices [182]. More recently, EGFET devices have also been implemented with novel FET

structures which allow for amplification of the pH sensitivity, within the FET structures

themselves [183, 184]

As well as allowing for flexibility in terms of the MOSFET structure, the design of

EGFETS allow for the use of commercial, pre-packaged, MOSFETs (Figure 2.23). Some-

times referred to as Separative EGFETs (SEGFETs) or ExFETs [179], these discrete-

component EGFETs allow for low-fabrication and low-cost implementation of pH sensing.

The first example of this type of sensor is often attributed to L.L. Chi et al., who described

a system which used a commercial MOSFET connected to an SnO ion-sensitive electrode

[185, 186]. The device was able to achieve a pH sensitivity of ≈ 58 mV/pH and was shown

to have minimal response to changes in light exposure, something which has been shown to

be an issue for many traditional exposed-gate ISFET structures [175, 187, 188]. Further-

more, the nature of the discrete sensing electrode is well suited for biosensing applications

where contamination may be an issue, as the sensing electrode can be disposed of without

the need to dispose of the controlling MOSFET circuitry. Since the work done by L.L. Chi

et al., commercial MOSFETs have been used in a number of pH sensing, EGFET systems

some of which allow low-cost and multiplexed sensing in a single platform [189–192]

Recent research into EGFET devices has focussed on two main areas, incorporation of

novel ion-sensitive materials, which will be discussed in a subsequent section, and the use

of EGFET devices for specific biosensing applications. Although the structure of EGFET

sensors does not allow for wide arrays of devices to be placed on the same chip, as seen

with some CMOS-based devices, they have seen a lot of application in areas where only
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Figure 2.23: Diagram of a typical discrete EGFET structure.

single pH, ion, or biomarker measurement is required, often due to their simple fabrication,

versatility in terms of electrode composition, or disposable sensing electrode [193–195].

Typically, EGFETs are used for the purpose of determining ion concentration in so-

lution, however, the versatility of the extended gate material has allowed for applica-

tions requiring specific surface functionalisation for the detection of biomolecules. Some-

times referred to as BioFETs [196], these modified FET sensors primarily utilise surface-

bound receptors, such as antibodies, enzymes, or DNA to detect the presence of specific

biomolecules such as proteins, small molecules, or DNA sequences. Instead of measuring

the potential shift due to protonation and deprotonation, these sensors rely on changes

in surface charge due to the binding of biomolecules to the surface-bound receptors. For

example, A. Tarasov et al. demonstrated an EGFET for detection of protein biomarkers in

which a gold sensing electrode functionalised with the glycoprotein E (gE) of Bovine Herpes

Virus 1 (BHV-1) was used for the detection of anti-BHV-1 antibodies [197]. In this work,

they were able to demonstrate similar detection limits of anti-BHV-1 in diluted serum to

the laboratory standard assay (based on the widely used enzyme-linked immunosorbent

assay) but in a much shorter time of < 10 min. By enabling fast detection from diluted

serum, point-of-care immunoassays which allow for quantitative readouts could become a

reality. Although the assay was used for the specific detection of anti-BHV-1, the surface

of the extended electrode could easily be modified to allow the detection of other protein

biomarkers, as has been demonstrated in a number of reports [195, 198–200].

An area where EGFETs have seen a number of uses is in the field of urea sensing

for diagnostics [200–203]. The choice of ion-sensitive devices for the detection of a small

molecule such as urea is primarily due to the reaction which occurs between urease enzymes

and urea; when urea is catalysed by urease enzymes, a number of by-products are formed,

such as bicarbonate and ammonia, which alter the pH of the surrounding solution [204].

By immobilising urease enzymes onto the surface of an EGFET gate, urea is catalysed

directly at the sensor surface, leading to changes in local pH at the pH-sensitive gate. An

example of this type of sensor was demonstrated by J-C Chen et al. [205], who used a
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disposable, SnO, EGFET structure to detect urea diluted into buffer between the ranges

of 0.31 to 120 mg/dl in approximately 2 minutes, well within the limit for increased urea

concentration seen for renal disease [206].

It should be noted that surface-functionalised BioFET devices are not limited to

EGFETs [207], however, the versatility of the extended gate material and topology make

it an attractive option for this class of biosensor. Please refer to the large number of recent

review articles on the applications of BioFETs for further information on this topic [179,

198, 208].

EGFET sensors offer significantly simpler fabrication of the ion-sensitive structure due

to their separation of the sensing and FET structures. These devices also enable better

flexibility in terms of device structure and choice of ion-sensitive material, allowing the

fabrication of high-sensitivity and low noise devices. By using pre-packaged MOSFETs,

EGFETs can also be fabricated simply and at low-cost. Furthermore, the discrete nature

of this structure allows for sensors which have disposable sensing electrodes and reusable

MOSFET circuits [209]. For this reason, a discrete component EGFET which utilised a

commercial MOSFET was used as the pH sensing device for this project.

2.5.4 Ion-Sensitive Layers in ISFETs

Perhaps the most important aspect of pH-sensitive FET devices is the ion-sensitive layer.

This layer determines the pH-sensing properties of the device such as its pH-sensitivity,

response time, and stability over time. Initially, the ion-sensitive layer for ISFET devices

was limited to the few materials compatible with CMOS manufacturing processes, hence

the use of SiO in the original ISFET device [160, 162]. For the same reason, many early IS-

FET devices used materials such as SiN and AlO for the ion-sensitive layer deposited using

chemical vapour deposition (CVD) [210]. While these traditional ion-sensitive materials

are still widely used, particularly in CMOS-based ISFET devices [170, 211–214], they are

not necessarily the best materials for high-sensitivity, low-drift applications [215]. Given

that ISFET-based devices have been developed for over 50 years [160], a vast number

of different pH-sensitive materials have been investigated. Many of these materials show

similar pH sensing properties and have been covered in several review articles [179, 216,

217]. Therefore, this section will only discuss a few materials which have novel properties

such as exceptional sensitivity, stability, or simple deposition procedure.

An issue with many of the materials used for ISFET fabrication is the need for expen-

sive deposition equipment within a cleanroom environment. One method which removes

the need for these instruments is sol-gel based deposition. This method uses colloidal

suspensions of metal oxides within a gel-like solution, referred to as sol-gels, which can be

used to deposit thin films by simply drying the sol-gel on surface, causing the colloidal

suspension to form a dense network. Sol-gel deposition methods have been demonstrated

for a number of pH-sensitive materials, all of which appear to show good sensitivity [218–

221]. For example E.M. Guerra et al., used a vanadium oxide (VO) sol-gel to form a pH

sensitive layer on an extended-gate electrode [222]. The sol-gel was formulated using well-

reported methods and formation of the VO film was achieved simply by drop-casting onto
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a glassy carbon electrode and leaving at room temperature to dry. The fabricated EGFET

showed an almost linear response to pH of 58.1 mV/pH across a wide pH range (2-12).

Another method for ion-sensitive material deposition which does not require cleanroom

instrumentation is to use a pH sensitive polymer such as polyaniline (PANI) which will

self-assemble on a surface. N. Vieira et al. describe a method for forming multi-layer,

nanostructured, poly(vinyl sulfonic acid) (PVS)-PANI films by repeatedly immersing gold

electrodes in alternating solutions of PANI followed by PVS [223]. The discrete extended

gate PVS/PANI electrode showed a high sensitivity to pH of ≈ 58 mV/pH.

Drift due to external factors such as temperature is a significant issue for ISFET-

based devices as it makes quantification of results difficult. One method for reducing the

effect of drift is the reference FET (REFET). This is similar in structure to an ISFET,

however, instead of an ion-sensitive membrane, a membrane is used which insensitive to

changes in pH [224]. By using a matched device with an insensitive membrane alongside

an ISFET, the effect of any stimuli external to the changes in pH can be removed. A

material which has been shown to work as this insensitive membrane is Parylene-C [225].

However, as well as being able to be used as an insensitive membrane, T. Trantidou et al.

demonstrated that by activation through UV exposure, the Parylene-C membrane can also

be used as a pH-sensitive membrane [226]. Although the pH-sensitivity of these devices

was only 23 mV/pH [227], the versatility of this material to be able to be used as a flexible

substrate, encapsulation, pH-sensitive, and pH-insensitive layer would allow for devices to

be fabricated using minimal deposition and etching techniques.

A material which has been shown to have an atypical response to pH is palladium

oxide (PdO). A. Das et al. demonstrated an EGFET-based pH sensor which used PdO as

the extended gate material [228]. In this work, they demonstrated their EGEFT device to

exhibit a seemingly ‘super-nernstian’ response of ≈ 63 mV/pH, above the expected limit

of 59.2 mV/pH. The device showed good linearity across a large pH range (2-12) and thus

the sensitivity was thought to be due to high oxygen content, leading to higher oxidation

states within the PdO layer, which can lead to in imbalance in the proton exchange at the

surface. This phenomenon is not unique to PdO, thus this could well be the cause behind

the enhanced sensitivity. A material in which this phenomenon is well-reported is iridium

oxide, the material of choice for the EGFET used in this project.

Iridium Oxide

Iridium oxide (IrO) is an ion-sensitive material which has been used for a number of

different pH-sensing applications [216]. When deposited using evaporation or sputtering

techniques, IrOx films exhibit similar properties to that of other metal oxides, showing

a peak pH sensitivity of 59.2 mV/pH [229]. However, an interesting characteristic of

IrOx layers comes when they are deposited using electrodeposition techniques. These

Electrodeposited Iridium Oxide Films (EIROFs), sometimes referred to as Anodic Iridium

Oxide Films (AIROFs), exhibit a seemingly ‘super-nernstian’ sensitivity to pH, with a limit

of ≈ 88 mV/pH [230]. This high sensitivity is not in fact a demonstration of pH sensitivity

above the Nernstian limit but is due to a combination of electrochemical effects [229–231].
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As discussed previously, the site-binding model describes the effect of changing pH on the

state of free hydroxide groups on the surface. This reaction still occurs in IrOx films [229]:

IrO(OH) + H+ −−⇀↽−− IrO(OH2)
+ (Protonation) (2.39)

IrO(OH) −−⇀↽−− IrOO− + H+ (Deprotonation) (2.40)

When IrOx is deposited using electrodeposition, the film is typically a porous, hydrated,

mixture of Ir(III) and Ir(IV) complexes, which can exist in a number of forms. In metal

oxides, changes in pH can lead to shifts in the balance of oxidation states, which is thought

to be part of the cause behind the deviation from the typical Nernstian sensitivity [230].

An example of this balance for Ir(III) and Ir(IV) is described by Olthuis et al. [229]:

2 Ir(OH)3 + H2O −−⇀↽−− Ir2O(OH)6 + 2 H+ + 2 e (2.41)

If the site binding model is considered for each of these Ir oxidation states, then each

complex can protonate and deprotonate to different extents as such [229]:

Ir(OH)3 −−→ Ir(OH)2O
− + H+ (2.42)

Ir2O(OH)6 −−→ Ir2O(OH)3O3
3− + 3 H+ (2.43)

By combining the two effects of the site-binding model and the equilibrium between oxi-

dation states, equations 2.41, 2.42, and 2.43 can be combined to give:

2 Ir(OH)2O
− + H2O −−⇀↽−− Ir2O(OH)3O3

3− + 3 H+ + 2 e (2.44)

where it can be shown that an imbalance of H+ to electrons is possible. By applying this

reaction to the Nernst equation it is possible to show that:

E =
1

2
0.0592 log10[H

+]3 (2.45)

Which can be simplified to:

E =
3

2
0.0592× pH = 88.8 mV/pH (2.46)

Therefore, this imbalance of the movement of protons and electrons within the reaction

leads to a seemingly higher level of pH sensitivity than that observed in traditional ion-

sensitive materials. This high pH sensitivity, alongside the ease with which it can be

deposited on conductive electrodes, is the reason EIROFs were chosen as the ion-sensitive

electrode material for this project. It should be noted that this atypical pH sensitivity

phenomenon is not unique to IrOx and has been demonstrated in other materials such as

RuO and PdO [228, 232], however, techniques for their deposition are less well documented,

when compared to IrOx.

Most ion-sensitive electrode EIROFs are prepared using an alkaline iridium oxalate

solution, first described by K. Yamanaka [233]. Although efforts have been made to
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improve upon this deposition solution [234–236] they still contain some form of Ir(IV)-

oxalate complex. It is thought that deposition from this solution is performed by anodic

oxidation of the oxalato ligand surrounding the Ir(IV) complex. By oxidising the oxalato

ligand, CO2 is formed and the ligand is removed, leaving a free IrOx complex to form a

solid film at the electrode surface. This process was described by K. Yamanaka using the

following reaction [233]:

[Ir(COO)2(OH)4]
2− −−→ IrO2 + 2 CO2 + 2 H2O + 2 e− (2.47)

Typically, the electrodeposition is carried out by applying a fixed current or potential to

an electrode submerged in the iridium oxalate solution [233, 234, 236]. However, it has

been found that these films can exhibit poor mechanical qualities such as being soft, easily

damaged, and delaminating from the underlying substrate. H. Elsen et al. found that by

potentially cycling the electrode in the deposition solution, more durable and well adhered

films could be formed, showing similar levels of pH sensitivity to those films prepared using

fixed current methods [237]. For this reason, potential cycling was chosen for this project

and is described in detail in chapters 3 and 4.

EIROFs have been used extensively for a variety of pH sensing applications, such as:

extracellular pH changes due to myocardial acidosis [238]; flexible pH sensors [239]; and

detection of in vivo concentrations of penicillin [240, 241]. However, there are relatively few

reports on combining ISFET-based devices and these high-sensitivity films. An IrOx-based

CMOS ISFET was first described by J. Hendrikse et al. in 1997 [242]. The device showed

a fast, almost drift free, response to changes in pH. However, the IrOx film was prepared

using sputtering techniques, limiting the pH sensitivity of the device to ≈ 59 mV/pH.

IrOx was also used in the original EGFET paper by J. Van der Spiegel et al., however, the

layer was deposited using sputtering techniques with limited characterisation with regards

to its pH response [180]. More recently, an EGFET based device using EIROF films in

combination with a discrete MOSFET has been described. [243]. The device consisted

of a pH-insensitive film coated onto the gate electrode of the EGFET. Connected to this,

instead of a typical reference electrode, was an EIROF-coated ITO electrode serving as

a pH-sensitive biasing electrode for the EGFET. By biasing the EGFET through the

EIROF electrode, the voltage that appeared at the gate would be a summation of the

applied voltage and the pH-sensitive chemical potential at the EIROF surface. With this

device, they showed a pH sensitivity of ≈ 62.5 mV/pH, demonstrating the atypical pH

response of EIROF electrodes. However, the key achievement with this device is the lack

of requirement for a reference electrode, allowing the device to be easily miniaturised.

2.5.5 Future of ISFET-based Devices

ISFET-based devices have seen a lot of application in the area of biosensing due to their

low-cost, miniaturisation, and response time [244]. This section will discuss some of the key

applications for which ISFET-based devices have been developed, with a look to determine

the future direction of this technology.
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One of the most promising uses for ISFET-based devices is in the area of genomic

sequencing. Originally demonstrated by T. Sakurai and Y. Husimi [245], the polymerase

chain-elongation reaction used in many DNA sequencing techniques has been shown to

affect the pH of a solution through the release H+ ions, which can be easily measured using

an ISFET device. The scalability of ISFET arrays allows for massive levels of multiplexed

measurements, difficult to achieve using optical methods. An example of a commercial

system which is able to perform these methods is the Ion Torrent system, originally de-

scribed by J. Rothberg et al. [19]. In their work, they describe the development of a

system which uses chips containing up to 13 M TaO-based ISFET devices within a single

array. The system operates by splitting DNA into fragments and functionalising these

unique sequences onto polymer beads. Individual beads are subsequently located locally

to one of the millions of ISFET devices, allowing for parallel measurements of DNA poly-

merase reactions. As well as applications for whole-genome-sequencing, integrated ISFET

chips have been demonstrated for use in quantitative PCR and LAMP based assays. C.

Toumazou et al. demonstrated a chip for quantifying DNA amplification that consisted

of 40 ISFET devices alongside control circuitry, resistive heaters, and temperature sensors

all using an unmodified CMOS process [246]. In this work they demonstrate the use of

their bespoke chip for use in both PCR and LAMP assays, showing comparative sensitivi-

ties to commercial, fluorescence-based, PCR and LAMP techniques. DNA sequencing has

had a massive impact on medicine and research both with the prospect of whole-genome

sequencing and gene-based detection methods. As CMOS fabrication techniques become

more sophisticated, ISFET devices could easily play a large role in rapid and low-cost

sequencing.

ISFET devices within the field of genomic detection appear to be limited to CMOS-

based ISFET geometries, due to their allowance for arrays of ISFET devices to be placed

alongside control circuitry on a single chip. An area in which EGFETs could play a

larger role is in the field of low-cost biosensing. T. Prodromakis et al. [191] describe

a methodology of using a separate transducer and sensing elements using commercial

mass-manufactured MOSFETs as the transducer element, similar to the discrete EGFET

demonstrated by L.L. Chi et al. [186]. Although the sensing apparatus they describe in

their work was not entirely novel, they also demonstrate the use of PCB as a substrate for

these devices, a well-established material for producing low-cost and mass manufactured

devices PCB technology [247]. The sensitivity demonstrated on this PCB-based device was

much lower than the Nernstian limit (22 mV/pH) however, this technique for PCB-based

EGFETs was later used by M. Kaisti et al. in conjunction with a PANI ion-sensitive

membrane and showing a near-Nernstian response to K+ ions [192], demonstrating a

technology which can be easily fabricated with high-sensitivity at a low-cost. It should be

noted however, the bulky and expensive reference electrode required for ISFET operation

remains a potential barrier to integrated low-cost technologies. For this class of low-cost

biosensor to become feasible, the technology must be adapted to accommodate for on-

board reference electrodes, a technique which has been demonstrated by D. Moschou et

al. [248]. This work describes the fabrication of a PCB-based Ag/AgCl reference electrode
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with good stability, which has also been demonstrated in conjunction with a similar FET-

based biosensor [249]. By combining a low-cost, mass-manufacturable technology such as

PCB with discrete EGFET devices, a low-cost and point-of-care technology could easily

be realised.

Finally, an application where ISFET-based devices have seen a number of uses is in the

detection of β-lactam antibiotics, mainly penicillin, often for the purpose of monitoring

concentrations in patients, waste-water, or penicillin fermentation broths [139, 250–255].

These sensors are often based on immobilised penicillinase (a form of β-lactamase) and

use the change in local pH to determine antibiotic concentration. To date, there appears

to be no application which uses the acidification of β-lactam molecules to determine the

presence and activity of β-lactamase enzymes. One work, by C. Hu et al., describes the

use of a pH sensitive FET-type device for the measurement of an induced pH change due

to the LAMP-based amplification of two β-lactamase genes [173]. However, no other work

appears to have been carried out combining β-lactamase detection and ion-sensitive FET

devices. The aim of this project was to utilise an IrO-based discrete EGFET device with

a high-sensitivity to determine the activity of β-lactamase through the acidification of

β-lactam molecules. The development of this device would allow for quantitative, low-

cost detection of β-lactam resistance at the time of prescription, something which is not

possible with the current technology.
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Chapter 3

Fabrication, Equipment and

Experimental Techniques

This chapter describes the experimental procedures and protocols that underpin the re-

search presented in this thesis. Specifically, this chapter details the fabrication methods

used to construct the discrete component Extended-Gate Ion-Sensitive FET (EGFET)

devices including functionalisation of the electrode surface with a pH sensitive layer and

reviews the characterisation techniques employed to characterise the fabricated EGFETs.

3.1 Electrode Fabrication Techniques

This section describes the techniques used to fabricate the extended gate electrodes and

for electrodeposition of the pH sensitive iridium-oxide layers.

3.1.1 Cleaning

Standard, 50 × 75 mm glass microscope slides cut to 25 × 25 mm were used as the

substrate for all devices. Contamination of the substrate surface can lead to inconsis-

tency in device characteristics, issues with layer adhesion, and defects in device structure.

Therefore, substrate cleaning is an essential aspect of micro- and nano-fabrication [256].

Contamination can come from a number of sources [257]: particulates from the air such

as dust and hair; Organic contamination from skin; and contamination from processing,

such as dried solvents. As well as ensuring that substrates are clean before fabrication, it

is also essential that fabricated devices are cleaned before use to ensure no contamination

interferes with the device characteristics. This section describes the two main procedures

used to clean substrates prior to fabrication and fabricated devices.

Piranha Cleaning

Where more aggressive cleaning was needed, such as substrate cleaning prior to device

fabrication, cleaved glass substrates were cleaned using a mix of sulfuric acid and hydrogen

peroxide, commonly referred to as a piranha cleaning solution (H2SO5). The solution is

highly oxidising and is able to rapidly remove and break down organic contaminants on

the substrate surface, hence the name ‘piranha’. Because of its nature, protective goggles

and gloves should be worn at all times.

Hydrogen peroxide was slowly added to sulfuric acid at a ratio of 1:3, respectively, in a

glass beaker. Samples were subsequently immersed in the solution and left for a period of
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time, depending on the application. After cleaning, the samples were rinsed twice in de-

ionised water to remove any remaining solution and then subjected to a 5 min sonication

in acetone, followed by a 5 min sonication in Isoproyl Achohol (IPA), to remove any water

contamination, and then finally dried using pressurised nitrogen.

UV O-zone Cleaning

For experiments where piranha solution was not suitable for cleaning, substrates were

cleaned using a UV-ozone procedure. A UV-Ozone cleaner uses high-energy UV light to

remove organic compounds from substrates. Cleaning occurs through two main proce-

dures. The first is the decomposition of carbohydrates through UV-light. Long chain

carbohydrates on the substrate surface are broken down into more volatile substances

which are easily removed. Secondly, the high-energy UV light typically has peak wave-

lengths around 185 nm and 254 nm. These wavelengths are important as they allow the

formation and decomposition of ozone, O3 [258]. When O2 is excited by 185 nm UV-light,

it will form O3, conversely, when O3 is excited by the 254 nm UV-light, it decomposes back

to O2. When this process happens close to the surface, it is strongly oxidising, breaking

down organic contamination on the surface.

The procedure for cleaning with UV-ozone was as follows. UV-ozone treatment (10

min); followed by a sonication in a 2% Hellmanex III solution (Hellma Analytics) (10

min) and then a sonication in Milli-Q ultrapure water (2× 10 min), followed by a second

UV-ozone treatment (30 min) and finally immersion in EtOH (30 min). The devices were

dried using nitrogen following each wet cleaning stage.

3.1.2 Metal Evaporation Techniques

After the substrate had been sufficiently cleaned, conductive contacts had to be added to

the substrate allow for iridium oxide electro-deposition. Two methods were used through-

out this project: thermal evaporation and electron-beam evaporation. The reason for

using both in this project was due to inaccessibility of the electron-beam evaporator for

portions of this project. This section will describe the operation of both techniques.

Vapour Deposition Techniques for Metal Evaporation

Towards the beginning of this project, thermal evaporation was used to produce the thin,

metal film electrodes. Thermal evaporation is one of the most common thin-film deposition

techniques [259]. In this technique, a target substrate sample is placed above a pure metal

source, sat in a conductive tungsten boat, or sometimes wrapped around a conductive

tungsten wire. In order to evaporate the metal source, a high current (several hundred

amps) is passed through the conductive crucible. Energy lost through resistive heating

causes the material to reach temperatures comparable to the melting temperature of the

metal source, causing it to liquefy and begin to produce metal vapour. In order to allow the

metal vapour to rise and reach the sample substrate above, without interacting with other

molecules, the chamber must be kept at a vacuum pressure (10−6 mBar in this instance).
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Figure 3.1: Diagram of thermal and e-beam evaporators. The key components are labelled
alongside of each instrument.

As the sample substrate above the source metal is cooler than the vaporised metal, the

metal begins to condense onto the substrate, leaving a thin film of solid metal. The rate

of this evaporation, and thus the thickness of the film, is monitored using a resonating

quartz-crystal micro-balance (QCM) placed within the chamber, near the sample. As

the metal deposits on the QCM, the natural frequency with which it resonates begins

to reduce. This lowering of frequency can be used to calculate a rate of deposition on

the sample in real time and thus a thickness of the thin-film. A diagram of a thermal

evaporator can be seen in figure 3.1. Thermal evaporation was carried out using a Mantis

HEX resistive thermal evaporator.

The second metal evaporation technique that was used was electron-beam evaporation.

This technique is similar in operation to that of thermal evaporation; however, the metal is

not heated through resistive heating, but through a focussed beam of electrons. The layout

of electron beam evaporators is almost identical to that of thermal evaporators. A sample

is placed in a vacuum chamber above a pure source of the desired deposition material,

contained within a crucible. Below the material crucible, is an electron gun, comprised

of a filament electron source and a series of magnets. When a current is passed through

the filament, it begins to emit electrons via thermionic emission. These electrons are then

accelerated and guided by magnets within the gun, towards the source material. Once they

hit the surface, their energy is transferred to the source material, causing it to heat, which

in turn causes it to evaporate or sublime. Electron-beam evaporation is suitable for a

wider range of materials compared to thermal evaporation, due to the higher energies and

temperatures that can be achieved. Given the ability to control the focussing and energy

of the electron beam, it also allows for more controlled deposition rates. Beyond these

points, electron-beam and thermal evaporation are very similar in their operation. Both

operate at a low vacuum pressure, and both measure the film thickness through a QCM.

A diagram of an electron-beam evaporator can be seen in figure 3.1. The electron-beam

evaporator used for this project was a custom-built M-Braun instrument.
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Figure 3.2: CAD design for the ion-sensitive electrode structure. The design allowed for the
connection of the transistor directly on chip, as well as a separate connector for allowing IrO
deposition.

In order to achieve the desired thin-film, a series of shutters are present in both ma-

chines. The first shutter, mounted above the substrate, is used to control of the film

thickness; once a desirable thickness is reached, this shutter is closed, preventing any more

metal vapour from reaching the substrate. As source metals are susceptible to surface con-

tamination, both machines also contain a shutter which is able to cover the metal source.

By covering the metal for a short time after the initial vaporisation, surface contamina-

tion is prevented from reaching the substrate, allowing only the pure metal vapour to be

deposited on the sample.

These evaporation techniques were primarily used for depositing 100 nm thick gold

contacts onto the glass substrates. A 10 nm layer of chromium was deposited to increase

adhesion of the gold layer to the glass substrate. However, for thermal evaporation, a 10

nm aluminium layer was deposited instead due to the inability to reach a stable deposition

rate with chromium. In both cases, the adhesion layer was deposited without breaking

vacuum.

3.1.3 Patterning the Metal Contacts

Initially, both the discrete EGFET sensing electrode and transistor were attached directly

onto a glass substrate. This required patterning of the metal electrodes. This section will

discuss the techniques used to produce this patterned metal layer. Lithographic masks

were designed using AutoCAD (Autodesk) and EAGLE PCB designer (Autodesk). The

initial design for the chip is shown in figure 3.2.

Photolithography

One of the primary techniques used for metal patterning in this project was photolithogra-

phy. Photolithography, sometimes referred to as optical lithography, is a technique which

uses photosensitive polymers, known as photoresists, to produce patterned layers on a sub-

strate [256]. For this technique, a liquid photoresist polymer is pooled on the substrate

surface and then spun at a controlled speed to create a uniform, thin layer. Following this,

the layer is cured at elevated temperatures to remove solvent and solidify the photoresist.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of the photolithography process used for this project.

Once cured, the pattern is written into the photoresist using UV light. Two types of pho-

toresist exist, positive and negative, which determine how they react to UV light. When

exposed, the organic bonds within positive photoresists begin to break, making it easier

to remove when developed. For negative resists, the opposite is true; these bonds become

stronger, making it harder to wash away when developed. UV exposure is often done

using one of two methods, exposure through a photomask or direct-write with a laser. A

photomask is an opaque template of the desired pattern. When UV-light is shone through

the photomask, only the desired pattern is projected onto the photoresist. Direct-write,

or mask-less lithography, uses a manoeuvrable, focussed, UV laser to draw the pattern

on the photoresist surface. One of the benefits of direct-write techniques is that it can

be used to prototype designs, as a photomask has to be designed and produced for each

pattern. However, the time required for direct-write techniques is much higher than the

equivalent photomask exposure. Following UV-light exposure, the photoresist layer on top

of the substrate is patterned with the desired structure. Developing this exposed photore-

sist layer in an organic developer solution, removes the unwanted photoresist, leaving the

desired pattern.

After the pattern has been produced in photoresist, the substrate can be used to

produce patterned electrode structures using one of two methods. The first is through

etching with chemicals or plasmas. Patterning the photoresist on top of a metal thin-film

before etching results in the etchant only removing the film where it is not protected

by the photoresist, leaving behind a patterned electrode. The second method is through

deposition on top of the patterned resist and then dissolving the photoresist. As the

photoresist is removed it also removes the unwanted thin-film, leaving behind the thin film

only where it directly adheres to the substrate. The spatial resolution of photolithography

is ultimately limited by the diffraction of the UV-light used, meaning structures at the

nanometer scale are difficult to produce and require specialised systems [260]; however,

for this project, structures of this size were not needed.

The photolithography protocol used for this project was as follows. MICROPOSIT

S1818 positive photoresist (Shipley) was pooled onto a, piranha cleaned, 25×25 mm glass
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Figure 3.4: Example of the metal shadowmasks used in this project for shadowmask evaporation.

substrate with a 100 nm gold layer and a 10 nm chromium adhesion layer. This sample was

loaded into a spin coater and spun at 4500 rpm for 60 seconds. The sample was then placed

on a hotplate at 115 ◦C for 60 seconds. The sample was exposed for 10 seconds through

a positive photomask, using a custom UV-lamp (NB: S1818 is a positive photoresist,

therefore, areas exposed to UV-light will be washed away when developed). The sample

was then rinsed in MICROPOSIT MF319 developer (Shipley) for 120 seconds, rinsed with

de-ionised water, and dried with nitrogen. After the desired pattern had been produced in

the S1818 layer, the sample was exposed to gold etchant (Sigma-Aldrich: 651842) for 30

seconds to remove the unwanted gold, and then rinsed in de-ionised water. To remove the

unwanted adhesion layer, the sample was exposed to chromium etchant (Sigma-Aldrich:

651826) for 30 seconds, leaving behind the desired electrode pattern. Finally, the sample

was cleaned in piranha solution for 30 seconds to ensure all of the S1818 was removed. A

diagram of this process is shown in figure 3.3.

Shadow-mask Evaporation

Photolithography is capable of producing very fine patterned electrodes [260], however, for

this project, the size of the electrodes was well above the resolution of photolithography.

In order to accelerate the fabrication time, shadow-mask evaporation was later adopted

to replace the photolithography stage. Shadow-mask evaporation is the process of placing

a patterned stencil (shown in figure 3.4) between the substrate and the source when

evaporating thin-films. The stencil masks any regions of the sample where the thin-film

is undesired, leaving behind only the electrode pattern. The primary advantage of this

technique, compared with other lithography techniques, is simplicity and speed. However,

the technique does not allow for high-resolution structures, and can lead to smearing of

thin-film layers if the mask is not aligned properly or not flat against the substrate. These

downsides were compromises in this project, as we did not require high resolution, and

great care was taken when attaching the stencil to the substrate.

The shadow-mask evaporation protocol was as follows. Piranha cleaned 25×25 mm

glass substrates were loaded onto the E-beam evaporator sample holder. The shadow-mask

was then attached to the samples using temperature-resistant kapton tape. The holder
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was then loaded into the evaporator and the evaporation process was performed as usual.

These steps are shown in figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Schematic of the shadowmask evaporation process used for this project.

3.2 Electrochemical Techniques and Iridium Oxide Deposi-

tion

Electrochemistry is the field of chemistry which investigates the movement of charge in

relation to chemical reactions [143]. From the mechanism of voltage production in batter-

ies, to the purification of waste-water through electrolysis, electrochemistry is present in

many aspects of science. The discrete EGFET used throughout this project is an example

of an electrochemical device, as charge is being stored at the electrode surface, due to

reactions with the free H+ ions in solution. Electrochemical devices and techniques were

used throughout this project for both the development of the EGFET sensor electrode

and subsequent characterisation. This section will discuss the electrochemical devices and

techniques used in this project.

3.2.1 The Electrochemical Cell

As described in chapter 2, when an electrode is placed into a solution, an electrochemical

double-layer forms at the surface. This double-layer is particularly problematic when

attempting to measure the voltage built up at a surface, as any other electrode placed

into the solution will have its own double-layer and potential. This means that the typical

set-up for measuring potential difference between conductors is not suitable as it would

include the potential at both electrodes. To remedy this, an electrode with a fixed and

known potential has to be used, referred to as a reference electrode.

Initially, reference electrodes were based on the redox reaction of gaseous hydrogen

into its aqueous form [143]

2 H+(Aq) + 2 e− −−⇀↽−− H2 (3.1)

Hydrogen reference electrodes are constructed by bubbling H2 gas over a platinum elec-

trode in an acidic solution. At equilibrium, a stable potential forms at the platinum

electrode surface. This electrode is known as a standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) and

it forms the basis of all electrochemical measurements. The equilibrium potential of this
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Figure 3.6: Diagram showing a typical three-electrode setup. The voltage of the working electrode
is measured with respect to the reference electrode and the current is measured between the working
and counter electrodes.

reaction is deemed to be 0 V at 25 ◦C. However, due to the impracticality of these elec-

trodes, most electrochemical cells today use secondary reference electrodes whose stable

potential can be referenced to the SHE.

The reference electrodes used for this project were silver-silver chloride (Ag−AgCl)

electrodes. These are common reference electrodes for electrochemical applications as

they are stable and relatively unintrusive. This electrode is comprised of a silver (Ag)

wire encased in the sparingly soluble salt, AgCl, surrounded by a saturated solution of

Cl ions, often in the form of a potassium chloride solution. The combination of these

components leads to an equilibrium [143]:

AgCl −−⇀↽−− Ag+ + Cl− (3.2)

As the surrounding solution is saturated with chloride ions, an equilibrium is reached at

the electrode interface. The potential of the Ag-AgCl electrode is considered to be ≈ 0.23V

vs the SHE. By using these reference electrodes with known potentials, the potential of

reactions and electrode surfaces can be determined.

In cases where current will flow between the electrodes after a potential is applied, a

third electrode is required. This is because if large currents are drawn through the reference

electrode, its potential will change, thus altering the measurement. In these cases, a three

electrode electrochemical cell is used, shown in figure 3.6. These three electrodes are: the

working electrode, which is the electrode at which the reaction occurs and the potential

is measured; the reference electrode, which is used to produce a stable and measurable

reference potential; and the counter electrode, which is often a platinum wire and is solely

used as the current source for the reaction. Typical measurement equipment for measuring

current and voltage does not allow for a three-electrode system therefore, a device known

as a potentiostat must be used.

A potentiostat allows the control and measurement of a three-electrode electrochemical
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cell. These devices work through an amplifier circuit which allows the counter electrode

to be driven with respect to a reference electrode without any current flow between them,

while allowing current to flow between the counter and working electrodes. For both the

deposition and electrochemical analysis of the IrOx layer, a three-electrode system and a

potentiostat were required. The potentiostat used for this project was a Biologic SP300.

3.2.2 Cyclic Voltammetry

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is a common technique for analysing electrochemically active

systems [157]. In this technique, the potential voltage of an electrochemical cell is swept be-

tween two values at constant rate, while simultaneously measuring the current between the

working and counter electrodes. Reversible electrochemical reactions, known as reduction-

oxidation (redox) reactions occur at specific potentials defined by the species involved. As

shown in figure 3.7a, when the electrode potential equals these redox potentials, electrons

are added and removed from the redox-active molecules by the electrode, causing a peak

in the measured current.

Figure 3.7: (a) - Example graph of a CV sweep with the peak positions and the peak area
marked. (b) - Typical applied potential over time used to perform a CV sweep.

By measuring the voltage of the current peaks, the electroactive species present within

a system can be discerned [143]. The area of these peaks indicates the total charge present

for each molecule, allowing for calculation of the total number of species present [261]. This

technique was used here to determine the number of active iridium oxide species within

the electrodeposited layer, thus allowing calculation of the film density.

Cyclic voltammetry is an important and powerful tool for analysing electrochemical

systems. For this project, cyclic voltammetry was used primarily for the deposition and

analysis of the iridium oxide. It allowed for estimations of the oxidation states as well as

the number of iridium oxide molecules, as discussed in chapter 4.
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Figure 3.8: Example iridium oxalate solution at the time of production (0 days) and after
stabilisation (3-5 days).

Figure 3.9: (a) - Schematic of the iridium oxide depostion process used in this project. (b) -
Example of an IrOx coated Au sensor made using a a potential cycling method.

3.2.3 Electrodeposition of Iridium Oxide

Electrodeposition was used to fabricate the iridium-oxide EGFET ion-sensitive electrode.

Here, electrodeposition involves electrically reducing IrOx complexes from solution, caus-

ing them to deposit onto an electrode surface. The chemical mechanism through which

iridium oxide can be electrodeposited from solution is described in chapter 2.

The oxidised Iridium oxide was prepared in solution in the form of iridium oxalate,

using the well reported method described by K. Yamanaka [233, 262]. Preparation of the

iridium oxalate solution was as such: A 4.5 mM solution of Iridium(IV) Chloride hydrate

(Alfa Aesar) was prepared in Milli-Q deionised water (75 mg in 50 mL) and stirred for 10

min; 0.5 mL of hydrogen peroxide (30 % w/w) (Sigma-Aldrich) was added to the solution

and stirred for a further 10 min; 500 g oxalic acid dihydrate (Sigma-Aldrich) was added

and stirred for another 10 min; finally, potassium carbonate (Sigma-Aldrich) was slowly

added whilst stirring until the solution reached a pH of 10.5. This resulted in a yellowy-

green solution which turned purple after two to three days, as shown in figure 3.8. Once

this colour change had occurred, the solution was used to fabricate electrodes.

Electrodeposition was carried out using a potential cycling method described by P.

Steegstra et al. [263], adapted from work by H. Elsen et al. [237]. This method was

chosen as it was shown to improve both the reproducibility of the iridium oxide electrodes

and increase their durability. Samples were submerged in the iridium oxalate solution

and potentially cycled between −500 mV and 650 mV at a rate of 1 V/s, for 600 cycles.

The electrodes produced were lustrous and green/blue in colour (Figure 3.9). A schematic

diagram of the iridium oxide electrode fabrication process is shown in figure 3.9a.
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Figure 3.10: Schematic diagram of the source-drain follower readout circuit used to measure
potential changes in the ion-sensitive electrode. Key components have been labelled.

Following deposition of the iridium oxide, the electrodes were stored in pH 7 potassium

phosphate buffer, as this has been shown to prolong the lifespan of iridium oxide based

pH sensors [264].

3.3 Characterisation of the pH Sensitive Properties of the

Developed EGFET

As mentioned in chapter 2, the pH sensing device chosen for this project was the discrete

Extended-Gate ISFET (EGFET). This section will discuss the circuitry and set-up used

to read the output of the fabricated devices and determine their response to changes in

pH.

3.3.1 Discrete EGFET Readout Circuit

The circuit chosen for the readout of the discrete EGFET device was based on a source-

drain follower design, used for many ISFET and EGFET devices [172, 192, 265–267]. With

the reference electrode held at a constant potential, any change in the gate voltage due

to changes in chemical potential, can be seen at the output of the circuit (shown in figure

3.10). The voltage-matching of the gate voltage to the output primarily occurs because

of the fixed current flowing through the transistor, controlled by I2. By fixing the current

through the triode-region-biased transistor, any change in gate voltage linearly relates to

a change in the resistance between the source and drain. To accommodate for this change

in resistance, the voltage at the point between the source terminal and current sink also

changes, giving the circuit its gate-voltage dependant output. With these components, the
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Figure 3.11: Example output of the source-drain follower circuit used for the EGFET readout.
As the gate electrode voltage is swept, the output voltage of the circuit responds linearly with a
slope of 0.995 ± 2.14E-4 (R2 = 0.99). The fitted line (Red trace) was calculated by fitting a linear
function using a Linear regression algorithm (Origin Pro 2018)

gate-voltage to output can be read, but do not allow for biasing the source-drain voltage,

necessary for ensuring the transistor stays in the triode region. The source-drain biasing

is achieved through the two op-amps, both in a voltage follower configuration, the second

current source (I1), and the resistor (ROut). By fixing the current through the resistor, a

fixed potential is developed. The two op-amps ensure that the voltage across this resistor

is matched to the transistor, which will still shift its source terminal voltage with the gate

voltage, but the drain voltage now accommodates this change by increasing or decreasing

by the same amount. An example output of this circuit is shown in figure 3.11. This

circuit allows for complete isolation of the input and output due to the high-impedance of

the op-amps. This allows the output to be connected directly to an external ADC without

altering the transistor biasing. The readout and control circuitry were constructed on

a custom PCB designed using EAGLE (AutoDesk). As the transistor is susceptible to

damage from external voltages (e.g., a misconnection with the reference electrode), this

was placed on a separate, removable, PCB which connected to the primary control PCB.

By doing this, any damaged transistors could be replaced easily without the need for new

control and readout components.

For this project, a depletion-mode, N-type, BSS195N transistor was chosen as the

MOSFET component for the EGFET, due to its low cost, low leakage current, and previous

usage in EGFET devices [190][268]. Biasing of the MOSFET by the gate electrode was

performed by applying a fixed potential to a reference electrode in solution with the

extended ion-sensitive sensing electrode, which, in turn, was connected to the BSS159N

gate terminal.

The circuitry was powered using a GW Instek GPS-4303 power supply, which allowed
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Figure 3.12: Diagram of the complete system used to measure changes in pH. Changes in solution
pH result in changes in the ouput voltage of the control circuit. These changes are then read using
a PicoLog 1216.

multiple channels for both positive and negative voltages. When testing the bias point of

the MOSFET, the reference-electrode voltage was swept between 0 to -3 V. This allowed

the bias to be set in the middle of the triode region, maximising the pH range that

could be measured. Reference electrode sweeps were performed using a Keithley 2400

Sourcemeter. The output of the device was recorded using a PicoLog 1216 12-bit DAQ

(Pico Technology). The complete system is shown in figure 3.12.

3.3.2 Fluidic Manifold Design

A fluidic device was designed and constructed to deliver samples to the sensor surface while

maintaining electrical connection between sensing and reference electrodes. This device

was designed so that liquid could be injected into a chamber using a standard, male-luer,

syringe. The fluidic device was a pressure-sealed, completely 3D printed design. Initially,

the device was designed to contain a PDMS gasket as the channel (Figure 3.13). However,

the gasket used in this design only allowed for large volumes to be passed through the

device, leading to issues with sample mixing and fluid flow out of the device.

In order to mitigate these issued, a device was designed with a microchannel instead

of a gasket. The channel dimensions were 1 × 7 × 0.1 mm, equivalent to a total channel

volume ≈ 0.7µL. To allow a high-pressure seal around the channel without breaking the

sensing electrode, several rubber O-rings were included underneath the sensor. To ensure

pressure was being applied uniformly and in the correct areas, the central O-ring was

raised slightly, increasing the pressure around the microchannel. Connection between the

sensing pad and the MOSFET gate was achieved using a spring-loaded contact pin. The

fluidic manifold is shown in figure 3.14.

The initial design incorporated the reference electrode into the fluidic chamber; how-

ever, this proved to be problematic, as the point around the reference electrode trapped

air bubbles, leading to an unreliable connection. To solve this, the reference electrode was

placed in the waste reservoir, connected by microfluidic tubing. To ensure there was a

good connection between the reference electrode and the device, the solution being mea-

sured had to be suitably conductive; therefore, 100 mM potassium sulfate (K2SO4) was

added to the measured solution.
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Figure 3.13: Schematic diagram of the PDMS-gasket fluidic manifold used at the beginning of
this project. Key components have been labelled.

Figure 3.14: (a) - Schematic diagram of the fluidic manifold used for this project. Key com-
ponents have been labelled. (b) - Image of the 3D-printed fluidic manifold used for this project.
(c) - 3D CAD diagram of the fluidic manifold used for this project. Key components have been
labelled. (d) - Schematic map of the microchannel above the sensing electrode.
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Figure 3.15: Diagram of the photoelectric process used for XPS analysis. Incident X-rays are
absorbed by the core electrons causing them to be emitted with an energy characteristic of their
position within the atom.

3.4 Characterisation of the Iridium Oxide Surface

Various analytical techniques were used throughout this project to analyse the iridium

oxide surface. This section will discuss the operation and theory of these techniques, as

well as their application within this project.

3.4.1 X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) was used to analyse the surface composition

of iridium oxide oxidation states, as well as the level of hydration in the layer. Based

on the photoelectric effect, XPS uses X-rays to eject core electrons from a sample [269]

(Figure 3.15). The energy of these ejected electrons is heavily dependent on the material

from which they were ejected due to the quantised states in which electrons sit. The

kinetic energy of the ejected electrons is measured using an electron energy analyser [269].

By counting the number of electrons of particular energies, the elemental composition of

the material can be determined. Emitted electrons are typically notated by the orbital

from which they were emitted (3f, 1s, 4p etc.). For orbitals other than s orbitals, the

spin angular momentum of the electrons leads to a splitting of the observed electron

energy. The notation of these energies is described by a subscript noting the j value of the

electron, where j is the summation of the angular momentum quantum number and the

spin angular momentum number [270]. The energy resolution of this technique is system

dependant, however, high-resolution XPS systems allow for the determination of oxidation

states within materials [271].

Although XPS allows for high resolution analysis of material composition, some consid-

erations have to be taken. As this technique requires high energy x-rays, and the removal
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of electrons from the sample, it is a destructive method, meaning analysis of thin films and

surface chemistries can only be carried out once per sample. Also, due to the scattering of

the emitted electrons, this technique only probes a short distance into a sample (1-10 nm),

making it perfect for surface analysis, but less suitable for analysing the entire composition

of films. For analysis of bulk composition, techniques such as Energy-Dispersive X-Ray

Spectroscopy (EDX) must be used, which will be discussed in the following section.

All XPS measurements and fitting of spectra was carried out by Dr. Ben Coulson

using a bespoke XPS system maintained by the Andy Pratt group at the University of

York.

3.4.2 Energy-Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy

Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX) was used in this project to analyse the com-

position of iridium oxide. Similar to XPS, EDX uses X-rays to determine the composition

of materials; however, in the case of EDX, electrons are focussed onto a sample and the

emitted X-rays are measured. Often performed on an electron microscope, EDX uses the

electrons from the primary electron beam to excite electrons within the sample material.

A collision between an electron within the electron beam and an inner shell electron of the

atoms within the sample, can result in excitation of the substrate electrons to a higher en-

ergy state, leaving behind a low-energy vacancy. Electrons from the higher-energy states

are then able to lose energy to fill these vacated states. As energy must be conserved,

the energy lost through this process is emitted as an X-ray photon whose wavelength is

characteristic of the material it was emitted from. The emitted X-rays are then detected

using an X-ray spectrophotometer, allowing for quantification of the emitted wavelengths,

and thus characterisation of the material. This process is demonstrated in figure 3.16.

Figure 3.16: Diagram of the X-ray emission process used for EDX analysis. Incident electrons
excite core electrons to a higher energy state. The relaxation of this process causes energy to be
emitted in the form of a characteristic X-ray. Adapted from [272] under the Creative Commons
License
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Due to the number of electrons within a material’s electron shells, X-rays of multiple

energies that can be emitted. These X-rays are often referred to using the Siegbahn

notation, a nomenclature which describes both the energy level from which the electron

was excited and the level from which the X-ray was emitted [273]. If a single atom is

considered, electrons around the atom exist in quantised shells, where the number of

electrons that can occupy those shells follow a 2N2 rule (i.e., the first shell contains 2

electrons, the second 8, the third 18, etc.). The inner-most shell is referred to as the

K shell, and the subsequent shells are known as the L, M, N, O, P, and Q shells. All

shells, apart from the K shell, are split into sub-shells, where the energies between these

sub-shells differ slightly. EDX focusses mainly on the K, L, and M shells, as the majority

of X-rays are emitted following transitions between these shells. Siegbahn notation is used

in this project and names the emitted X-ray as such: the element, followed by the shell

from which the electron was excited, followed by either α, β or γ, denoting the strength

of the emitted X-ray (shown in figure 3.16). For example, the strongest emission from an

electron excited from the K shell in a silicon substrate is written as: Si Kα.

As the emitted X-rays are able to penetrate back through the material, the mea-

surement depth of EDX is much larger than XPS. The measurement depth of EDX is

approximately equal to the penetration depth of the incident electrons, which is given by

[274–276]:

R = 0.0276
AEn0
ρZ0.89

(3.3)

where: R is the penetration depth in µm; A is the atomic weight of the measured material;

n is a beam-energy constant, often chosen to be 1.35 for low-energy beams (< 5KeV ) or

1.67 for high-energy beams (> 5KeV ); E0 is the beam energy in KeV; Z is the atomic

number of the measured material; and ρ is the material density. This usually equates to

between 1-10 µm, significantly larger than the depth measured by XPS.

EDX does have limitations, however. As the technique relies on the de-excitation of

electrons from outer electron shells, lighter elements with fewer shells are not able to be

detected. Furthermore, many elements have similar energy gaps between their core elec-

tron shells, leading to similarities in the emitted X-rays. This similarity in energies often

means that characteristic peaks overlap and are sometimes masked. EDX was performed

using a JEOL 7800F Prime SEM microscope and analysis was carried out using AZtec

EDS analysis software (Oxford Instruments).

3.4.3 X-ray Diffraction

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used in this project to analyse the crystallinity of the

electrodeposited iridium oxide film. Many solid materials exist as an ordered, three-

dimensional, repeating structure of atoms, where the smallest unit of this repeating struc-

ture is referred to as a unit cell (Figure 3.17). These unit cells define the atomic positions

within a crystal structure of a solid material and can exist as a variety of complex struc-

tures [277].

X-ray diffraction allows the observation of these crystal structures through the use of
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Figure 3.17: Diagram of a simple cubic crystal structure. The highlighted plane indicates a
possible diffraction plane with a miller indices of (311).

constructive and destructive interference patterns produced by X-rays as a result of the

inter-atomic distance. In this technique, X-rays are shone at a sample at an angle θ and

reflected back towards a detector. As shown in figure 3.18, the wavelength of an X-ray

is within the order of the inter-atomic distance, d. At particular angles, the incident X-

rays reflected off the individual atoms constructively interfere, producing a peak in signal

intensity. For this to occur, the inter-atomic distance must agree with Bragg’s law, which

states that constructive interference only occurs when [277]:

nλ = 2d sin θ (3.4)

where λ is the wavelength of the incident X-ray; d is the inter-atomic distance; θ is the

incident angle of the X-ray. Thus, constructive interference is heavily dependent on the

incident angle. By moving the X-ray source and detector with respect to the substrate,

an interference pattern for the substrate can be constructed. If the analysed sample is

amorphous in nature, meaning it has no real periodicity in its atomic structure, then no

constructive interference will occur.

Given the periodicity in multiple directions through the unit cell, many constructive

reflections can exist for a single material dependant on the direction with which they are

observed. Typically, these directional reflections are notated by the Miller indices from

which they were observed. This notation system uses the reciprocal of the fractional

intercepts of the unit cell axes to determine a lattice plane within the cell. For example,

the plane demonstrated in 3.17 would be notated as a (311) plane as the plane intersects

the X axis at 1/3 of the unit length, and extends the unit length of both the Y and Z

axes, thus (13 ,1,1) would give a miller indices plane of (311). This notation is used in this

work to describe the observed XRD reflections.

Due to the differences in the inter-atomic distances between different materials, the
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Figure 3.18: Diagram of the X-ray diffraction process used for XRD analysis. Incident X-rays
are scattered off the atoms within the material. At particular incident angles, dependant on the
inter-atomic distance, the incident X-rays constructively interfere. Adapted from [278] and [279]
under the Creative Commons License

observed diffraction patterns from this technique are specific to a particular material,

making it possible to characterise which crystal structures are present as well as the

material from which they originate. Often these material diffraction patterns are described

within databases containing patterns for a number of materials. The database used for

this work was the Crystallography Open Database [280–286]. The XRD used for this

project was a Rigaku SmartLab and XRD analysis was performed using ‘Match!’ (Crystal

Impact) XRD analysis software.

3.5 Characterisation of the Surface-bindable β-lactam

Following the development and testing of the EGFET device for detecting β-lactamase

activity, research focussed on a surface-bindable β-lactam with the hope that it would

improve the detection limit and sensitivity of the developed assay. This section discusses

the techniques used to analyse and test this surface-bindable β-lactam.

3.5.1 Infrared Spectroscopy

Infrared-spectroscopy (IR-spectroscopy) is an analytical technique which uses infrared

light to measure the presence of particular molecules and molecular bonds within a sub-

stance.

Infrared spectroscopy relies on the fact that molecules have various degrees of freedom.

A molecule containing N atoms has 3N degrees of freedom due to the multiple ways in

which the atoms can move. These degrees of freedom can be split into three categories,

translational, rotational, and vibrational [287]. For all molecules, three of the 3N degrees

are translational, in which the molecule moves through the X, Y or Z plane. The number
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Figure 3.19: Diagram of the eight potential vibrational modes experienced by molecules. Adapted
from [288] under the Creative Commons License.

of rotational degrees depends on the structure of the molecule. For linear molecules,

where the atoms align in a straight line, there are only two rotational degrees of freedom,

as rotation in the plane along the molecule does not move the atoms in any way. For

non-linear molecules, there are three rotational degrees of freedom (X, Y, and Z). The

remaining degrees of freedom (3N − 5 for linear, 3N − 6 for non-linear) are known as

vibrational modes and are due to the molecular bonds. These bonds behave as springs

between the atoms and are able to stretch and bend to varying degrees determined by the

atoms involved.

There are six ways in which bonds can vibrate: symmetric stretch, asymmetric stretch,

twisting, wagging, scissoring, and rocking. All of these vibrational modes are demonstrated

in figure 3.19. These bonds oscillate with a fixed energy and frequency depending on the

type of bond and the atoms present. These vibrational modes can be excited by absorbing

infrared light energy. Just as the energy of associated electrons is quantised, the energy

with which these bonds vibrate is also quantised [287]. If broad-spectrum infrared-light is

shone at a molecule, the waves with frequencies corresponding to the vibrational modes

excite the molecule’s bonds to a higher vibrational energy state, absorbing the infrared

wave. The molecule’s excited state does not remain for a long time, however, and is

released as heat, returning it to its vibrational ground state. It should be noted that not

all vibrational modes are able to absorb infrared light. For this to occur, the vibrational

mode must result in a periodic change in the dipole moment of the molecule, as the process

through which infrared light is absorbed is by inducing a change in this moment [289].

IR-spectroscopy works by shining IR light at a sample and detecting which wavelengths

are transmitted and which are absorbed. Often this is plotted as transmittance (or ab-

sorbance) against wavenumber (the reciprocal of the wavelength in cm). The wavenumber

is used here instead of frequency to reduce the magnitude of the numbers. By measuring

the peak position of the absorbed wavelengths, specific molecular bonds and, thus, specific

functional groups can be discerned.
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Fourier Transform IR-Spectroscopy

When IR-spectrometers were originally designed, they were primarily dispersive spectrom-

eters [290]. This class of spectrometer relies on a dispersive grating after the sample to

split the broad-spectrum IR-light, spatially [291]. This spatially-dispersed light is then

shone through a slit, leaving behind only a narrow band of IR-light. The grating was

then moved, so that a different band is detected, repeating the process until the entire

spectrum has been detected. Dispersive spectrometers have two main disadvantages: they

are relatively slow, as they have to scan through the spectrum and their resolution is

heavily dependent on the equipment. Interferometric spectrometers remove the need for

the dispersive grating and have a much higher resolution.

Figure 3.20: Schematic of an FTIR interferometer with the key components labelled. Adapted
from [292] under the Creative Commons License.

Fourier-Transform IR-spectroscopy (FT-IR) spectrometers are an example of interfer-

ometric spectrometers. These devices use a Michelson interferometer, which operate as

follows [269][293](shown in figure 3.20). Broad-band IR light is shone at a beam-splitter,

which divides the light into two parts of equal intensity. One part is reflected from a

moving mirror, the other is reflected off a fixed mirror. By moving the first mirror, the

phase of the two reflected signals is changed, thus creating interference of the two beams,

where some wavelengths will interfere constructively, others destructively. This interfer-

ence signal is then passed through the sample, where the IR-active modes of the molecules

absorb some wavelengths, and subsequently onto a detector. By moving the first mirror

at a constant rate, and at such a maximum displacement that the entire spectrum of IR

light is covered, an interference pattern containing a sum of all IR wavelengths is created.

If the Fourier transform of this detector-voltage against mirror-position graph is taken,

this will describe the frequency response of the sample to IR light. This technique is much

faster than dispersive IR techniques, as the movement of the mirror is negligible compared

to that of dispersive gratings. FT-IR also allows for much higher resolution of IR-spectra,
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as dispersive IR is dependant on the size of the slit used to filter light.

FT-IR was used as the primary method for IR-spectroscopy in this project. The device

used was a Bruker Vertex 70, which allows modular additions to the beam path, enabling

different FT-IR techniques to be used. Traditional FT-IR does not easily allow for mea-

surements of surface-bound molecules. For this, an additional technique was used known

as Polarisation Modulation Infrared Reflection Adsorption Spectroscopy (PM-IRRAS).

Polarisation Modulation IR Reflection Absorption Spectroscopy

Polarisation Modulation Infrared Reflection Adsorption Spectroscopy (PM-IRRAS) is an

IR-spectroscopy technique which allows the detection of IR-spectra from molecules on

the surface of substrates. For a molecule adsorbed or bound to a surface to give an IR-

signal, its induced dipole moment must have some component which is perpendicular to

the surface. This is because any component that is parallel will induce an opposing dipole

within the material [294]. By shining p-polarised (perpendicular to the sample) IR light at

a grazing angle to a surface, dipoles associated with molecules adsorbed in the surface can

align with this light, thus giving an IR signal. Typically, the signal of the IR spectra would

be very weak, due to the strongly absorbing bands caused by water molecules present in

the air [295–297]. Due to the aforementioned relationship between the IR-absorption and

the dipole orientation, S-polarised light (parallel to the surface) is not absorbed by the IR-

active surface-bound molecules, but still interacts with the absorbing water vapour. PM-

IRRAS uses this S-polarised signal to remove the background absorption. This technique

allows for highly sensitive measurements of surface-bound layers.

The device used to carry out PM-IRRAS of the sample surfaces was a Bruker PMA

50, an additional module for the Vertex 70. All PM-IRRAS measurements were carried

out on 20× 30 mm Au samples on Si substrate.

3.5.2 Quartz Crystal Microbalance with Dissipation

Quartz-Crystal Microbalance with Dissipation monitoring (QCM-D) was used throughout

this project to characterise the surface-chemistries. QCM-D utilises the piezoelectric na-

ture of quartz crystals to enable highly sensitive measurements of surface-bound molecules.

When a voltage is applied to a quartz crystal, it oscillates at a specific frequency. Any

change in mass at the surface of this crystal will result in a change in resonant frequency.

The concept has various uses and has been used in measuring film thickness for thin-

film deposition techniques for many years. QCM-D combines this standard quartz crystal

sensor with fluidics, allowing measurements in liquid media, which is necessary for bio-

logical, and many surface-chemistry, measurements. The high sensitivity of the change in

frequency allows for accurate and precise measurements of mass changes in the order of

ng/cm2. A diagram of this operation is shown in figure 3.21.

By periodically disabling the driving voltage to the crystal sensor, and measuring the

rate of decay of the oscillation, the instrument is also able to measure the energy dissipated

by the oscillating crystal. The dissipation, D, is a variable which is inversely proportional
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Figure 3.21: Diagram demonstrating the frequency response of a QCM-D to increasing surface-
bound mass. As the mass increases, the resonant frequency decreases.

Figure 3.22: Diagram demonstrating the dissipation response of a QCM-D to decreasing rigidity
of surface-bound molecules. As the rigidity decreases, the measured dissipation increases.

to the decay time of the crystal, τ , given by [298]:

D =
1

πfτ
(3.5)

where f is the resonant frequency of the crystal. This measurement describes the flexibility

and interaction of the sensor surface and surface-bound molecules with the surrounding

solution. The faster the decay of the oscillation, the higher the dissipation. A good

example of this is conformational changes of DNA. Although no mass change occurs, the

opening of DNA loops causes them to become more flexible, leading to higher interaction

with the surrounding solution and causing a higher dissipation, as shown in figure 3.22.

As well as measuring the fundamental frequency of the quartz disk, the instrument

also allows for simultaneous measurements of the various harmonic overtones. Each one of

these overtones responds differently to a layer of soft material, due to the penetration depth

into the media [299]. Lower frequencies probe further into the surface-bound layer and

are thus dampened to a greater extent. By measuring these overtones, more information

about the structure of the molecular layer can be inferred.

By measuring changes in both the frequency and dissipation, quantification of the
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surface concentration of proteins and other molecules can be carried out, allowing insight

into the binding kinetics and structural changes at the surface. Quantification of mass

gain in relation to frequency measurements is often done using a number of models, each

with varying complexity. The most commonly used model is the Sauerbrey model [300]:

∆f = − 2f20
A
√
µqρq

∆mn (3.6)

where ∆f is the change in frequency due to added mass; f0 is the fundamental frequency

of the quartz sensor; A is the active crystal area between electrodes; ρq is the density of

the quartz; µq is the shear modulus for quartz; ∆m is the change in mass; and n is the

overtone number of the measured frequency with respect to the fundamental frequency.

Given that most of these are constant, equation 3.6 is often simplified to:

∆m =
∆f

n
× 17.7 ng/cm2 (3.7)

allowing for simple calculations of mass in terms of frequency change. This model works

well for thin, rigid layers, such as those gained from thin-film deposition techniques. How-

ever, due to additional frequency dampening caused by the innate viscoelasticity of liquid

media and biological samples, it only gives an estimation for layers which are not thin and

rigid.

As a rule-of-thumb, if a divergence of the overtones, and large changes in the measured

dissipation are seen, the Sauerbrey model will underestimate the calculated mass. For

these cases, viscoelastic models are often used instead. Many viscoelastic models exist

[301]; however, the most commonly used is the Kevin-Voigt model [298, 302], which allows

calculation of the density and thickness of an adsorbed layer. For this project, however,

quantitative analysis was not necessary. Therefore, the Sauerbrey model was used purely

as an estimation, with the caveat that this could be lower than the true value.

The instrument used for this project was a Q-Sense E4 system from Biolin Scientific.

All QCM-D experiments were prepared by following the same cleaning and installation

protocol. QCM-D sensors were cleaned using the UV O-zone protocol described in section

3.1.1. Cleaned sensors were then functionalised according to the type of surface employed,

as discussed in chapter 6.

Following formation of the functionalised surfaces, each sensor was then installed into

the flow modules of the Q-sense E4 system. Each chamber was filled with Milli-Q ultrapure

water at a flow rate of 100 µL/min, controlled by a 4-channel peristaltic pump. To achieve

a stable baseline, the running buffer was left to flow through the modules at 20 µL/min

for 60-80 min, or until the drift in frequency was ±1 Hz over 10 min. For all experiments,

the temperature of the modules was kept at 37 ◦C (standard deviation 5× 10−3 ◦C) and

the flow rate was kept constant at 20 µL/min. Buffer was allowed to flow over the sensor

surface between sample injections until a stable level was as achieved, corresponding to a

drift in frequency ±1 Hz over 10 min.
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Chapter 4

Development of an Iridium Oxide

Extended-Gate ISFET

4.1 Introduction

As discussed in chapter 2, one of the most common forms of antibiotic resistance is to β-

lactam-based antibiotics mediated through the production of β-lactamase enzymes which

hydrolyse the β-lactam structure. This reaction results in a change of the β-lactams pKa,

causing the molecule to become more acidic. Many of the methods used to determine β-

lactam resistance do not utilise this phenomenon, relying on growth-based assays, which

can take several days to produce results. Methods that quantify acidification of the β-

lactam as a proxy for resistance, however, are much faster but often utilise colorimetric

compounds to determine a pH change, requiring specialist equipment to gain quantitative

information. By directly measuring the pH change over time, it would be possible not

only to determine the presence of β-lactam resistance, but potentially also the level of

resistance, allowing a more tailored approach to prescribing behaviour.

As the enzymatic activity of the β-lactamase is related to the rate of change in pH

over time, the device used for pH change detection would require both a high sensitivity

to pH and a fast time response to changes in pH. Because of these reasons, an ion-sensitive

field-effect-transistor (ISFET) was chosen as the pH meter for this project. These devices

have been shown to have high sensitivity as well as a quick response time compared to

traditional glass electrode pH meters [268, 303].

As discussed in chapter 2, the discrete component extended-gate ISFET (EGFET) is a

low-cost and simple pH sensor based on ISFET technology. EGFETs also have the benefit

of allowing simple integration with fluidics, allowing simple transfer of solutions. As the

MOSFET is separated from the sensing part of the device, the ion-sensitive electrode can

be incorporated into fluidics without the need for specific encapsulation of the connected

electronics. For these reasons, an electrodeposited Iridium oxide EGFET was chosen as

the device to measure the pH changes in this project.

This chapter will discuss the development and testing of a low-cost, simple to fabricate,

EGFET device. It will discuss preparation of the ion-sensitive electrodes, as well as

characterisation of the pH sensitivity with respect to the various electrode parameters.

Finally, an investigation into the physical and chemical composition of the deposited IrOx

layer is reported.
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Figure 4.1: Example cyclic voltammetry sweep of IrOx deposition on Au electrodes from an
iridium oxalate solution. The deposition was performed for 600 cycles at 1 V/s using an Ag/AgCl
reference electrode. Intermediate cycles are shown to demonstrate the growth of iridium after each
potential cycle.

4.2 Ion-sensitive Electrode Preparation

Discrete Extended-Gate ISFETs (EGFETs) are composed of two main parts, a discrete,

off-the-shelf, transistor and an ion-sensitive electrode. For this work, a depletion-mode,

N-type, BSS195N transistor was chosen as the transistor component, due to its low cost,

low leakage current, and previous usage in discrete EGFET devices [190, 191, 268]. The

ion-sensitive electrode was a gold (Au) electrode, coated in iridium oxide (IrOx). IrOx

was chosen as the ion-sensitive layer for the electrode for several reasons. The first is due

to its seemingly ‘super-Nernstian’ response to changes in pH as a result of the oxidation

states present in electrodeposited IrOx [229, 230] (Discussed in more detail in chapter 2).

The second is due to the ease with which an IrOx surface can be produced; IrOx films

can be prepared on conductive electrodes through simple electrodeposition techniques

[233]. Electrodeposited Iridium Oxide Films (EIROFs) were prepared using the method

described in chapter 3. For this, the fabricated Au electrodes were submerged in an iridium

oxalate deposition solution and subject to potential cycling (Figure 4.1).

Initially, EIROFs were produced using a potentiostatic method. However, the films

were found to delaminate readily from the gold electrode, making them unsuitable for

clamped fluidics (Figure 4.2 (a)). To remedy this, a potential cycling method was used,

as described by P. Steegstra et al. [263], adapted from work done by H. Elsen et al. [237],

which was shown to improve both reproducibility of EIROFs and increase their durability.

Samples were potentially cycled between -500 mV and 650 mV at a rate of 1 V/s, for 600

potential cycles. This produced samples with a much higher stability and was thus used

for the majority of this work. Another benefit in using cyclic voltammetry to produce
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Figure 4.2: (a) - Example of delamination occurring on a IrOx coated Au sensor made using
a potentiostatic method. (b) - Example of an IrOx coated Au sensor made using a a potential
cycling method.

the EIROF electrodes, is that the IrOx deposition is able to be tracked over time. As

shown in figure 4.1 the total area under the cyclic voltammogram, and thus the amount of

redox-active iridium, increases with each cycle. The redox peak pairs, present at ≈ -0.3,

0.1 V and ≈ 0.15, 0.45 V are reported to be transitional peaks between Ir(III), Ir(IV),

and Ir(V) [304]. However, it is reported, and was later investigated, that the IrO film

primarily exists in both III and IV states, rather than the higher V oxidation state. A

deeper investigation into the oxidation states present in the EIROF is described later in

this chapter. Samples produced using this method were green/blue in colour and did not

appear to delaminate (Figure 4.2 (b)), indicating the successful deposition of a robust

IrOx layer.

4.3 Characterisation of Iridium Oxide EGFET

To determine the suitability of the IrOx EGFET for measurements of pH and thus, mea-

surements of the β-lactam turnover, the output of the devices were tested in order to

determine their sensitivity to pH, time-response to changes in pH, and drift over time.

4.3.1 Device Readout

Devices were measured using the circuitry described in chapter 3 (Figure 4.3a)[172, 192,

265–267]. As shown in figure 4.3b, when the transistor is biased to operate within its

triode region, the output of the device correlates linearly to that of the gate electrode,

thus:

VOut ∝ VRef + VChem (4.1)

where VOut is the output voltage, VRef is the voltage at the reference electrode, and VChem

is the potential at the ion-sensitive electrode surface due to chemical reactions arising from

the pH of the analyte. Assuming a fixed reference voltage, VRef , then the output voltage,

VOut, should only respond to changes in the chemical potential of the iridium-coated ion-

sensitive surface, thus:

VOut ∝ VChem (4.2)
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Figure 4.3: (a) - Schematic diagram of the source-drain follower readout circuit used to measure
potential changes in the ion-sensitive electrode. The output voltage for the device is measured
at VOut.(b) - Example output of the control circuitry used for the EGFET readout. As the gate
electrode voltage is swept, the output voltage of the circuit responds linearly with a slope of 0.995
± 2.14E-4 (R2 = 0.99). The fitted line (Red trace) was calculated by fitting a linear function using
a linear regression algorithm (Origin Pro 2018)

To allow for the exchange of solutions, without the ion-sensitive IrOx electrode dis-

connecting from the reference electrode, devices were tested using the fluidic manifold

described in chapter 3.

4.3.2 pH Sensitivity

In order to measure the response of the iridium-oxide based EGFET devices to changes

in pH, the output of the device was monitored whilst the sensing electrode was exposed

to solutions of different pH that were injected over the sensor surface through the fluidic

manifold. 50 mM potassium phosphate buffers (KPi) between pH 6 and pH 8, at 0.5

increments, as well as pH 4 and pH 10 calibration buffers (Thermo Scientific) were used.

The pH of all buffers was measured using a glass electrode pH meter and were within

±0.02 of the reported value. A typical response of the EGFET device can be seen in

figure 4.4.

These measurements enable a calculation of the pH sensitivity of the device. Figure

4.5 demonstrates the typical relationship of the mean value of the device output to the

corresponding pH value. As the potential VChem is linearly correlated to the pH of the

solution, the output of the device should also show a linear relationship to pH. A linear fit

of this data showed the expected relationship between pH and device output (R2 = 0.994).

From the slope of this fit, the sensitivity of each device can be determined. Approximately

50% of the measured IrOx EGFET devices showed a pH sensitivity of > 59.2 mV/pH,

agreeing with the reported ‘super-Nernstian’ behaviour of EIROFs.
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Figure 4.4: Typical output of the developed EGFET device to changes in solution pH. The
solution pH was changed every 3 min and is marked above each point.

Figure 4.5: Example relationship between the EGFET device output and solution pH. Error is
reported as the SD of the calculated mean for the device output at each pH level. The fitted line
(Red trace) was calculated by fitting a linear function using a linear regression algorithm (Origin
Pro 2018) and the error reported is the SE.
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Figure 4.6: Plot demonstrating the variability in pH sensitivity across 80 EGFET sensors. The
upper quartile, median, mean, and lower quartile are marked.

Device Variability

It should be noted that, IrOx pH sensors have been previously reported to show large

variability in their pH sensitivity [229]. In this work, a significant variability was seen

across the developed EIROF electrodes. Figure 4.6 describes the pH sensitivity across

a population of 80, nominally identical devices. As shown, the variability extends from

-15 to -74 mV/pH, with a mean value of -54 mV/pH. The majority of sensors showed

sensitivity values above -47 mV/pH. Devices which showed a sensitivity within the lower

quartile of < -47 mV/pH were not used for biological measurements.

4.3.3 Time Response

Another significant parameter required for detection of β-lactamase activity was the time-

response of the EGFET devices. In order to determine kinetic information from the reac-

tion, the device should have a low response time to changes in pH. A lag in its response

would mean that the reaction would appear slower than its true value, making quantifi-

cation difficult. However, as shown in figure 4.7, the time taken for the device to reach

the target output voltage after the introduction of a new solution was approximately 2 s.

Furthermore, the response time of the EGFET devices was independent of the magnitude

of the pH change (Figure 4.7 (b). It was thought that the time response in these cases

was due to either the response of the electronic readout to changes in chemical potential,

or the rate of solution changeover, rather than the chemical response of the ion-sensitive
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Figure 4.7: Time response of the EGFET device to changes in pH from (a) 7.5− > 7 and (b)
10− > 4. The highlighted region on each plot shows the transition period between the two pHs.
Spikes on the plot are due to small disconnections between the ion-sensitive electrode and the
reference electrode.

electrode itself. For this reason, the response rate of the developed EGFET device was not

explored any further. With a response time in the order of seconds, the rate was sufficient

to measure the kinetics of β-lactam hydrolysis, which was expected to take minutes as the

purchased β-lactamase blend was used at a concentration of < 0.5 IU (where 1 IU refers

to the hydrolysis of 1 µmol of β-lactam per min) and the number β-lactam moles used

was between 1-10 µmol.

4.3.4 Limit of Detection

Although sensitivity plays a major role in the minimum change that can be measured by

an ISFET-based device, this is not the only limiting factor. Noise within a system can

have a significant effect on the detection limit of a device. The limit of detection (LOD)

for a device is often described as [305]:

LOD =
3σ

Sensitivity
(4.3)

where, σ is the standard deviation of the noise present in the device. By multiplying σ

by three, this accounts for 99.7% of the potential noise in the signal. If the change is

above this level, then it can be considered a change due to a change in stimuli. Assuming

the sensitivity of the device is fixed, the only way to increase the LOD of a device is to

decrease the noise present within the system.

Analysis of the noise spectrum present in the developed device showed a pink noise

spectrum, with the majority of the noise existing in the lower frequencies (Figure 4.8).

In electronic devices, noise can arise through a number of different sources, both internal

and external to the device [146]. External noise sources arise due to interfering signals

manifesting themselves in the device, either through crosstalk or through external sources.

Crosstalk from external sources was minimised in this work through shielding. However, it

was noted that a 50 Hz frequency can be seen in the noise spectra, which was thought to be
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Figure 4.8: Noise spectrum of the EGFET device. Red - Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the
EGFET device output with a peak at 50 Hz. Blue - FFT of the device output after a 500 pt.
digital smoothing filter showing the reduction in the high frequency noise. 1/f is shown as a black
dashed line demonstrating the large flicker noise component.

due to the external power supply. The remaining spectra shows a similar response to that

of thermal noise, resulting from the thermal motion of charge; shot noise, resulting from

the discrete nature of electrical charge; and flicker noise, a more complex noise source that

dominated at low frequencies [306]. Both thermal and shot noise are white noise sources,

meaning the amplitude does not change with frequency. Flicker noise, however, decreases

with increasing frequency at a rate of 1
f . As shown in figure 4.8, the noise in the lower

frequencies is clearly dominated by this flicker noise. This low frequency noise was not

explored any further, however this could be the subject of future work, as reduction of

this interference would improve the limit of detection significantly.

To reduce the higher frequency noise, a digital averaging smoothing filter was utilised.

This filter works by taking a rolling average of a data-point window, behaving in a similar

way to a low pass filter. It should be noted that a smoothing low pass filter comes at

a cost in terms of the time response of the device, as the higher-frequency components

are filtered out, making the change appear slower. The larger the averaging window,

the slower the time response of the system. In order to determine the correct averaging

window, the LOD of the device for different sizes of window was calculated. From this, a

500-point smoothing filter was chosen as, above this window size, no significant decrease

in the limit of detection was seen (Figure 4.9 (a)). The 500-point averaging filter also

did not adversely impact the response time of the device, as the time-delay introduced

by the filter was <1 s for a change of 2 pH levels (Figure 4.9(b)). As shown in figure

4.8, performing this smoothing operation reduced the higher frequency components of the

noise signal, almost removing the unwanted 50 Hz component.

Considering the variability of the devices, this gave a minimum LOD for the selected
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Figure 4.9: (a) Comparison of the limit of detection with the smoothing filter window size.
Error was calculated from the SE of the calculated sensitivity. (b) Example of the effect of the
smoothing filter window size on the time response of the EGFET. Missing points were removed
due to disconnection of the reference and ion-sensitive electrodes. The pH step measured was from
6− > 4.

devices of 0.09 pH units, far lower than the expected pH change for the β-lactamase

turnover, which will be discussed in chapter 5. Another significant quantity with regards

to biosensing devices is termed the limit of quantification (LOQ). This is the lowest limit

at which a signal change can be reliably used to quantitatively determine changes in an

analyte. Similarly to the LOD, this is described as [307]:

LOQ =
10σ

Sensitivity
(4.4)

As the EGFET devices were to be used to quantify β-lactamase activity, this quantity

is a more accurate representation of the device’s capabilities. For the devices used in this

project the minimum LOQ was deemed to be 0.3 pH units, which, again, was lower than

the expected change for the β-lactamase assay.

4.3.5 Sensor Drift

It is often reported that metal-oxide-based ISFET devices demonstrate high levels of drift.

This drift is thought to be due to a number of factors, such as temperature variation [308,

309], buried active sites within the ion-sensing layer [215, 310], and the slow oxidation of

the surface due to dissolved oxygen in the solution [229, 242]. This drift often presents

itself as a slow, logarithmically shaped, change in the output voltage over time, which can

make measurement and quantification of pH change difficult.

Varying levels of drift were observed in the IrOx EGFETs. Although the cause of the

drift was not explored, devices were measured for their stability prior to use. Figure 4.10

gives an example of the three types of drift that were observed across the devices: low-

linear drift (Fig. 4.10 Red), high-linear drift (Fig. 4.10 Blue), and non-linear drift(Fig.

4.10 Green). Although the drift often followed a logarithmic shape, the voltage appeared

to settle towards a linear trend after approximately 10 min. The linearity referred to in

these noise classifications regards the drift measured after the devices had been exposed
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Figure 4.10: Example drift outputs of the EGFET devices, measured over 15 min. Red - A
usable low-linearly drifting sensor. Blue - An unusable high-linearly drifting sensor. Green - An
unusable non-linearly drifting sensor. The fitted line (Red trace) was calculated by fitting a linear
function using a linear regression algorithm (Origin Pro 2018) and the error reported is the SE.

to a solution for 10 min. Some devices did not appear to settle after 10 min and were

classified as non-linear (Fig. 4.10 Green); these devices were not used for measurements

as this could not be easily accounted for. Devices with a seemingly linear drift after 10

min were used, with a maximum threshold of 1 mV/min, deeming them low-linear or

high-linear below and above this threshold, respectively. To account for low-linear drift

when performing β-lactamase activity measurements, a linear correction was performed

using a line-fitting method and subtracting the slope from the measurement.

It should be noted that the drift does not just arise in EGFET sensors due to the ion-

sensitive electrode. MOSFET devices have a temperature-dependant threshold voltage

[311] meaning that, when the device is biased in the triode-region, variations in tempera-

ture will present themselves as changes in the output voltage. Thus, it was expected that

the observed drift was due to a combination of temperature and chemical effects. The

effect of temperature on the developed EGFET device was not explored experimentally.

However, SPICE simulations, developed using OrCAD tools (Cadence Design Systems

inc.), indicate that the device should have an ideal temperature response of ≈ 3 mV/◦C

(Figure 4.11). No temperature control was carried out in this work, other than removing

sources of temperature fluctuation. For the device to be used in a point-of-care setting,

where environmental temperature may not be controllable, ideally, temperature should ei-

ther be fixed within the device enclosure or monitored so that its affects can be accounted

for.
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Figure 4.11: (a) - SPICE circuit diagram used to simulate effects of temperature on the EGFET
control circuitry. (b) - SPICE simulated temperature response of the EGFET control circuitry.
The fitted line (Red trace) was calculated by fitting a linear function using a linear regression
algorithm (Origin Pro 2018) and the error reported is the SE.

4.4 Effect of Ion-sensitive Electrode Parameters on Sensi-

tivity

To ensure that the optimum conditions were used for the iridium electrodeposition, a study

was carried out to determine the effect of deposition conditions on the resulting device

sensitivity.

4.4.1 EIROF Thickness

The first parameter that was explored was the thickness of the EIROF. In work done

by Elsen et al. [237], they describe a relationship between the thickness of the EIROF

substrate and the observed sensitivity. They postulate that, if a full coating of iridium

oxide is not present at the surface, then the pH sensitivity of the IrOx layer begins to drop.

With complete coverage, the sensitivity did not appear to change with film thickness. Their

work used a galvanostatic method for these measurements, however, as discussed, the films

produced using this method were not sturdy. To ensure that the number of cycles used for

this work (600) was sufficient for complete coverage of the electrode surface, and thus would

not affect the sensitivity, samples were produced using 100-1600 potential cycles and their

sensitivities were compared. As shown in figure 4.12a, there appeared to be no significant

correlation between cycle number and device sensitivity. Similarly, there appeared to be

no significant correlation between film thickness, measured using a profilometer (Bruker,

DektakXT), and pH sensitivity (Figure 4.12b).

However, as expected, the number of potential cycles performed on the electrode

seemed to correlate with the thickness measured, showing an exponentially decaying trend

(R2 = 0.873) (Figure 4.13). From this, it was deemed that 600 cycles was sufficient to

produce a sturdy, pH sensitive EIROF. Although cycle numbers below 600 did not seem to
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affect the device sensitivity, they did not appear to show the same green/blue film typical

of IrOx sensors, making it difficult to determine their mechanical stability. For this reason,

devices were made using 600 potential cycles.

Figure 4.12: (a) - Effect of the number of potential cycles on the device pH sensitivity. Error
reported is the SE of the calculated sensitivity across three devices. (b) - Effect of the EIROF
thickness on the device pH sensitivity. X error reported is the SD of the measured thickness across
5 measurements. Y error reported is the SE of the calculated sensitivity across three devices.

Figure 4.13: Relationship between the number of potential cycles and the measured EIROF
thickness. Error reported is the SD of the mean measured thickness. The fitted line (Red trace)
was calculated by fitting an exponential function using a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (LMA)
(Origin Pro 2018)
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4.4.2 Sensor Contact Area

A parameter which is not often discussed is the contact area of the ion-sensitive gate.

Theoretically, this parameter should not affect the device sensitivity, as the charge density

of the IrOx layer, and thus the electric field produced, should not change with respect to

the area of the ion-sensitive electrode. Yin et al. [312] briefly discussed a decrease in pH

sensitivity when their Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) based sensing electrode was below 6 mm2;

however, this was not explained in any detail or explored further.

Although theoretically the electrode area does not influence device sensitivity, it was

unknown how this parameter would affect the quality of the EIROF produced. Sensors of

varying electrode diameter between 1 mm and 15 mm were fabricated using the previously

discussed method. As shown in figure 4.14, there appears to be no significant correlation

between the sensor area and the resulting device sensitivity. All measured devices were

within the variability range for usable sensors.

Figure 4.14: Comparison of the electrode diameter to the measured pH sensitivity. Five devices of
each diameter were fabricated and tested. Error reported is the SD of the calculated pH sensitivity
across at least three devices.

Given the lack of correlation between the sensor area and sensitivity, a diameter of

1 mm was chosen for future measurements, as this allowed for the smallest volume within

the fluidic manifold, whilst also being large enough to fabricate reliably using shadow-mask

evaporation.

4.4.3 Iridium Oxalate Solution Age

As described in chapter 3, the iridium oxalate solution used for electrodeposition requires a

2-3 day period of stabilisation after preparation. It is believed that this time is required for

the formation of both IrOx nanoparticles and Ir(IV) complexes, resulting in the blue/black

solution colour [263].
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The iridium oxalate solutions used to produce the ion-sensitive electrodes were used

over a period of three months, as it has been reported that the solutions were stable

across this time frame [264]. To ensure that no degradation of the solution occurred

within this time, five devices were compared which had been fabricated at both 1 week

after the solution preparation, and three months after. As shown in figure 4.15, within

this time period, the age of the iridium oxalate solution did not appear to influence the

pH sensitivity of the device. It should be noted that the standard deviation for the

three-month old solution appeared to be lower, which could potentially be due to solution

stability; however, given that only five devices were tested for this experiment, it is not

possible to draw this conclusion, as all of the produced devices showed sensitivities within

the expected range.

Figure 4.15: Measured sensitivity of five EIROF devices fabricated using a one week old iridium
oxalate solution (Red) and a three month old iridium oxalate solution (Blue). Error reported is
the SD of the calculated sensitivities.

4.5 Investigation of the EIROF Physical Properties

Following the characterisation of the IrOx EGFETs pH sensing properties, an investigation

was carried out to characterise the physical composition of the EIROF.

4.5.1 EIROF Density

Producing EIROFs using cyclic voltammetry (CV) enabled analysis of the electrodeposi-

tion voltammograms, providing insight into the formation of the layer. A parameter which

is often measured for IrOx electrodes is the Cathodic Charge-Storage Capacity (CSCC).

The CSCC is a measure of the charge density within an electrode, measured as coulombs
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per volume. This parameter is often reported for IrOx-based neural electrodes, as it gives

an indication of how much charge the electrode can inject during neural stimulation and

recording [313]. Although this aspect of the parameter is not significant for this work, it is

reported that the CSCC gives an indication of the amount of redox-active iridium at the

surface [313], as, assuming each IrOx complex is redox active, the total charge in the film

should be directly related to the number of IrOx complexes. By integrating the negative

cathodic portion of the CV sweep for each cycle [314], as shown in figure 4.16a, the CSCC

can be calculated as the EIROF is formed. Figure 4.16b shows the evolution of the CSCC

across 1600 potential cycles.

Figure 4.16: (a) - Cycle 600 of a 1600 cycle EIROF film deposition. The hatched region indicated
the integrated area used to calculate the CSCc of the electrode. (b) - Comparison of the number
of potential cycles to the calculated CSCC (Blue axis) and the thickness of the EIROF (Red axis).
Error reported for the CSCC is SD the of the integrated area mean across three devices. Error
reported for the thickness is the SD of the measured thickness mean across three devices.

As shown in figure 4.16b, both the measured thickness and the calculated CSCC of

the EIROFs show an approximated exponential trend. By comparing the values of these

parameters it can be confirmed that there appears to be a linear correlation between the

thickness of the EIROF and the CSCC (Figure 4.17a) (R2 = 0.936), suggesting that the

density of the EIROF should be constant throughout the layer. However, after further

investigation, this was found not to be the case.

If it is assumed that all of the IrOx complexes are redox active (as indicated by the lin-

ear correlation between thickness and CSCC), and that there are only two single-electron

redox processes occurring (Ir(III)↔ Ir(IV) and Ir(IV)↔ Ir(V)) [304], then the number of

complexes present, and thus their density, can be estimated from the CSCC and measured

thickness using the equation:

ρ =
m

V
=
naW
NaV

(4.5)

where: ρ is the density in g/cm3; m is the mass in g; V is the calculated volume of the

EIROF from the measured thickness and electrode size, measured in cm3; n is the number

of atoms, which in this case is IrOx complexes; aW is the atomic weight in g/mol; and Na

is Avagadro’s constant. Given the previous assumptions, n can be calculated using the
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Figure 4.17: (a) - Comparison of the measured thickness to the calculated charge density. (b) -
Comparison of the calculated density over the number of potential cycles applied. The fitted lines
(Red traces) were calculated by fitting a linear or exponential function using a linear regression or
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (LMA) (Origin Pro 2018).

following:

n =
CSCC A

2e
(4.6)

where: A is the electrode area, and e is the charge of an electron. Meaning equation 4.5

can be simplified to:

ρ =
CSCC
t
× aw

2Nae
(4.7)

where t is the EIROF thickness. Using this, the density of the growing EIROF was cal-

culated. As shown in figure 4.17b, the density of the film was not found to be constant,

with lower cycle numbers producing seemingly less dense layers. The density of the film

appears to follow an exponential trend, plateauing at approximately 1 ± 0.5 g/cm3. Al-

though these calculations are fairly simplistic, the measured density is comparable to those

described in other work [315] and is ≈ 10% of the bulk density of an iridium oxide crystal

(11.68 g/cm3), indicating that the structure is porous in nature.

4.5.2 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) Images and Energy Disper-

sive X-Ray (EDX) Analysis

To investigate the morphology of the EIROF, SEM images were taken of an electrode

surface. Figure 4.18 shows the EIROF surface (Figure 4.18b, when compared to the bare

gold surface (Figure 4.18a). The EIROF appears to be mainly composed of a rough,

nanostructured, material. Within this nanoscale roughness, larger particles can be ob-

served, thought to either be large clusters caused by nucleation during the formation of

the EIROF, or deposited nanoparticles. Investigation into the size of these larger clusters

showed that the majority had diameters ranging between approximately 100-200 nm. It

has been previously reported that iridium oxalate solutions can contain particles within

this size range [263], however, the cause behind these clusters was not explored any further

in this work.
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Figure 4.18: (a) - SEM image of a planar gold surface taken at 20× magnification showing no
structural significance. (b) - SEM image of an EIROF surface taken at 20× magnification showing
a rough structured surface containing 100-200 nm clusters.

An EDX analysis map of the surface confirmed that these large clusters were in fact

composed primarily of IrOx, as indicated by the higher intensity of both Ir and O in these

regions (Figure 4.19).

Figure 4.19: SEM image alongside EDX analysis maps of the EIROF surface showing the Au
(Green), Ir (Blue), and O (Red) intensity profiles. An example IrO nanoparticle/cluster is high-
lighted by the white box in each image. Lighter areas indicate higher density of the measured
material.

Compositional analysis of the film using EDX showed that, as expected, the EIROF

was primarily composed of Ir and O. EDX also showed the presence of Au, Cr, and Si

from the underlying electrode and substrate (Figure 4.20). As the probe depth for this

analysis was calculated to be >1 µm, it was expected that the substrate and underlying

electrode would also be visible in these readings.
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Figure 4.20: Elemental composition of both IrOx (Red) and Au (Blue) surfaces calculated using
AZtec EDX analysis software (Oxford Instruments) across three measurement points. The error
reported is the SD of the measured points.

Other trace elements were observed such as K, Ca, and Na, however, these were thought

to be due to either adsorbed salt from the buffers used for analysis, or from the elements

present in the glass substrate. Analysis of the bare Au electrode showed no signs of Ir

or O at the surface, indicating that the O observed on the EIROF electrode was a result

of the IrOx. An atomic percentage analysis of the EIROF (calculated using AZtec EDS

analysis, Oxford Instruments) suggests that the Ir and O exists as a ratio of between

1:1.77 and 1:0.49. However, this is subject to significant error, as both the Au and Ir

peaks overlap with one another (Figure 4.21), and the lack of a reference standard sample

make quantification of oxygen content using EDX difficult [316].
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Figure 4.21: EDX analysis of the EIROF surface (a) and planar Au surface (b). Significant
peaks have been marked.

4.5.3 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)

Although EDX analysis of the EIROF gave an indication of the surface composition,

overlapping peaks and lack of a reference did not allow for accurate quantification [316].

Furthermore, the resolution of EDX does not allow for the determination of oxidation

states. A technique which has been shown to allow for both quantification of elemental

composition and Ir oxidation states, is XPS [317, 318]. XPS measurements and peak

fittings were carried out by Ben Coulson using a bespoke XPS system maintained by the

Andy Pratt lab at the University of York. An initial survey of the EIROF surface showed

only the presence of Ir, O, and C (Figure 4.22).
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Figure 4.22: Initial XPS survey of the EIROF surface with significant peaks labelled.

Figure 4.23: XPS survey of the Ir4f region (Black) of the EIROF surface. The dashed red line
shows the sum of the fitted Ir4f peaks. The lower graph shows the residual counts after the peak
fitting. Peak fitting was performed using XPSPEAK 4.1.
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Deconvolution of the individual regions was then carried out, in an attempt to inves-

tigate the composition of the material in detail. Broad peaks were observed in the Ir4f

region, indicating the presence of both Ir(III) and Ir(IV) [317, 318]. Figure 4.23. shows

the deconvolution of the Ir4f region where peaks from both Ir(III)- and Ir (IV) 4f spin

polarisations can be seen, alongside corresponding satellite peaks resulting from interac-

tions of the emitted photoelectrons with the remaining bound electrons [319]. Integration

of these peaks suggests a Ir(III):Ir(IV) ratio of 1.6:1. This mixed oxide corresponds well

with the work done by Olthius et al., who suggest that the variation in the sensitivity

observed in EIROF devices is a result in the mixed oxidation states present in the IrOx

layer [229].

Deconvolution of the O1s region suggested the presence of oxides, hydroxides and water

throughout the layer (Figure 4.24). The ratio of these forms of oxygen were calculated

at a ratio of 1:2.9:1.1, respectively. As discussed in chapter 2, the high water/hydroxide

content of the EIROF is reported to be necessary for increased pH sensitivity observed

with these films and is only said to be present in IrOx produced through electrodeposition

methods [229][230].

Figure 4.24: XPS survey of the O1s region (Black) of the EIROF surface. The dashed red line
shows the sum of the fitted O1s peaks. The lower graph shows the residual counts after the peak
fitting. Peak fitting was performed using XPSPEAK 4.1.

Integration of the specific, O1s , Ir4f , and Ir4d regions and accounting for the sen-

sitivity factors of each of the elements allowed for quantification of the elemental ratios

present within the EIROF surface [320]. For the measured sample, a Ir:O ratio of 1:7.6 was

calculated, consistent with a hydrated, amorphous IrOx layer with a high water/hydroxide

content [318].

To ensure that the observed signal was in fact due to the hydration of the IrOx, the

sample was subject to a high temperature of 160 ◦C over 60 min, using a DC heating

plate. Following this heating, the resulting XPS spectra was repeated (Figure 4.25).

Initial inspection of the resulting spectra shows a significant decrease in the O content
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Figure 4.25: XPS survey of the EIROF surface following exposure to high-temperature with
significant peaks labelled.

of the sample. Further analysis of the O1s region (Figure 4.26) showed a reduction in the

water and hydroxide content observed when compared to the level of oxide present in the

film. Following heating, the resulting oxide:hydroxide:water ratio was 1:1.4:0.4.

Figure 4.26: XPS survey of the O1s region (Black) of the EIROF surface post heat treatment.
The dashed red line shows the sum of the fitted O1s peaks. The lower graph shows the residual
counts after the peak fitting. Peak fitting was performed using XPSPEAK 4.1.

Analysis of the Ir4f region (Figure 4.27) indicated that there was a slight reduction in

the Ir(III) content of the EIROF with the I(III):Ir(IV) ratio giving a value of approximately

1.23:1. However, this was still comparable to the pre-annealed sample.

Heating the sample also showed the disappearance of any C within the sample (Figure

4.25). Integration of the individual Ir and O regions showed a ratio of 1:1.17, respectively.

These observations appear to show the dehydration of an amorphous iridium oxide surface,
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Figure 4.27: XPS survey of the Ir4f region (Black) of the EIROF surface post heat treatment.
The dashed red line shows the sum of the fitted Ir4f peaks. The lower graph shows the residual
counts after the peak fitting. Peak fitting was performed using XPSPEAK 4.1.

further supporting the evidence of a EIROF film with a high water content.

4.5.4 X-ray Diffraction (XRD)

Although no obvious macro-scale crystallinity was observed when performing SEM analysis

of the surface, it was unknown whether any crystallinity was present within the EIROF.

To investigate this, X-ray Diffraction was performed on an EIROF sample.

Figure 4.28: X-ray diffraction measurement of the EIROF surface showing no indication of IrOx

crystallinity. The marked peaks indicate a gold surface (COD ref: 9008463).

Peaks were fitted using the Crystallography Open Database [280–286]. The observed

patterns showed no traces of Ir crystallinity, showing only peaks relating to the gold
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electrode (Figure 4.28) [321, 322], confirming that the EIROF was amorphous. These

results also agree with previous work, where it was suggested that EIROF films do not

show any measurable crystallinity [323].

4.6 Conclusions

This chapter has described the development and testing of an iridium oxide based EGFET

with a high pH sensitivity and a fast response time. Investigation into the physical prop-

erties of the EIROF show that the surface is an amorphous, nanoporous film with a high

level of hydration, required for the high pH sensitivity observed in the developed devices

[230].

Ion-sensitive electrode parameters did not appear to show any correlation with device

sensitivity; however, this may be due to the large variation in the observed sensitivity

between devices. XPS analysis of the EIROF indicated that a mixture of Ir(III) and

Ir(IV) existed at the surface. The ratio of these two oxidation states has been shown to

relate to the device sensitivity [229], which may give some indication as to why a large

variability was seen. Future work on this could explore the nature of this Ir(III) and Ir(IV)

mixture and determine its affect on device sensitivity.

A parameter which was not explored in this work was the potential cycle speed at

which the devices were fabricated. Investigation into this parameter may allow for future

improvements into both the stability and sensitivity of the EIROF electrodes.

Finally, the developed devices were produced using Au electrodes fabricated using

metal-evaporation techniques. These electrodes require specialist techniques to fabricate

and use expensive materials. Future work could explore the effect of this electrode material

and investigate the use of a printed circuit boards (PCBs) with copper electrodes. Using

PCB electrodes would remove the need for the expensive gold structures and improve the

scalability of device fabrication.
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Chapter 5

EGFET-based detection of

β-lactamase Activity

5.1 Introduction

It is well established that the hydrolysis of β-lactam antibiotics can lead to acidification

of weakly-buffered systems [17, 18, 135, 139–141]. This has motivated the body of re-

search in the area between β-lactam antibiotics and ISFET biosensors. However, this is

typically for the purpose of β-lactam detection [254, 255, 324], rather than detection of

β-lactamase-mediated β-lactam resistance. Aside from the common growth-based assays,

novel β-lactamase assays often rely on colorimetric compounds such as nitrocefin [120]

or pH indicators [17], or they are based on genotypic detection of the β-lactamase [86].

These measurements are excellent for qualitatively describing the presence of β-lactamase,

however, they often require expensive and bulky instruments to produce quantifiable in-

formation about β-lactamase activity.

This chapter discusses the development of a quantitative β-lactamase assay which

utilises the developed EGFET device to detect pH acidification due to β-lactam hydrolysis.

The assay is based around a weakly-buffered analyte containing β-lactamase antibiotics.

As β-lactamases are added to the analyte, the bulk solution will begin to acidify due to

hydrolysis of the β-lactam. The analyte pH should only acidify when active β-lactamase

are present in the solution, meaning that a change in pH can be used as a proxy for β-

lactamase activity. Furthermore, the fast time-response of the EGFET device allows for

measurements of the kinetics of pH change. By quantifying these kinetics, it is possible to

quantify the activity of β-lactamase. A diagram of this proposed assay is shown in Figure

5.1.

The chapter begins with a discussion on the theory surrounding β-lactam acidification,

investigating the mechanism through which this effect occurs. Following this, the chapter

discusses the development of the analyte used for the assay, discussing the effect that

the various parameters have on the buffer capacity and thus, the observed pH change.

Finally, this chapter explores the use of the developed EGFET device in conjunction with

a designed β-lactamase assay to allow for quantification of β-lactamase activity.

5.2 Acidification due to β-lactam Hydrolysis

As discussed in chapter 2, β-lactam antibiotics contain a characteristic 4-membered ring

structure, known as a β-lactam ring, which is key to the operation of the antibiotic.
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Figure 5.1: Diagram showing the proposed β-lactamase detection assay. A weakly-buffered
analyte containing ampicillin is injected with a solution containing β-lactamase enzymes, after
which, the pH of the solution begins to acidify, leading to a response in the observed EGFET
voltage.

Figure 5.2: Schematic diagram showing both an intact penicillin β-lactam antibiotic (left) and its
hydrolysed form (right). The β-lactam ring is highlighted in blue on the intact penicillin. Following
hydrolysis, an additional carboxylic acid (highlighted in red) and amine group (highlighted in blue)
are present within the drug’s structure.

Bacterial resistance to this is usually mediated by an enzyme, known as β-lactamase,

which hydrolyses this β-lactam ring (Shown in figure 5.2). It is often reported that [139–

141]:

β-lactam + H2O
β−lactamase−−−−−−−−→ β-lactam acid + H+ (5.1)

However, this is not strictly correct, as the release of the additional H+ ion is caused by

a change in the pKa of the hydrolysed β-lactam and thus is dependent on the solvent

pH. This leads to two major discrepancies with equation 5.1. First, H+ ions will only be

produced if the solution is at a pH where the molecule will deprotonate. For example, if

the surrounding solution is at a pH below the pKa of the acidic groups on the β-lactam,

the concentration of H+ ions will make it less likely that the hydrolysed β-lactam will

donate H+ ions to the solution. Second, the production of H+ ions will not be a 1:1 ratio

with the number of hydrolysed β-lactams, regardless of the initial pH. Although there

is an additional carboxylic acid group formed on the molecule, which is typically an H+
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Figure 5.3: (a) A simulated fractional composition diagram indicating the percentage of the total
species present for ampicillin between pH 5-10. (b) A simulated fractional composition diagram
indicating the percentage of the total species present for hydrolysed ampicillin between pH 5-10.
Both diagrams were simulated using MarvinSketch (ChemAxon)

ion donor at most pH levels, the additional amine group typically behaves as an alkaline

group, removing the donated H+ ions. This means that, for most cases, the hydrolysed β-

lactam will behave as a zwitterion, a molecule with an equal number of oppositely charged

moieties, meaning no there will be no net change in H+ ions. Acidification of the solution

following hydrolysis relies on an imbalance between protonation and deprotonation of these

groups. To estimate the ratio at which H+ ions are produced, and thus the pH change

expected, pKa simulations were carried out of both ampicillin and its hydrolysed form

using MarvinSketch (ChemAxon). These simulations empirically estimate the percentage

of sites which are protonated and deprotonated, with respect the pH of the surrounding

solution (Figure 5.3). Although the pKa values calculated for these molecules are only

estimates, the software used has been shown to perform well for many pharmaceutical

compounds [325]. For clarity, only the simulation data from pH 5 to pH 10 is shown

here, as pH levels above and below these values are not suitable for β-lactamase-mediated

hydrolysis and are therefore irrelevant.

Using these simulations, the estimated number of dissociated H+ ions for each molecule

was calculated (Figure 5.4). By calculating the number of H+ ions dissociated for both the

intact and hydrolysed antibiotics, it can be shown that, within the applicable pH range for

the β-lactamase catalysed reaction, the hydrolysed form of ampicillin will deprotonate to

a greater extent. However, as the pH of the surrounding solution tends towards pH 5.22,
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Figure 5.4: The calculated number of dissociated H+ ions per molecule of ampicillin (Black) and
hydrolysed ampicillin (Red) between pH 4-10. The blue trace indicates the number of H+ ions
that would be added to the solution for each ampicillin molecule that is hydrolysed.

the difference in deprotonation between the intact and hydrolysed ampicillin becomes

negligible, meaning β-lactam hydrolysis should only be able to acidify a solution to a

minimum pH level of 5.22. Past this point, hydrolysis would, in theory, make the solution

more basic, due to the higher level of protonation of the amine groups within its structure.

However, this pH level is beyond the viable region of hydrolysis for many β-lactamase.

Although only an estimate, simulation of the pKa for both an ampicillin molecule and

its hydrolysed form suggests that, for a solution at a pH of 7, approximately 54% more H+

ions will be donated for the hydrolysed form than for the intact β-lactam. Unfortunately,

analytical calculation of the expected pH change due to hydrolysis is complex for two main

reasons. The first is due to the pH-dependence of the β-lactam deprotonation. The initial

hydrolysis will lead to a decrease in pH, further altering the number of H+ ions that will

dissociate from the hydrolysed β-lactam, thus changing the pH further, repeating until an

equilibrium is reached. The second is due to the buffering effect of the β-lactamase and

other components in the solution. Proteins contain many acidic and basic groups within

their structure which are capable of donating and accepting H+ ions, thus contributing to

the observed pH change.

This section analytically demonstrates the relationship between hydrolysis of a β-

lactam antibiotic and the acidification of the surrounding solution. In previous reports

[139–141], this has not been explored in detail and appears to assume a 1:1 ratio of

hydrolysed β-lactams to H+ ions. Here, it has been shown that this is not technically the

case. The more acidic the surrounding solution, the smaller this ratio becomes, leading

to a smaller change in pH due to hydrolysis. It has also been analytically shown that this

decrease in deprotonation trends towards a minimum pH of 5.22 for ampicillin, at which

point, little pH change will be seen when the antibiotic is hydrolysed.
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5.3 Determining a Suitable Assay Buffer

A buffer solution is one whose pH is stable, even with the addition of small amounts of

acid or base. These solutions are commonplace in many biological systems and they are

used to ensure a specific pH is maintained [326]. Importantly for this work, a buffer is

required to ensure the activity of β-lactamase; however, it must also be weak enough that

a pH change occurs after β-lactam hydrolysis. This section will give an introduction to

theory behind buffer solutions as well as discuss the conditions required to allow for a pH

change to occur.

5.3.1 Buffer solutions

Buffers are able to withstand changes in their pH due to the presence of both a weak

acid and its conjugate base, or vice versa. If these are both in high enough concentration,

then addition of acid (H+ ions) or base (OH− ions) is neutralised by the opposing buffer

component. The pH of a buffer is determined by the ratio of these two components and

their pKa and can be calculated using the Henderson-Hasselbach equation [138]:

pH = pKa + log10

(
[A−]

[HA]

)
(5.2)

Where [A−] is the concentration of the conjugate salt (or weak base); [HA] is the concen-

tration of the weak acid (or conjugate salt for weak base buffers); and pKa is − log10(Ka),

where Ka is the acid dissociation constant. When both components of the buffer are in

equal concentration, it can be shown that:

pH = pKa (5.3)

This is the point at which the buffer is most effective, as there are equal number of proton

acceptors and donors. As shown in figure 5.5, a buffer is very effective at mitigating changes

in pH around the pKa level. However, for pH levels pKa ± 1, the buffer is considered

ineffective and will not maintain a stable pH with the addition of further H+ or OH− ions.

Generally, this is considered to be the point at which the pH has shifted by one pH level

from its starting pH.

The ability of a buffer to maintain a stable pH is determined by the buffer capacity, β.

This term is defined as the concentration of acid or base that must be added to a buffer to

significantly influence the pH. Typically, this is the amount of acid or base (measured in

Moles) that needs to be added to one litre of buffer to shift the pH value by one. Formally,

this is given by equation 5.4 [327]:

β =
dCb
dpH

= − dCa
dpH

(5.4)

Where Cb is the normalised concentration of OH− ions added, and Ca is the normalised

concentration of H+ ions added. This equation describes a continuous term for the buffer

capacity which gives the pH change that would be seen for the addition of an infinitesimally
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Figure 5.5: Diagram demonstrating the response of a buffer to addition of base or acid. The
highlighted region centring on the pKa of the buffer (7.21) indicates the buffer capacity of the
buffer. In this instance, negative concentrations of acid implies the addition of base (OH−).

small concentration of acid or base. However, numerically, an approximation of the buffer

capacity is simpler to work with [327]:

βaprx ≈ −
∆Ca
∆pH

(5.5)

It should be noted, that for small values of Ca, the error of the approximation reduces

significantly.

Buffers are important for many biological systems. If a pH diverges from its ideal

point, it can lead to the denaturing of proteins and disruption of cells. Enzymes often

show a large dependence on pH. Deviation from an enzyme’s optimal pH can significantly

reduce its catalytic efficiency [328]; thus, they are heavily dependent on the surrounding

solution being buffered, especially when the enzymatic reaction involves, or produces, H+

ions. Work done by Waley, Bicknell, and Knott-Hunziker [329, 330] showed that, for

the two β-lactamase used in this project (A blend of β-lactamase I and β-lactamase II),

the optimal pH at which these enzymes are most efficient is approximately pH 7 for β -

lactamase I, and either pH 6.6 or 7.25 for β-lactamase II. These values were calculated

from the measured pK values for Kcat/KM for each enzyme. The discrepancy of optimal

pH for β-lactamase II is due to the use of two different β-lactamase II enzymes; in their

work, Bicknell et al. used both a zinc-requiring and a copper-requiring β-lactamase II. As

the type of β-lactamase II is not specified for the purchased blend, both values have been

reported. It should also be noted that the pK values observed for β-lactamase I appeared

to be substrate-dependent, showing a lower pK1 point, and thus, a lower optimal point

for benzylpenicillin (pH 6.73) in comparison to ampicillin [329]. As the work done by

Bicknell [330] to calculate the pH dependence of β-lactamase II was carried out using

benzylpenicillin as a substrate, the calculated values are only an approximation as to the

optimal pH for ampicillin. It should also be noted that pH-dependence calculations for

other β-lactamases not used in this project show similar optimal pH levels of approximately
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pH 7 [331–334], indicating that the optimal region does not change drastically for other

β-lactamase enzymes. Importantly for this work, the chosen buffer must allow for efficient

β-lactamase operation, whilst also having a low enough buffer capacity that the β-lactam

hydrolysis leads to a measurable pH change.

As discussed, ampicillin behaves as a weak acid, even before hydrolysis. The effect

of ampicillin on bulk pH must also be considered in the decision for most appropriate

buffer, as ampicillin addition could shift the pH out of the optimal range for β-lactamase

hydrolysis. For detection of low concentrations of β-lactamase, achieving an optimal rate

of hydrolysis is important; therefore, it was decided that the addition of ampicillin should

not reduce the pH by > 0.5 away from the optimal pH of 7, as, from the work done

by Waley, Bicknell, and Knott-Hunziker, this is approximately the value where the β-

lactamase efficiency begins to decrease significantly. The effect of pH on β-lactamase

efficiency was not explored any further although, this could be a potential area for future

research as buffer capacity for low molarity buffers shows a gaussian distribution around

the pKa value of the buffer (Figure 5.6), meaning that this could potentially allow for

larger pH shifts due to β-lactam hydrolysis. However, the simulations carried out suggest

the pH shift will be limited to the equivalence point of pH 5.22 where no additional H+

ions will be introduced due to hydrolysis. Thus, there will be a trade-off between the

reduced buffer capacity and the number of H+ ions gained through hydrolysis.

Figure 5.6: The calculated buffer capacity of a 500 µM KPi solution (pKa = 7.21) with respect
to the pH of the buffer.

Due to its pKa of 7.21 and ease of preparation, a commonly used buffer for biological

applications is potassium phosphate buffer (KPi). For these reasons, this was the chosen

buffer for this project. Typically, buffers are used at a concentration (50-100 mM) to ensure

their buffer capacity is high enough to mitigate any pH changes, however, for this work,

it was necessary to reduce the buffer capacity to allow acidification of the solution due

to β-lactam hydrolysis, but prevent a pH change larger than 0.5 after the initial addition

of ampicillin. Typically, bacteria are deemed to be resistant to ampicillin if their MIC is

within the low µg/mL region [335]. Therefore, this was chosen to be the concentration
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region for ampicllin in the analyte. As discussed previously, the H+ dissociation level is

complex for multiprotic molecules such as ampicillin. However, accepting that this value

would be an overestimate, a maximum estimated depronation of 37% for intact ampicillin

at pH 7 (Figure 5.4) was used to determine the pH change from the initial addition

of ampicillin. Comparing buffer capacity against buffer concentration showed a linear

relationship between the two parameters (Figure 5.7). From this calculation, a 500 µM

concentration was chosen, correlating to a buffer capacity of 272 × 10−6 M/∆pH. This

value was selected as it was a round value which gave a low buffer capacity, however, it was

large enough to prevent a 0.5 pH change up to, an estimated, 128 µg/mL concentration of

ampicillin. Due to the low buffer molarity, 100 mM of potassium sulphate (K2SO4) was

also added to the buffer to ensure a stable ionic connection between the EGFET sensing

pad and the Ag/AgCl reference electrode. The effect of K2SO4 addition on the 500 µM

buffer pH was found to be negligible, changing the pH by < 0.1, which was expected as

K2SO4 is a neutral salt.

Figure 5.7: The calculated buffer capacity of a pH 7 KPi solution (pKa = 7.21) with respect to
the molar concentration of the buffer.

To ensure that the chosen buffer concentration would suitably prevent a pH change of

0.5 after adding low µg/mL concentrations of ampicillin, it was explored experimentally.

100 mL of 500 µM pH 7 KPi was prepared by diluting a 50 mM stock. 25 mG of ampicillin

was diluted in 3 mL of the prepared KPi. The ampicillin solution was slowly added to

the prepared buffer in 50 µL increments whilst continuously stirring. After each addition,

the solution was left for 1 min to settle and the pH was measured using a glass pH probe.

Measurement of the initial pH with the addition of ampicillin confirmed the suitability of

the chosen buffer, showing only a 0.35 shift in pH for 0.25 mg/mL (Figure 5.8a). This

shift was lower than the calculated value, which was expected, as the previous estimation

assumed a maximum level of deprotonation for the ampicillin.
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Figure 5.8: (a) - The measured pH of a 500 µM pH 7 KPi buffer with respect to ampicillin
concentration. Error in the measured pH is reported as ±0.02 given by the reported error of the
pH measurement probe. Error in the ampicillin concentration was calculated from the reported
error for the pipettes. (b) - The measured pH of a 500 µM pH 7 KPi buffer with respect to
hydrolysed ampicillin concentration. Error in the measured pH is reported as ±0.02 given by the
reported error of the pH measurement probe. Error in the ampicillin concentration was calculated
from the reported error for the pipettes.
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Following the selection of a buffer that would suitably prevent a large pH change from

the addition of ampicillin, the chosen buffer was tested to ensure that it allowed a pH

change due to hydrolysed β-lactamase. As previously, 100 mL of 500 µM pH 7 KPi was

prepared by diluting a 50 mM stock; 25 mG of ampicillin was diluted in 3 mL of the

prepared KPi; However, for this experiment, the ampicillin was combined with a blend

of recombinant β-lactamase proteins. The β-lactamase blend was purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich (L7920) and used without further purification. The stock contained 40-70 IU

β-lactamase I and 6-10 IU β-lactamase II. After combining the β-lactamase blend and

ampicillin solution, it was then incubated at 37 ◦C for 30 min to ensure full hydrolysis

of the β-lactam. As shown in figure 5.8b, there is a significant reduction in pH when

hydrolysed ampicillin was added, in comparison to the addition of intact ampicillin. The

sigmoidal shape of the pH response is believed to be due to the combination of two effects.

The first being the response of the weak buffer to the addition of small amounts of acid,

which follows a similar trend to that shown in figure 5.5. The second is thought to be

due to hydrolysed ampicillin behaving as a weak acid as, at approximately pH 5.2, the

addition of ampicillin does not appear to shift the pH any further (Figure 5.8b). This was

thought to be due to the weak acid properties of ampicillin, as pH 5.22 was calculated to

be the point at which no further H+ ions would dissociate from the hydrolysed ampicillin

(Figure 5.4), thus its addition would not further decrease the pH when added to solution.

However, this lack of pH change may also be due to a reduction in enzyme activity at

this acidic pH. As well as demonstrating the suitability of this buffer for the detection of

β-lactam hydrolysis, this experiment supports the previously discussed simulation of the

pKa values for ampicillin, suggesting the limit of the pH change due to the addition of

hydrolysed ampicillin is approximately 5.2.

Figure 5.9: The calculated buffer capacity of a 500 µM pH 7 buffer solution with respect to the
pKa of the buffer.

A final parameter space which could have been explored was the pKa of the buffer.

However, due to ease of preparation of KPi and time restrictions, this was not explored

further. Calculation of the buffer capacity against pKa shows a similar trend to that of
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the effect of the buffer capacity against buffer pH (Figure 5.9). This was expected as the

parameter that affects the buffer capacity is the difference between the two. Comparing the

effects of the three buffer parameters: concentration, initial pH, and pKa (Figures 5.7, 5.6,

and 5.9) it can be shown that the dominant variable affecting buffer capacity is the buffer

concentration. Furthermore, as shown in figure 5.8, the chosen buffer parameters were

suitable for detecting β-lactamase hydrolysis. However, as discussed, it would be possible

to optimise the buffer parameters further if the β-lactamase efficiency was explored in

further detail.

5.4 Determining the Effect of β-lactam Concentration

The susceptibility assay is based around two components, the pH sensing EGFET and

a weakly-buffered analyte containing a β-lactam antibiotic. If the analyte is combined

with a β-lactamase-containing solution, its pH should begin to acidify. The analyte pH

should only shift in the presence of β-lactamase, thus, if a change occurs, this indicates

β-lactamase activity. Furthermore, the EGFET’s response-time to changing pH is in the

order of seconds, allowing measurements of β-lactamase activity kinetics. By quantifying

this pH change over time, it should also be possible to determine the concentration of

β-lactamase present.

After determining a suitable buffer for detecting β-lactamase-mediated β-lactam hy-

drolysis through acidification, an investigation was carried out to both evaluate the capa-

bility of the developed EGFET device to detect this reaction and optimise the β-lactam

concentration within the analyte. Unfortunately, the previously used fluidic manifold did

not allow for the injection of a second solution required for the assay; therefore, these

initial measurements were carried out by placing the EGFET sensing pad into a beaker

and injecting the β-lactamase solution using a pipette. This method does not allow for

precise control of the β-lactamase addition, meaning there may be differences in the dif-

fusion of β-lactamase throughout the solution. A redesign of the fluidic manifold, which

would allow for mixing of two solutions at the sensor, would allow for greater control of

β-lactamase addition and could be explored in future work.

Measurements were performed using 15 mL solutions of ampicillin in the 500 µM pH

7 KPi buffer described previously. To this, 100 µL of stock concentration of the purchased

β-lactamase blend was added and pipetted back and forth several times to encourage

mixing. A typical trace for the EGFET response is shown in figure 5.10a. As shown

in figure 5.10a a response was seen in the output of the device almost instantly after

injecting the β-lactamase solution. As discussed in chapter 4, EGFET sensors often suffer

from significant drift, even in stable pH solutions. In an attempt to account for this drift,

all data has been linearly corrected to the observed drift across a 100 s period before the

injection of β-lactamase (Figure 5.10a). The linear fit shows a seemingly poor R2 value

for the raw output of the device (= 0.511). However, this is believed to be due to the noise

of the system, as performing a rolling average filter on the data improved the fit R2 value

significantly (= 0.861), but does not alter the calculated slope. It is accepted that this

only partially accounts for sensor drift, due to the non-linear response over longer periods.
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Figure 5.10: (a) Example output of an EGFET device measuring β-lactam hydrolysis. Dotted
lines indicate the region in which the linear fit for correction was performed. (b) The calculated
pH response of the EGFET device following linear correction and sensitivity normalisation. The
solid line indicates the output of the device, with the error reported as the highlighted region.
The error reported was calculated from the standard error (SE) of the device pH sensitivity. The
dotted line indicates the point at which β-lactamase were injected.

Figure 5.11: (a) Example traces of the measured pH change over time for varying concentrations
of ampicillin after the injection of β-lactamase. The error reported was calculated using the SE of
the device pH sensitivity. (b) Mean pH change after 60 min of β-lactamase exposure with respect
to the ampicillin concentration. The error reported is the standard deviation (SD) of the data. The
fitted line (Red trace) was calculated by fitting a logistic function using a Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm (LMA) (Origin Pro 2018)
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Due to the large disparity in the pH response of the sensors, as discussed in chapter

4, each of the sensors were tested for their pH sensitivity prior to measuring the β-lactam

reaction. The device pH sensitivity measurements were carried out as described in chapter

4; the EGFET device output was measured while submerging the ion-sensitive electrode in

pH meter calibration solutions of pH 4, 7, and 10 (Thermo Scientific). This measurement

was repeated twice and a line was fitted through the output with respect to the solution

pH. From this point, all results have been normalised to account for the device sensitivity,

showing the calculated pH change, rather than the voltage output of the device (Figure

5.10b). The error reported in these results was calculated using the standard error of the

line-fit used to determine the pH sensitivity.

The developed assay relies on the pH change due to β-lactam hydrolysis being large

enough to observe, thus, the concentration of ampicillin within the analyte should allow

for the largest possible pH change. To determine a suitable concentration of ampicillin,

and to investigate the assay response to these varying concentrations, measurements were

carried out in triplicate using concentrations of ampicillin between 50 − 250 µg/mL. As

expected, results showed a clear correlation between the concentration of ampicillin in

the analyte and the pH shift seen after an hour of β-lactamase exposure figure 5.11. As

previously discussed, it is assumed that pH change in response to increasing concentrations

of hydrolysed ampicillin should have sigmoidal response due to both the buffer capacity

and the natural pH of the ampicillin. The obtained results were found to somewhat fit the

expected logistic response (R2 = 0.782), appearing to plateau around 150 µg/mL (Figure

5.11 (b)). Thus, it was determined that a concentration of 150 µg/mL was suitable for the

analyte as, beyond this concentration, no significant increase in pH change was observed.

The larger error seen in the response of the device at higher concentrations of ampicillin

is thought to be due to the stochastic nature of the β-lactamase. As the concentration

of ampicillin increases, the solution acidifies more rapidly. As discussed, the activity of

β-lactamases is dependent on a number of factors such as the substrate concentration,

the solution pH, and the solution temperature. At lower pH levels, the effect of temper-

ature and substrate concentration on the reaction rate is enhanced [328], meaning that

any change in either factor results in a larger error in the observed pH change. As the

temperature of the solution was not actively controlled, this would be expected to have a

larger effect on the activity of the enzyme at the lower pH levels.

To ensure that the observed change in output voltage was a result of β-lactamase-

mediated β-lactam hydrolysis, a number of control experiments were performed. The

first was to remove ampicillin from the analyte and the second was to use inhibited β-

lactamases. The β-lactamases were inhibited by incubating the stock solution with 10 mM

sulbactam (Sigma Aldrich - S9701), a commonly used β-lactamase inhibitor for the treat-

ment of β-lactam-resistant infections [336]. This inhibitor operates by strongly binding

to the active site of β-lactamase, thus inhibiting their ability to hydrolyse β-lactams. As

shown in figure 5.12, both control measurements showed little change after the injection

of β-lactamase, suggesting that the observed pH change was due to β-lactamase-mediated

β-lactam hydrolysis.
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Figure 5.12: pH shift over time after the injection of: β-lactamase into 15mL of 150 µg/mL ampi-
cillin in 500 mM pH KPi (Blue); β-lactamase into 15 mL of 500 mM pH KPi (Red); Sulbactam-
inhibited β-lactamase into 150 µg/mL ampicillin in 500 mM pH KPi (Green). The error reported
was calculated using the SE of the device pH sensitivity.

Figure 5.13: (a) Calculated sensitivity of four EGFET devices before (Blue) and after (Red)
exposure to β-lactamases. Error is reported as the SE of the pH sensitivity. (b) Mean value of the
calculated sensitivities before (Blue) and after (Red) exposure to β-lactamases. Error reported as
the SD of the mean.
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It has previously been reported that pH-sensing devices can show signs of sensitivity

reduction after immobilisation of β-lactamase [241]. Surface-adhered enzymes could be

problematic if they alter the pH sensitivity of the device, as they could inhibit measurement

of pH change due to β-lactam hydrolysis. To explore this, the sensitivities of several devices

were measured prior to and following exposure to β-lactamase. As shown in figure 5.13,

enzyme exposure did not appear to reduce the pH sensitivity of the device, instead, an

increase in the sensitivity was observed. It is unknown why an increase in sensitivity was

seen after enzyme exposure. This could be due to increased hydration at the surface caused

by additional hydrophilic groups from the fouling enzyme since, as previously discussed

in chapter 2, the iridium oxide sensing layer relies on hydration for its high sensitivity.

However, this was not investigated any further, as new sensors were used for each β-lactam

hydrolysis measurement. Contamination of the surface by β-lactamase would affect the

observed signal if any surface-adhered enzymes were still active.

5.5 Solution-phase Detection of β-lactamase Concentration

As the EGFET device is capable of quantifying pH changes with a fast time-response, the

device should allow for quantification of β-lactamase activity, rather than simple qualita-

tive answer. The ability of the EGFET device to quickly respond to, and quantify, pH

over time is of importance to this measurement due to the nature of the assay. Although

enzymatic activity may be reduced as the pH decreases, the β-lactamases will continue

to hydrolyse the β-lactams until they have all been hydrolysed. For a fixed concentration

of β-lactams, this will result in the magnitude of the pH shift reaching the same point,

regardless of β-lactamase concentration. However, the rate at which this reaction occurs is

dependent on the concentration and activity of β-lactamase present; thus, at earlier time-

points, there should be variation in the observed pH change as a function of β-lactamase

concentration.

To test this hypothesis, the analyte was prepared at a fixed ampicillin concentration of

150 µg/mL in 500 µM pH 7 KPi. As there was no simple way of altering the activity of

the β-lactamase, varying concentrations of β-lactamase were prepared from 1− 100 %v/v

of the stock concentration. As before, 100 µL of β-lactamase blend was added to 15 mL

of the prepared analyte (Figure 5.14).
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Figure 5.14: Example traces of the measured pH change over time for varying concentrations
of β-lactamase injected into 150 µg/mL ampicillin in 500 µM pH 7 KPi. The error reported was
calculated using the SE of the device pH sensitivity.

Figure 5.15: Mean pH change after 60 min (a) and 60 min (b) of β-lactamase exposure with
respect to the β-lactamase concentration (% v/v). The error is reported the standard deviation
(SD) of the data. The fitted line (Red trace) (b) was calculated by fitting an exponential function
using a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (LMA) (Origin Pro 2018)
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Figure 5.16: (a) Example trace of the calculated pH response after injection of β-lactamase
(Blue) with its first derivative (Red) used to calculate the maximum rate of pH change. The error
reported was calculated using the SE of the device pH sensitivity. (b) Mean of the maximum
rate of pH change after β-lactamase exposure with respect to the β-lactamase concentration (%
v/v). The error is reported the standard deviation (SD) of the data. The fitted line (Red trace)
was calculated by fitting an exponential function using a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (LMA)
(Origin Pro 2018)

As expected, no significant correlation was found between the magnitude of the pH

shift after 60 min and the concentration of injected β-lactamases (Figure 5.15a). However,

by measuring the magnitude after 2 min of β-lactamase exposure, some correlation can be

seen, showing a loose fit to the expected exponential response (Figure 5.15b, R2 = 0.588).

As the rate of enzyme hydrolysis is dependent on the enzyme-substrate ratio, the response

of the pH shift with respect to β-lactam concentration was deemed to be an increasing

exponential decay. The lack of sigmoidal response is thought to be due to the observed

pH change after 2 min not being large enough to exceed the buffer capacity; thus, the

pH response of the buffer to addition of acid should be linear within the buffer capacity

region.

As seen previously with increasing concentrations of ampicillin, there appears to be

a larger error with higher concentrations of β-lactamase. As well as being due to the

stochastic nature of the enzyme, it is also thought that this error is due to the method by

which the β-lactamase were injected. Unfortunately, by injecting the β-lactamase using

a pipette, rather than a more controlled injection, there is a large dependence on both

the diffusion time of the enzyme and the distance of the injection from the sensor. To

avoid disturbing the sensors, no mixing was carried out after injection. This issue could

be solved using a purpose-built fluidic device. Given this diffusion dependence, the best

time at which magnitude should be measured is unknown for each sample, thus, in order

to remove this unknown, the rate of pH change was explored, rather than the magnitude.

By measuring the rate of pH change over time, the point at which the enzymes are

most active can be easily seen as a peak in the signal (Figure 5.16). The magnitude of

this peak should also be enzyme-concentration dependent, as the more enzymes that are

present, the larger the maximum rate of pH change. To explore this for the developed

assay, the first derivative of each measurement was obtained and the maximum rate of pH

change was recorded.
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The response of the maximum rate of pH change with respect to β-lactamase concentra-

tion shows a significantly improved fit to the expected exponential response (R2 = 0.798).

There still appears to be some error in the measured response, however, as previously

discussed, the enzyme activity is largely dependent on pH and temperature. Despite this,

the results still show a strong correlation between the maximum rate of pH change and

the concentration of β-lactamase.

5.6 Conclusions

This chapter has discussed the successful detection of β-lactam hydrolysis using an EGFET

device which allows for quantification of β-lactamase activity through direct measurement

of pH change kinetics. Interestingly, the slow response time of many other pH sensors,

such as the glass electrode, would not be suitable for measuring the time-resolved pH

change required for these kinetic measurements. Furthermore, the electronic nature of the

EGFET device also allows for the simple addition of analogue circuitry to reduce noise

or perform the necessary differentiation required for the pH change rate measurements,

reducing the need for computational power and making this device more suitable as a

point-of-care device.

The assay described in this chapter was capable of detecting concentrations of 1 %v/v

of the purchased stock concentration. In order to test the applicability of this assay

for clinical use, future work would have to investigate the response of assay to more

specific β-lactamase enzymes, such as AmpC, TEM-1, and NDM-1. By investigating the

response of the assay to these enzymes, it would be possible to determine specificity of

the assay for detecting different forms of resistance. As the protein concentration for the

purchased blend of β-lactamase was not specified, the detection limit of this assay cannot

be quantified. By using specific β-lactamase, this measurement could also be carried out.

Although limit of detection measurements were not performed, results indicate that

the limit is close to the measured 1 %v/v. Further optimisation of the buffer parameters,

such as the pKa or initial pH, could increase this limit. However, as discussed in this

chapter, this could increase the error observed due to the pH, temperature and substrate

concentration dependence of the β-lactamase. It has been shown that measurements are

also affected by diffusion, as the EGFET device is only able to detect the pH of the solution

present at the surface. This means that for detection at low concentrations, changes in

the bulk solution are often not detected. One method for overcoming this would be to

force the reaction to occur directly at the surface. The next chapter will discuss the

development and testing of a surface-bindable β-lactam antibiotic which would allow for

the beta-lactamase hydrolysis reaction to occur directly at the sensor surface, potentially

increasing the response for lower concentrations of enzyme.
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Chapter 6

Immobilisation of a Tethered

β-lactam for β-lactamase Detection

Disclaimer - Much of the work in this chapter has been published as a joint lead-

authorship publication in ACS: Applied Materials and Interfaces under the title ‘A Surface-

bound Antibiotic for the Detection of β-lactamases’ [337]. For clarity, work done by the

other authors, primarily Dr. Lisa M. Miller (LMM) and Mr. Reyme Herman (RH), is

included in this chapter, but will be explicitly specified.

6.1 Introduction

As discussed in chapter 5, solution-phase measurements using ISFETs are only able to

detect changes in pH at the interface of the device. This means that, for detection at

low concentrations, changes occurring in the bulk solution are often not detected. One

method for overcoming this is to bring the reaction closer to the surface by binding part

of it through surface-functionalisation [19]. By doing this, the surface concentration of

H+ ions should increase as the reaction occurs, increasing the measured signal. As well as

potentially increasing the observed pH change at the ISFET surface, a surface-based assay

of β-lactam resistance would also be compatible with a range of other high sensitivity, low

cost and label-free analytical techniques developed for point-of-care diagnostics [338–342].

This chapter discusses the testing of several surface-bindable β-lactam antibiotics, capable

of responding to the presence of β-lactamase enzymes.

The modified surface-bindable β-lactam used for this work was based around the

cephalexin β-lactam, which was chosen for its robustness, clinical relevance [343], and

free amine group located away from the β-lactam ring [337]. The cephalexin molecule

was directly attached to a surface-bindable tether, at the end of which was a maleimide

functional group, allowing the antibiotic to be anchored to a variety of prepared surfaces,

whilst minimising the effect on the drug activity [344]. Initially, a carbon-chain linker was

used as this tether, however, as will be discussed in this chapter, this was later replaced

with a Poly Ethylene Glycol (PEG) chain. A structural diagram of this surface-bindable

antibiotic can be seen in figure 6.1b. Synthesis of the surface-bindable β-lactams was

carried out by LMM.

The chapter discusses the testing of both the carbon-chain-tethered and PEG-tethered

surface-bindable cephalexin molecule in order to determine their suitability for β-lactamase

detection. Finally, the chapter concludes by demonstrating the functionality of the chosen

surface-bindable antibiotic is preserved in undiluted urine, a necessity for rapid testing of

urinary tract infections [40].
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Figure 6.1: (a) - Structure of cephalexin (b) - Structure of tethered cephalexin, where R is either
a carbon-chain or PEG linker.

6.2 Functionalisation and Testing of a Surface-bound Carbon-

chain Cephalexin.

To determine whether a surface-bound β-lactam would be suitable for β-lactamase de-

tection, a surface-functionalisation procedure, which maintained the functionality of the

molecule, had to be developed. There were three main criteria which had to be met for

the procedure to be deemed viable. First, the β-lactam ring had to remain intact, as this

is the target of the β-lactamase enzyme. Secondly, the β-lactam ring had to be accessible

to an incoming β-lactamase enzyme. If this was not the case, the approach would not

be able to detect the presence of β-lactamase via hydrolysis of the immobilised β-lactam.

Finally, the surface-bound β-lactam had to allow the β-lactamase to desorb once the re-

action had occurred, as surface fouling could interfere with any measurement. To initially

test the first two criteria, PM-IRRAS was used due to its capability to determine chemical

structures present at the surface [345].

As discussed in chapter 3, PM-IRRAS is typically suited towards highly-reflective,

metal surfaces. Therefore, for initial testing, experiments were carried out using planar,

100 nm thick gold films deposited on top of Si wafers using electron-beam evaporation. In

order to bind the formulated tethered-β-lactams to the surface, a complimentary functional

group, capable of binding to the maleimide group present in the molecule, had to be added

to the planar gold surface. Maleimide groups are capable of covalently binding to thiol

groups through a thioether bond, without the need for multiple steps or additional reagents

[346]. For this reason, 1,3-propane dithiol was chosen to produce the required thiolated

layer on the planar gold surface due to its previous usage in the formation of active

thiol-terminated SAMs on gold surfaces [347]. Furthermore, SAMs have been shown to

give high-density layers of surface-bound molecules, ensuring a good coverage of functional

groups [348–350]. As this molecule has two thiol terminal groups, it was capable of binding

to both the gold and the maleimide-tagged cephalexin [351]. The first tether which was

trialled for the surface-bindable β-lactam was the carbon-chain linker (Figure 6.2). This

maleimide-tagged β-lactam with a 6-membered carbon-chain linker will herein be referred

to as cephalexin-C6.
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Figure 6.2: Structural diagram of cephalexin-C6

Surface-functionalisation of the cephalexin-C6 was achieved using the following proto-

col. Cleaned planar gold surfaces were submerged for 24 h in a 10 µM 1,3-propane dithiol

MeOH solution, after which they were rinsed in MeOH and dried using N2 gas. Following

this, the surfaces were submerged for 24 h in 2 µM cephalexin-C6 in 25% DMSO/H2O

and then rinsed in 50% DMSO/H2O and finally dried with N2 gas. This functionalisation

procedure is demonstrated in figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3: Structural diagram demonstrating the formation of the cephalexin-C6 functionalised
surface using 1,3-propane dithiol.

PM-IRRAS analysis of the cephalexin-C6 functionalised surface confirmed that the

β-lactam ring remained intact once bound to the surface, indicated by the presence of

a small IR band at 1776 cm−1, characteristic of the β-lactam ring (Figure 6.4 - Blue)

[352]. As expected, analysis of an unfunctionalised planar gold surface showed no similar

characteristic peaks (Figure 6.4 - Red). This work demonstrated that this protocol met

at least the first of the three criteria discussed above; the immobilisation procedure did

not alter the active region of β-lactam antibiotic, the β-lactam ring.

Following successful immobilisation of the cephalexin-C6 molecule onto a gold surface,
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Figure 6.4: PM-IRRAS spectra of cephalexin-C6 bound to 1,3-propane dithiol on a planar Au
surface (Blue) and a planar gold surface (Red). The highlighted peak at 1776 cm−1 is indicative
of the β-lactam ring present within the cephalexin-C6 structure.

the second criterion was tested, confirming the ability of this surface-bound β-lactam to

be recognised and hydrolysed by β-lactamases. For this work, a blend of recombinant

β-lactamase proteins, expressed in E. coli, was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (L7920)

and used without further purification. This stock contained 40-70 IU β-lactamase I and

6-10 IU β-lactamase II, which was diluted 6-fold. Concentrations were maintained at this

dilution throughout all surface-bound cephalexin experiments.

A planar gold surface was functionalised with cephalexin-C6 using the aforementioned

protocol. This sample was then immersed in a solution of 50 mM potassium phosphate

buffer (KPi), spiked with β-lactamases. To ensure the enzymes were behaving optimally,

the surface was incubated at 37 ◦C for 2 hours to allow the enzymes to hydrolyse the

surface-bound drug. Following incubation, PM-IRRAS showed the disappearance of the

1776 cm−1 β-lactam carbonyl band, confirming that hydrolysis has occurred, shown in

figure 6.5 - Red. This hydrolysis was confirmed to be enzyme-catalysed, as the surface was

shown to be stable without the presence of β-lactamases (Figure 6.5 - Green). Although

PM-IRRAS is not completely quantifiable, the reduction in absorption is indicative of

removal of a bond type.

Unfortunately, it was also noted that after exposure to β-lactamases, PM-IRRAS

showed the appearance of a large band centred around the amide I region (1623-1698

cm−1), indicating protein fouling [353]. To prevent any interference with whichever

surface-affinity biosensor the surface-bindable β-lactam is used, the immobilised drug layer

should allow for the β-lactamase to hydrolyse the β-lactam ring and then detach from the

surface. The inability to do this, as shown in figure 6.5, was thought to be a potential issue

as any measurement of hydrolysis could be masked by a large enzyme interference. Due

to the semi-quantitative nature of PM-IRRAS, it was not possible to quantify the protein
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Figure 6.5: PM-IRRAS spectra of a cephalexin-C6 functionalised planar gold surface before
(blue) and after (red) a 2 hr exposure to β-lactamases as well as a cephalexin-C6 surface after a
2 hr exposure to KPi (Green). The disappearance of the highlighted peak at 1776 cm−1, after
exposure to β-lactamases is indicative of enzyme-mediated β-lactam hydrolysis. The appearance
of the amide I band at 1623-1698 cm−1 indicates protein fouling.

fouling using this method, as even small amounts of protein fouling can still introduce a

large amide I band.

To investigate enzyme fouling, and to further confirm the ability of the surface-bound

drug to react to the presence of β-lactamases, Quartz Crystal Microbalance with Dis-

sipation (QCM-D) was used, as this technique allows for quantifiable measurements of

surface-adhered layers. Dissipation data was taken for this work (Figure 6.6 - Dashed

lines); however, no significant details were obtained. For clarity, only the frequency data

is presented and discussed herein. In order to explore the versatility of the surface-bound

antibiotics, as well as the differences that the substrate could have on surface fouling, two

different materials were investigated. QCM-D sensors coated with either Au or SiO2 were

functionalised with cephalexin-C6. Cephalexin-C6 was immobilised onto the Au sensors

using the previously discussed thiol-SAM method. This surface chemistry was adapted for

the SiO2 sensors using 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (MPTS), a silane-based chem-

ical, typically used for thiolation of oxide surfaces. As was predicted by the previous

PM-IRRAS measurements, a large amount of fouling was seen on Au and SiO2 sensors

after the introduction of β-lactamase (Figure 6.6). For sensors coated with cephalexin-C6,

only a small reduction in β-lactamase fouling was seen after washing with 2% sodium do-

decyl sulfate (SDS) solution, with both the functionalised Au and SiO2 sensors adsorbing

approximately 230±81 ng and 500±30 ng of irremovable enzymes, respectively. QCM-D

assays were performed in duplicate and thus the error in bound enzyme is the standard

deviation across the two replicates.

The inability to remove any of the surface-bound enzyme from the cephalexin-C6
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Figure 6.6: QCM-D experiment comparing β-lactamase fouling on: cephalexin-C6 on SiO2 ((1)-
Green) and cephalexin-C6 on Au ((2)-Blue). Frequency data is marked with a solid line and
dissipation data is marked with a dashed line. The introduction of each solution is indicated by
vertical dashed lines and is labelled in each section. The running order for this experiment was:
1-KPi; 2-β-lactamases; 3-KPi; 4-2% SDS; 5-KPi. The magnitude of the shift in frequency is noted
at the end of each trace and is highlighted along the frequency axis.

surface meant that this molecule did not fit the criteria needed to be a suitable β-lactamase

probe. Therefore, a second molecule was synthesised and tested which contained a different

tether, in the hope that this would reduce the surface-fouling.

6.3 Functionalisation and Testing of a Surface-bound PEG

Tethered Cephalexin.

The six-chain carbon linker was replaced with a four-subunit Poly Ethylene Glycol (PEG)

linker, shown in figure 6.7b. The chosen PEG tether has two main advantages over the

previous alkane chain. First, PEG molecules have been shown to inhibit physisorption of

proteins onto surfaces [354, 355]. Secondly, due to the flexibility of PEG, they also allow

conformational manoeuvrability of the attached molecule [356], which may improve access

to the β-lactam ring. The PEG-tethered β-lactam will be referred to as cephalexin-PEG

from this point. As shown in the PM-IRRAS spectra of figure 6.7a - Blue, replacing

the tether on the surface-bindable drug did not affect the ability of the β-lactam ring to

remain intact once bound, as the band around 1776 cm−1 was still present. Hydrolysis of

the surface bound cephalexin-PEG by the β-lactamases was also still observed; however,

the IR amide I band (1623-1698 cm−1) still remained, indicating that protein fouling of

the surface was still occurring.

To quantify this fouling, further QCM-D analysis was performed following the same

protocol used for the previous enzyme fouling measurement, replacing the cephalexin-
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Figure 6.7: (a) - PM-IRRAS spectra of a cephalexin-PEG functionalised planar gold surface
before (blue) and after (red) a 2 hr exposure to β-lactamases as well as a cephalexin-PEG surface
after a 2 hr exposure to KPi (Green). The disappearance of the highlighted peak at 1776 cm−1, after
exposure to β-lactamases indicates that enzyme-mediated β-lactam hydrolysis was still possible
when the carbon-chain tether was replaced with a PEG linker. The appearance of the amide I
band at 1623-1698 cm−1 indicates protein fouling is still occurring. (b) - Structural diagram of
the PEG tethered cephalexin, terminated with a maleimide functional group.

C6 with cephalexin-PEG. As expected, sensors coated with cephalexin-PEG analogue

appeared to show a larger resilience to fouling in comparison to the cephalexin-C6 coated

sensors. The Au sensor showed almost total removal of the enzyme after washing in SDS,

with, approximately, 40±5 ng remaining (Figure 6.8 - Orange). SiO2 sensors showed some

fouling remained (105±76 ng)(Figure 6.8 - Purple), however this was, on average, less

than was observed with the cephalexin-C6 coated sensors. Once again tests were carried

out in duplicate and error reported is the SD across the two tests. Given the reduction

of biofouling, all subsequent QCM-D analyses were performed using Au and SiO2 sensors

functionalised with cephalexin-PEG.

To ensure that the differences in the amount of enzyme fouling between substrate ma-
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Figure 6.8: QCM-D experiment comparing β-lactamase fouling on: cephalexin-C6 on SiO2 ((1)-
Green); cephalexin-C6 on Au ((2)-Blue); cephalexin-PEG on SiO2 ((3)-Purple); and cephalexin-
PEG on SiO2 ((4)-Orange). To produce the initial thiolated layer, Au surfaces were functionalised
using 1,3-propane dithiol and SiO2 surfaces were functionalised with MPTS. The introduction of
each solution is indicated by dashed lines and is labelled in each section. The running order for
this experiment was: 1-KPi; 2-β-lactamases; 3-KPi; 4-2% SDS; 5-KPi. The magnitude of the shift
in frequency is noted at the end of each trace and is highlighted along the frequency axis. Dashed
data indicates where the trace has been shifted to align the introduction of each solution.

terials were not due to differences in functionalisation procedure, a QCM-D measurement

was carried out of the cephalexin-PEG binding in situ. Au and SiO2 sensors were thio-

lated using the previously discussed protocols, however the cephalexin-PEG functionalisa-

tion was now performed in flow during the measurement. Measurements of these surfaces

showed that the concentration of cephalexin-PEG was comparable on both the Au and

SiO2 coated sensors (Figure 6.9). Both coatings were calculated to have comparable den-

sities of approximately 1.8×1014±2.4×1012 molecules/cm2 for SiO2 and 1.4×1014±5×1013

molecules/cm2 for Au, both of which are typical densities for PEG monolayers [349, 357].

This result demonstrates the universality of this surface-bindable β-lactam and its com-

patibility with variety of biosensor surfaces.

Unlike PM-IRRAS, QCM-D measurements are not able to detect whether the β-lactam

surface has been hydrolysed. Even without surface-fouling, the drug-enzyme complex is

short-lived and there is no significant change in mass of the surface-bound drug after

β-lactam hydrolysis. In this case, a secondary probe is required to confirm hydrolysis.

Penicillin-binding protein (PBP) was chosen in this instance, as it is the pharmaceutical

target of β-lactam antibiotics. This protein covalently binds to active β-lactams, allowing

confirmation of both the orientation and state of the surface-bound β-lactams (Figure

6.10). Expression and purification of the PBPs was carried out by LMM and RH. Details
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Figure 6.9: QCM-D experiment monitoring cephalexin-PEG binding to surfaces of: Au coated
with 1,3-propane dithiol ((1)-Green), and SiO2 coated with MPTS ((2)-Blue). The introduction
of each solution is indicated by dashed lines and is labelled in each section. The running order
for this experiment was: 1-KPi; 2-cephalexin-PEG; 3-KPi. The highlighted bars on the frequency
axis show the shift for both Au and SiO2.

Figure 6.10: Diagram showing the use of PBP as a functional probe for QCM-D studies. As
shown, only surfaces with intact β-lactam rings should covalently bind to PBP.

of this work are described in the published manuscript [337]. Protein concentration was

determined using the Beer-Lambert law from the absorbance at 280 nm with an extinc-

tion coefficient of 58790 M−1 cm−1. For surface experiments using PBP, solutions were

prepared to 1 µM protein in 50 mM KPi (pH 7).

PBP was confirmed as a suitable probe for hydrolysis using QCM-D measurements.

Three sensors were functionalised with cephalexin-PEG. The first sensor was exposed to

PBPs; the second was challenged with PBPs which had been pre-incubated with cephalexin

to block the binding site, thus deactivating it; while the third was pre-exposed to 1 M

NaOH for 30 min to chemically hydrolyse the β-lactam ring. Following this, the sensors

were washed with 2% SDS to remove any non-specifically bound protein. As shown in

figure 6.11, a significant shift in resonant frequency was observed when both the β-lactam

ring and PBPs were active, suggesting that the density of PBPs bound to the surface was
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circa 1012 PBPs/cm2. This surface density is typical of a well-packed protein monolayer

[358] and also suggests that PBPs are unable to bind to every surface-bound cephalexin

molecules, as the approximate PBP density is nearly two orders of magnitude lower than

the surface-bound cephalexin. However, this was expected due to the much larger size

of PBP in comparison to the surface-bound β-lactam, thus, it would not be able to pack

as densely. Conversely, it was shown that, when either component was deactivated, the

number of PBPs bound to the surface was almost a magnitude lower, confirming the

suitability of PBPs as a probe for active β-lactam rings.

Figure 6.11: QCM-D experiment of cephalexin-PEG bound to Au (a) and SiO2 (c) under three
conditions: PBPs only ((1)-Green); PBP pre-incubated with cephalexin ((2)-Blue); PBP after
the surface-bound cephalexin-PEG was pre-treated with NaOH to chemically hydrolyse it ((3)-
Purple). The introduction of each solution is indicated by dashed lines and is labelled in each
section. The running order for this experiment was: 1-KPi; 2-PBP; 3-KPi; 4-2% SDS; 5-KPi.
Dashed data indicates where the trace has been shifted to align the introduction of each solution.
The highlighted bars on the frequency axis show the shift due to the bound PBP. (b) and (d)
show the density of PBP bound to Au and SiO2 surfaces for each condition, respectively. Data
reported as mean value across at least three repeats ± standard deviation.
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Figure 6.12: PM-IRRAS spectra of a cephalexin-PEG functionalised planar gold surface before
(blue) and after (red) rinsing in 2% SDS solution. The highlighted peak at 1776 cm−1, indicative
of the β-lactam ring, remained after exposure to SDS.

As shown in figure 6.11, after washing with SDS, a large shift in resonant frequency

was observed. This was initially thought to be due to viscosity differences between KPi

and SDS, as this is known to affect QCM-D resonance. However, the shape and magnitude

of the SDS step appeared to be larger when the PBP was thought to be covalently bound

to the sensor (as is the case with PBP to intact cephalexin) (Figure 6.11 - Green). This

difference in observed frequency was theorised to be due to the covalent nature of protein-

drug bond. In cases where the protein is more strongly bound to the surface, it was

thought that the surfactant would interact with the bound PBPs, but would be unable

to remove them from the surface, causing a greater interaction between the surfactant

and proteins leading to a larger decrease in the observed frequency. In cases where the

proteins were not strongly bound to the surface, the SDS should simply assemble round

the proteins and remove them from the surface, leading to a smaller decrease in frequency.

Unfortunately, there was no simple way to confirm whether this was the case, thus, this

was simply an observation. There was also a concern that SDS would disrupt the intact β-

lactam or remove the surface-bound cephalexin-PEG. However, PM-IRRAS measurements

of a cephalexin-PEG surface before and after washing with 2% SDS showed no significant

change in the observed β-lactam ring signal, indicating no interaction between the SDS

and β-lactam ring, as well as strong adhesion to the surface (Figure 6.12).

After confirming the suitability of PBP as a probe for β-lactam hydrolysis, additional

QCM-D measurements were performed to further confirm the suitability of the cephalexin-

PEG surface for the detection of β-lactamases. After challenging the cephalexin-PEG sur-

face with β-lactamases, significantly less binding of PBPs (2.68×1012±2.6×1011 PBPs/cm2

(Au) and 5.85×1011±4.38×1011 PBPs/cm2 (SiO2)) was seen in comparison to the unex-
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posed surfaces (4.75×1012±7×1011 PBPs/cm2 (Au) and 2.3×1012±2.95×1011 PBPs/cm2

(SiO2)), further confirming the surface hydrolysis (Figure 6.13). In contrast, after ex-

posing the surface to sulbactam-inhibited β-lactamase, using the same method described

in chapter 5, a slight reduction in PBP binding was seen, however, it appeared that

PBPs were still capable of binding to the surface. It should be noted that the binding

seen after exposure to inhibited enzyme was 3.8×1012±1.2×1011 PBPs/cm2 (Au) and

1.29×1012±6.7×1011 PBPs/cm2 (SiO2), a slightly reduced amount in comparison to the

un-exposed surface, implying that the inhibition was at least somewhat effective. The dis-

crepancy was thought to be caused by either β-lactamase fouling of the surface, and thus

blocking some of the binding sites, or incomplete inhibition of the enzyme, as the blend

of β-lactamase used for this project contained some metallo-enzymes, known not to be

inhibited by this compound, leading to partial hydrolysis of the surface. It was also noted

that the aforementioned increase in frequency after the introduction of SDS was lower for

β-lactamase exposed surfaces. It is believed that these results, combined with the PM-

IRRAS data (Figure 6.7), confirm that β-lactamases are still capable of hydrolysing the

surface-bound antibiotics, thus proving their capability for β-lactamase activity detection.
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Figure 6.13: QCM-D experiment showing PBP binding to a planar Au (a) and SiO2 (c)
cephalexin-PEG surface under three conditions: No treatment ((1)-Green); after exposure to
β-lactamases ((2)-Blue); after exposure to β-lactamases inhibited with sulbactam ((3)-Purple).
The introduction of each solution is indicated by dashed lines and is labelled in each section.
The running order for this experiment was: 1-KPi; 2-KPi (1), β-lactamases(2), or inhibited β-
lactamases(3); 3-KPi; 4-2% SDS (2); 5-KPi; 6- PBP; 7-KPi; 8- 2% SDS; 9-KPi. For clarity, only
the PBP binding steps have been shown in this figure. Dashed data indicates where the trace has
been shifted to align the introduction of each solution. The highlighted bars on the frequency axis
show the shift due to the bound PBP. (b) and (d) show the density of PBP bound to Au and
SiO2 surfaces for each condition, respectively. Data reported as mean value across at least three
repeats ± standard deviation.
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6.4 Testing the Cephalexin Surface for β-lactamase Detec-

tion in Complex Media

A stage often overlooked in novel susceptibility test development is the need for pathogenic

cells to be isolated from clinical samples. As discussed in chapter 2, current techniques

for bacterial isolation can take several days to complete, introducing a large delay in the

time taken from sample collection to diagnosis and treatment. For rapid susceptibility

testing to become viable, tests must be able to be performed directly on clinical samples

[40]. To this end, this section demonstrates the amenability and selectivity of the surface-

bindable β-lactam for the detection of β-lactamases in physiological samples of urine.

Urinary-tract infections (UTIs) are one of the most common forms of bacterial infections,

affecting millions of patients every year [359]. An alarming number of these infections show

signs of resistance to β-lactam antibiotics [360, 361]. Therefore, being able to rapidly and

reliably test for resistance to these drugs is necessary to provide effective treatment. Urine

provides a non-invasive method of sampling a patient but, as a complex biological media,

it contains a raft of cells, proteins, and other small molecules creating a challenge for

in-matrix detection.

To test the cephalexin-PEGs capability in complex media, previous experiments were

repeated using urine, rather than KPi. Urine samples were collected anonymously from

thirteen healthy adults who had shown no symptoms of infection, nor taken antibiotics

within one month prior to sample collection. Samples were filter-sterilised using 0.22 µm

syringe filters to remove large particulates. To ensure the urine stock would not interfere

with the β-lactam, LMM carried out HPLC measurements comparing cephalexin after 24

h in urine. As shown in figure 6.14, these tests showed no significant difference in the

peak area between cephalexin in buffer (peak area = 2295023) and in urine (peak area =

2153543), indicating there were no β-lactamase present within the urine stock.

Figure 6.14: HPLC data showing the retention time of components within solutions of 4.6mM
cephalexin in 50 mM KPi (Red) and urine (Blue).
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Figure 6.15: (a) - PM-IRRAS spectra of a cephalexin-PEG functionalised planar gold surface
before (blue) and after (red) a 24-hour exposure to urine spiked with β-lactamases. The reduction of
the highlighted peak at 1776 cm−1, after exposure to β-lactamases indicates that enzyme-mediated
β-lactam hydrolysis was still possible in urine. The large amide I band at 1623-1698 cm−1 indicates
protein fouling. (b) - PM-IRRAS spectra of a cephalexin-PEG functionalised planar gold surface
before (blue) and after (red) a two hour exposure to urine without β-lactamases. The highlighted
peak at 1776 cm−1 remained after exposure to urine, indicating that no hydrolysis occurred. The
large amide I band at 1623-1698 cm−1 indicates protein fouling.
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PM-IRRAS experiments were carried out using the same functionalisation protocol

on planar gold substrates used for previous KPi experiments. Following functionalisation

with cephalexin-PEG, all samples were exposed to either urine spiked with β-lactamases

or urine only. Initially, samples were exposed for 2 hours; however, when compared to the

peak reduction seen in KPi tests, only a small change was seen after this short time. It is

believed that this reduction in hydrolysis is due to an increase in biofouling, introduced by

competing proteins in the urine. This increase in fouling was further indicated by a much

larger increase in the amide I band (1623-1698 cm−1). After an overnight incubation,

the surfaces demonstrated β-lactam hydrolysis in response to β-lactamase exposure, with

reduction in the β-lactam carbonyl band only being observed in the samples exposed to

urine spiked with β-lactamases (Figure 6.15(a)). Exposure to urine without β-lactamases

showed no obvious change, demonstrating the stability of the antibiotic surface in urine

(Figure 6.15(b)). It should be noted that complete hydrolysis was not observed, even after

overnight incubation. However, other than the introduction of the PEG linker, no further

effort was made to reduce surface fouling, therefore the reduction in hydrolysis was not

surprising.

QCM-D experiments further confirmed the capability of the drug surface for measure-

ments in urine. Cephalexin-PEG-coated sensors were exposed to samples of urine, using

the same conditions as the previously described PM-IRRAS experiments (overnight in

urine spiked with β-lactamases or urine only). All sensors were washed after exposure to

the urine to remove any non-specifically bound proteins. To ensure all sensors were cleaned

to the same extent, washing was done once the sensors were loaded into the QCM-D. A

steady flow of 2% SDS was washed over each sensor for 1 hour, allowing a consistent

baseline to be achieved. As shown in Figure 6.16, considerably more PBP bound to the

surfaces that has not been exposed to β-lactamases, confirming the cephalexin-PEG’s abil-

ity to work in urine. Studies in urine were comparative to results obtained in KPi buffer

(Figure 6.13); however, it can be concluded that fouling has a large effect on PBP binding

to the cephalexin-PEG surface, as the results from tests using urine show a large decrease

in the amount of bound PBP.
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Figure 6.16: QCM-D experiment showing PBP binding to a planar Au (a) and SiO2 (b)
cephalexin-PEG surface under two conditions: after exposure to urine for 24 h ((1)-Green); after
24 h exposure to urine spiked with β-lactamases ((2)-Blue). The introduction of each solution is
indicated by dashed lines and is labelled in each section. All sensors were exposed to urine before
the experiment. The running order for this experiment was: 1-KPi; 2-2% SDS; 3-KPi; 4- PBP;
5-KPi; 6- 2% SDS; 7-KPi. For clarity, only the PBP binding steps have been shown in this figure.
The highlighted bars on the frequency axis show the shift due to the bound PBP for each condi-
tion. (b) and (d) show the density of PBP bound to Au and SiO2 surfaces for each condition,
respectively. Data reported as mean value ± standard deviation.
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6.5 Conclusions

In conclusion, this chapter discussed the development and testing of a surface-bindable

β-lactam antibiotic, capable of reacting in the presence of β-lactamases within 2 hours.

Studies using PM-IRRAS and QCM-D have shown the ability of the surface-bound β-

lactam to hydrolyse in the presence of β-lactamase enzymes. The surface-bindable antibi-

otic has also been shown to work in complex media, such as urine. The ability to work

in these media is a necessity for rapid diagnostic testing, as it would remove the need

for bacterial isolation, allowing for direct testing on a clinical sample. It should be noted

that testing in urine did increase the time-to-result; however, no further work was done

to improve upon the surface fouling caused by the additional proteins.

Although only a single β-lactam compound has been tested in this work, it is believed

that by using various surface-bound β-lactam antibiotics, it will be possible to determine

resistance levels to specific β-lactam compounds. This technique of surface-bound an-

tibiotics could be used for detection of other classes of resistance, as many of these are

expressed by a lack of binding affinity towards a target protein. Therefore, surface-bound

antibiotics could be used as probes for detecting the presence of target proteins using

surface-affinity biosensors, indicating susceptibility towards the surface-bound antibiotic.

The surface-bindable β-lactam has also been shown to be compatible with multiple

surface chemistries, making it compatible with a number of surface-sensitive biosensing

technologies. Previous work has demonstrated the potential of surface-bound β-lactam

probes on gold [362], however, none have demonstrated their use against β-lactamase

enzymes on multiple substrates, using a fouling-reducing tether, or in complex media. It

is hoped that by integrating this surface-bindable antibiotic with the EGFET device used

in this project, the detected β-lactam-β-lactamase reaction will occur closer to the ion-

sensitive surface, increasing the surface-concentration of H+ ions. The outlook section in

chapter 7 will discuss the integration of this surface-bindable β-lactam with the iridium

oxide based EGFETs.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Outlook

7.1 Summary and Conclusions

This thesis has described the development and testing of an IrOx discrete EGFET device

for use in a diagnostic assay for the detection of the most common form of antibiotic

resistance, β-lactam resistance. The assay relies on the acidification of a weakly-buffered

solution due to the β-lactam-β-lactamase reaction. Additionally, this thesis demonstrates

the use of a surface-bindable β-lactam probe which responds to the presence of β-lactamase

enzymes which could localise the acidification to the sensor surface, potentially increasing

the limit of detection of the EGFET assay, or could be incorporated into a number of

alternative surface-sensitive biosensor technologies.

As discussed in chapter 1, there is a need for technology which would enable accurate

and effective prescribing behaviours of antibiotics at point-of-care. Many techniques exist

for the detection of β-lactamases (Chapter 2, however, the currently used technologies

suffer from a number of drawbacks. The phenotypic assays most commonly used rely on

several overnight growth steps in order to obtain a result, at which point, an antibiotic

has often been prescribed without any diagnostic knowledge of the infection, meaning it

may not suitable [363]. Genotypic tests offer a faster time-to-result than the growth-based

assays, however, their operation assumes a known gene is responsible for encoding the

production of β-lactamase. In the case of new β-lactamase variants, performing these

measurements as the only method for detection could lead to an ineffective prescription.

Furthermore, their operation often requires bulky, expensive, and specialist equipment,

making them impractical in many point-of-care settings. Colorimetric tests exist which

allow the detection of specific β-lactamase enzymes using pH sensitive dyes in a point-of-

care setting [17, 18]. The nature of these tests allows them to produce qualitative results,

however, in cases of low-level expression of β-lactamase, these results have been shown

to be ambiguous due to incomplete shifts in colour [134]. The work described in this

thesis is the first example of acidimetric β-lactamase detection with a quantifiable readout

which could be miniaturised to work in a point-of-care setting. Although quantitative

detection may not be required for some applications, the voltage-based output of the

developed device would also reduce the ambiguity of low-level detection, as its output is

less subjective than the output produced by colorimetric assays.

In chapter 4, the development and testing of the bespoke IrOx-based pH sensor was

discussed. The device is based on the discrete extended-gate ion-sensitive field-effect tran-

sistor (EGFET) design discussed in a number of works [186, 191, 192]. The sensor uses a

commercial, discrete MOSFET as the transducing element for an ion-sensitive extended

electrode whose surface potential is dependent on the concentration of ions in the con-
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nected solution. By connecting this electrode to the gate of the MOSFET, changes in

the extended electrode surface potential can be read as changes in the source-drain cur-

rent of the MOSFET, which can thus be turned into a simply-measured voltage. The

devices demonstrate a high pH-sensitivity of up to ≈ 75 mV/pH, higher than the typical

Nernstian limit seen by other pH sensing instruments, as well as a good time-response of

< 2 s between pH changes. It was noted that these devices did show a large variability

in sensitivity, however, although a majority of the devices showed sensitivities between

47-63 mV/pH. XPS analysis of the IrOx film indicated that a mixture of Ir(III) and Ir(IV)

existed at the surface. The ratio of these two oxidation states has been shown to relate to

the device sensitivity [229], which may give some indication as to why a large variability

was seen and could be explored further in future work. Even considering the variability

of the devices, the sensitivity and noise level allowed for limits of detection of a < 0.09

change in pH. Further investigation into the physical properties of the EIROF also showed

that the surface is an amorphous, nanoporous film with a high level of hydration, typical

of those which demonstrate high pH sensitivity [230]. Analysis of the ion-sensitive elec-

trode parameters, such as film thickness and electrode size, did not appear to show any

correlation with device sensitivity; however, any association may have been masked by the

large variation in the observed sensitivity between devices.

Following the development of a pH sensitive EGFET device, chapter 5 discussed the

development and measurement of a β-lactamase acidimetric assay. In this work, the

mechanism through which the β-lactam acidification occurs was explored in detail, as

this has not been discussed previously. Specifically, pKa and isoelectric simulations were

carried out of ampicillin in both its intact and hydrolysed forms, giving an indication of

the overall differences in protonation and deprotonation between each molecule, which

lead to a change in overall solution pH. By combining this β-lactam hydrolysis with a

low-molarity buffer, a measurable pH change of ≈ 1 pH level was obtained in under an

hour, significantly greater than the limit of detection (0.09 pH units). Exploiting this

low LOD, devices were shown to be able to measure the expected correlation between

β-lactam concentration and observed pH change. Interestingly, the slow response time of

many other pH sensors, such as the glass electrode, would not be suitable for measuring the

time-resolved pH change required for these kinetic measurements. With a time-response

found to be greater than 2 pH levels per second for the developed devices, the rate of pH

change due to β-lactam hydrolysis over time could be measured. This quantity was found

to be correlated to the β-lactamase concentration and the acidimetric assay demonstrated

measurements of β-lactamase activity down to 1 %v/v of the purchased β-lactamase stock

concentration, equating to approximately 0.4-0.7 IU β-lactamase I and 0.06-0.1 IU β-

lactamase II. However, the clinical relevance of these concentrations is unknown and testing

of this assay in the future should investigate the response of assay to specific, clinically

relevant, β-lactamase enzymes.

Finally, the development of a surface-bindable β-lactam molecule which is capable of

reacting in the presence of β-lactamases was presented in chapter 6. Previous work had

demonstrated the potential of surface-bound β-lactam probes on gold [362]. However,
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their work only showed the use of a short-tether against a penicillin recognition protein

and did not consider its use for β-lactamase detection. In this work, a cephalexin β-lactam

molecule was synthesised to include a maleimide-tagged tether. Studies using PM-IRRAS

and QCM-D demonstrated the ability of the surface-bound β-lactam to hydrolyse in the

presence of β-lactamase enzymes. Initially, the employed tether was a carbon-chain linker,

however, investigation of the surface using QCM-D showed that surfaces coated in this

molecule were liable to surface-fouling of the β-lactamase enzymes, which could interfere

with surface-sensitive biosensor measurements of this probe. In an attempt to reduce

fouling, the carbon-chain tether was replaced with a PEG tether, which have been shown

to reduce the physisorption of proteins [354, 355]. This tether was shown to reduce the

surface adhesion of the β-lactamase enzymes somewhat, however, further work is required

to inhibit surface-fouling entirely. The surface-bound cephalexin-PEG was shown to react

to the presence of β-lactamase in under two hours, showing complete hydrolysis of the

probe in this time. Furthermore, the surface-bindable cephalexin-PEG was shown to be

compatible with multiple surface chemistries, enabling its use with a number of surface-

sensitive biosensing technologies utilising different surface materials. Finally, the surface-

bindable antibiotic was also shown to work in urine, a complex media containing a number

of other components. The ability to work in these media is a necessity for rapid diagnostic

testing, as it removes the need for overnight processes such as bacterial isolation, allowing

for direct testing on a clinical sample at the point-of-care. It is hoped that by combining

this surface-bindable antibiotic with the EGFET device used in this project, the detected

β-lactam-β-lactamase reaction will occur closer to the ion-sensitive surface, increasing the

surface-concentration of H+ ions.

7.2 Outlook and Future Work

This thesis has introduced the use of an IrOx EGFET pH sensor for the detection of

β-lactamase using a developed assay as well as the development and testing of a surface-

bindable β-lactam which can be incorporated into a number of surface-sensitive biosensors.

However, a number of elements have to be addressed before this technology can be imple-

mented at point-of-care. Furthermore, several areas could be explored in order to improve

the reliability and viability of the device. Some work has been done to explore these areas,

however, there is more to do. This section will discuss some of the work done on these

potential avenues as well as the further work which needs to take to place to achieve these

goals.

7.2.1 Integration of the Surface-bindable Cephalexin onto the EGFET

Sensor

An application which was hoped to be explored in this work was the combination of the

surface-bindable cephalexin-PEG and the IrO EGFET pH sensor. It was thought that

bringing the β-lactamase reaction closer to the sensor surface may improve the signal-to-

noise ratio, as has been demonstrated in other work [19]. Some work was done towards this
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Figure 7.1: PM-IRRAS spectra of a cephalexin-PEG functionalised planar gold surface before
(blue) and after (red) a 2 hr exposure to β-lactamases in 500 µM pH 7 KPi buffer as well as a
cephalexin-PEG surface after a 2 hr exposure to KPi (Green). The highlighted peak at 1776 cm−1

is indicative of the β-lactam ring in the cephalexin-PEG. The appearance of the amide I band at
1623-1698 cm−1 indicates protein fouling is occurring.

integration of the two technologies, however, more needs to be done to confirm whether

this will improve the output of the β-lactamase assay.

If the assay is to be used to detect pH changes due to the hydrolysis of the surface-

bound cephalexin-PEG, then the cephalexin-PEG must be able to be hydrolysed in the

presence of β-lactamases in low-molarity buffer, as was used in chapter 5 for the solution-

phase β-lactamase assay. In order to determine whether this was the case, the PM-

IRRAS experiments carried out in chapter 6 were repeated using the optimised pH 7,

500 µM buffer. Experiments were carried out using planar 100 nm thick Au surfaces,

fabricated on top of Si wafers using electron-beam evaporation. These substrates were

functionalised with cephalexin-PEG using the 1,3-propane dithiol protocol discussed in

chapter 6. Following functionalisation, the surfaces were exposed to β-lactamases in 500

µM pH7 KPi at the same 6-times dilution used in chapter 6 for 2 hours in a 37 ◦C incubator.

PMIRRAS results showed clear enzymatic hydrolysis of surface-bound β-lactam in the

low molarity buffer, comparable to the hydrolysis observed using 50 mM KPi buffer, as

demonstrated in chapter 6 (Figure 7.1 - Red). Furthermore, no degradation was seen after

exposure to the low-molarity buffer without β-lactamases, suggesting the cephalexin-PEG

is still stable (Figure 7.1 - Green).

In order to combine the cephalexin-PEG and the IrOx, a compatible surface function-

alisation protocol has to be developed. There is evidence to suggest that a silane-based

functionalisation, such as MPTS, will work on the IrOx film, as these layers have been

shown to work on other metal-oxides [364–367]. However, confirmation of this surface-
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functionalisation is not possible using the previously used techniques, as PM-IRRAS re-

quires an IR-reflective substrate. An attempt was made to fabricate an EIROF-coated

QCM-D sensor, however, the films appeared to lower the mass sensitivity of the QCM-D

sensor significantly, making measurements of the cephalexin-PEG impractical using this

method. If the cephalexin-PEG and EGFETs are to be reliably combined in the future,

then a technique must be used to confirm the presence of a functionalised surface. One

method to do this would be to use a secondary maleimide-tagged probe with a fluorescent

or redox active tag to ensure the formation of the thiolated layer. Although this method is

not ideal, as it only confirms the presence of a thiolated layer, this would determine a suit-

able thiolation protocol for the EIROF which would in-turn allow for surface modification

with the maleimide-tagged cephalexin-PEG. Confirmation of the cephalexin-PEG layer

was not carried out in this work, however, to determine whether MPTS-cephalexin-PEG

would have any detrimental effect on the device sensitivity, three devices were measure

before and after functionalisation. As shown in figure 7.2, some difference were seen across

the sensors after functionalisation and the pH sensitivity was maintained within the vari-

ability observed between EIROF EGFET devices. There also appears to be a narrower

distribution in the spread of sensitivities after functionalisation which may be due to the

formation of identical surfaces across the devices, however, this was not explored any

further and could be the subject of future work.

Figure 7.2: (a) Calculated sensitivity of four EGFET devices before (Blue) and after (Red)
functionalisation with MPTS and cephalexin-PEG. Error is reported as the SE of the pH sensitivity.
(b) Mean value of the calculated sensitivities before (Blue) and after (Red) functionalisation with
MPTS and cephalexin-PEG. Error is reported as the SE of the pH sensitivity. Error reported as
the SD of the mean across the three sensors.

Once the functionalisation of the EIROF surface has been confirmed, work could begin

on testing whether the surface-functionalisation improves the observed change in signal

due to the presence of β-lactamases. It is unknown whether the level of surface func-

tionalisation will be enough to observe a large signal, however, techniques such as the
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nanoparticle functionalisation technique used in J. Rothberg’s work [19] or functionalis-

able hydrogels [368, 369] could be used to increase the number of molecules at the surface

and thus increase the signal-to-noise ratio.

7.2.2 Further Investigation into Variability

As discussed in chapter 4, a large variability in pH sensitivity was seen across the EIROF

EGFET sensors. The cause of this was investigated using several of the material analysis

techniques discussed in chapter 4 (SEM, EDX, XRD), however, no discernible difference

in terms of their physical properties or chemical composition was observed. For the IrOx

EGFET to be a viable device for point-of-care use, this variability would have to be

investigated further. It is thought that the device variability may be due to differences

in oxidation state, as this has been shown to affect the pH sensitivity of IrOx [229]. To

confirm this, further XPS could be carried out, as this technique was shown to be able

to determine the oxidation state ratio present in the EIROF. However, this technique

is only able to probe a few nanometers into the surface, thus, it may not give a full

picture of the oxidation states present throughout the film. P. Steegstra and E. Ahlberg,

demonstrated an approach to reduce the variability of EIROF pH sensors by optimising

the oxidation state through potential conditioning [231]. This technique could be tested

to determine whether this improves the reliability of the IrOx EGFETs. Furthermore, a

parameter which was not explored in this work was the cycle speed at which the EIROF

was deposited. It was found that introducing potential cycling instead of applying a static

voltage improved adhesion of the IrOx to the gold electrode, thus, altering the speed of

the potential cycle may have other effects which were not explored in this work.

As well as the variability of pH sensitivity between sensors, as discussed in chapter

5, some variability was observed between measurements of β-lactamases, particularly in

samples where larger shifts in pH was observed. This was thought to be due to combination

of external parameters such as temperature having a larger impact on the β-lactamase

activity at low pH levels. For the assay to be able to reliably quantify β-lactamase activity

in a point-of-care setting, this variability would have to be addressed. One investigation

would be to fix the temperature of the device under measurement to determine whether

this reduces the observed variability. Furthermore, the assay was performed by injecting

β-lactamase using a pipette. This method does not allow for accurate control of the

introduction of β-lactamases, which may be introducing additional error. A redesign

of the fluidic manifold used in chapter 4 would allow for this injection to be controlled

microfluidically and would remove this source of error.

7.2.3 Application of the Developed β-lactamase Assay with Clinically

Relevant Samples

Chapter 5 described the use of the IrOx EGFET to measure β-lactamase hydrolysis. How-

ever, the β-lactamases used for this work were a blend of recombinant enzymes. Although

it is possible for a single bacteria to produce multiple different β-lactamases [370], the en-

zymes used in this work are not particularly clinically relevant. Furthermore, the enzyme
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concentration for these blends was not specified, thus, a detection limit for the assay could

not be determined. In order to test the applicability of this assay for clinical use, future

work could investigate the response of assay to specific β-lactamase enzymes at known

concentrations. As well as being able to determine a limit of detection, the investigation

of specific β-lactamases would allow for an assay which could potentially discriminate

between different levels of β-lactam resistance. Additionally, by altering the β-lactam an-

tibiotic used in the assay, resistance profiles to different antibiotics could be determined.

Finally, the β-lactamase enzymes that were measured in this work were measured in iso-

lation. In a real setting these enzymes would be alongside a number of other proteins and

biological matter. For this assay to be able to work in a point-of-care setting, it must also

be able to detect these β-lactamase enzymes in the presence of this additional matter. To

enable this form of detection, further work using this assay should look at the detection

of β-lactamase enzymes from bacterial cell lysate, as this would determine the clinical

relevance of this assay.

7.2.4 Reducing the Cost of the IrO EGFET

The IrOx EGFET was chosen as the pH sensing device for a number of reasons. First, its

high sensitivity due to the EIROF allowed for a greater signal-to-noise ratio for detecting

small changes in pH. Secondly, its fast response allowed the detection of pH changes in

the order of seconds, required for quantifying the kinetics of β-lactam hydrolysis. Finally,

discrete EGFET devices which use commercial MOSFETs are able to be produced without

the need for a cleanroom environment and specialist instrumentation, allowing the full

pH sensing device to be produced at a low cost. However, the fabrication methods and

materials used for producing the Au extended gate electrode were expensive and required

cleanroom instruments such as an E-beam or thermal evaporator. One approach for

removing the reliance on cleanroom processing would be to use copper PCB technology,

which is well established for producing electronic devices and could easily be scaled to

mass-manufacturing [247]. Furthermore, for the device to be able to operate in a point-of-

care setting, it would have to be integrated with fluidics which allows for sample handling

and processing. By using PCB as the device substrate, low-cost microfluidics could also

be integrated directly into the device PCB [247].

Work is currently being carried out by a colleague, Rhys Ashton, to develop a copper-

PCB based IrOx ISFET device which would be able to be mass manufactured at a low-

cost. These devices show similar levels of sensitivity to those described in this thesis.

Furthermore, the electrodeposition technique used for the deposition of the IrOx film

could easily be scaled as the iridium oxalate solution has been shown to be stable over

several uses. By combining a low-cost, mass-manufacturing technology such as PCB with

discrete EGFET devices, a low-cost and point-of-care technology could be realised.
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